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The Orbit Maneuvering Engine of the Space Shuttle will use a regeneratively
cooled thrust chamber. Present plans call for using MMH as the fuel and
coolant for the engine with NTO as the oxidizer. Under Tasks I and II of
Contract NAS9-12802, Rocketdyne investigated, analytically, several thrust
chamber cooling concepts and fuel coolants. Using the criteria of perform-
ance, reliability, safety, maintainability, cost, and development risk,
Rocketdyne concluded that the regeneratively cooled chamber using amine fuel
was a superior combination.
Under Task IV of the contract, Rocketdyne fabricated a regeneratively cooled,
electroformed thrust chamber. The chamber simulated flight type hardware
in all areas except the inlet and outlet manifold configuration, which were
designed for test flexibility and low cost. The thrust chamber was tested
with two like-doublet element injectors in Tasks V and VIII, and the results
reported in Data Dump ASR73-349. The thrust chamber assembly demonstrated
safe, stable operation over a wide range of operating conditions at a
moderately high performance level.
Under Task X of the contract, an integrated thrust chamber was fabricated
which simulated the injector-end configuration of a flight type thrust chamber
assembly. A test program was conducted under Task XII to characterize the
steady-state stability, thermal, and performance characteristics of the
integrated thrust chamber assembly, as well as limited tests to investigate
transient characteristics. The results of these tests were published as
Data Dump ASR74-117.
Task XII was continued to experimentally investigate: 1) the start, shutdown,
and restart characteristics of the integrated thrust chamber; and 2) perform-
ance and thermal conditions for blowdown operation and for operation without
ASR74-229
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supplementary boundary layer cooling. The results of this test program




A total of 116 tests and 744 seconds were accumulated during Phase II of
the Integrated Thrust Chamber Test Program. All of the tests wccre conducted
with the electroformed regeneratively cooled thrust chamber and the-like-
doublet No. 1 injector. The injector diameter is 8 inches and the injector-
to-throat distance is 14.7 inches. Most of the tests were conducted with
the heat sink/radiation cooled nozzle having an area ratio of 72 to 1.
Tests at low chamber pressure and tests with zero boundary layer coolant
were conducted with a radiation cooled nozzle having an area ratio of 9 to 1.
Including previous tests, the integrated thrust chamber has been fired 156
times for a total duration of 1190 seconds and the No. 1 like-doublet injector
has been fired 284 times for a total of duration of 1695 seconds.
A series of tests were conducted with various posttest purge and flush
sequences to determine how the engine might be returned to ambient tempera-
ture between multiple tests. It was decided that no flush or purge would
be used between tests in order to avoid possibility of contaminating the
engine. A brief series of tests were conducted wherein the fuel valve
signal delay time (relative to the oxidizer valve signal) was varied from
100 milliseconds to 0 milliseconds. No significant change in pressure or
thrust overshoots or 'g' level at start resulted from these variations.
Hot engine restart tests were conducted by firing the engine until it reached
thermal equilibrium and then shutting down for various coast periods ranging
from 1 to 180 seconds. These tests were conducted with ambient temperature
propellants and with cold (approximately 45 F) propellants. This series of
conditions resulted in starting the engine with no propellants in the manifold,
residual fuel only in the engine, and both residual oxidizer and fuel in the
ASR74-229
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engine. One 1500 g spike was recorded at oxidizer prime with no engine
damage. A 530 g start was also recorded but could not be repeated. All
other starts had acceleration spikes of less than 130 g. Accelerations
of 15-40 g's were recorded with normally operating valves at ignition.
Thrust overshoots as high as 160% were recorded. No damage was done to
the thrust chamber.
A series of tests was conducted with coast times ranging from 0.3 to 180
seconds wherein the engine was fired 1 second each time between coast
periods. This was termed a warm-engine start and represents the minimum
firing duration required of the OME. Maximum 'g' levels at start and
thrust overshoots were only 20 g's and 120 percent, respectively. These
tests were conducted with ambient temperature propellants.
A final series of restart tests was conducted with the engine being fired
for a duration of only 0.2 seconds between coast periods. The coast periods
ranged from 2.5 seconds to 14-1/4 minutes. Maximum 'g' levels were
about 20 g's at ignition for all coast times. However, acceleration spikes
as high as 180 g's occurred at oxidizer prime (before ignition) for long
coast times. The maximum thrust overshoot of 150 percent occurred at a coast
time of 2.5 seconds but there was considerable scatter in the data. Ambient
temperature propellants were used.
No hardware damage was incurred as a result of any of these tests which
indicated that the OME can be safely restarted without any limit on the
coast time.
A series of tests of 5-second durations were conducted with unsaturated
propellant at lower than nominal chamber pressure to investigate engine
operating characteristics under propellant tank blowdown conditions. Tests
at 80 and 75 psia chamber pressure resulted in chugging at start which
damped out during the tests. At 65 psia chamber pressure, the chug persisted
ASR74-229
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throughout the test. The chugging occurred at frequencies of 11S to 310 Hz
and did not appear to be detrimental to the engine. The tests results
indicate that under conditions of smoothly decaying tank pressures and
unsaturated propellants the engine could probably blowdown to approximately
65 to 75 psia chamber-pressure without chugging.
A fuel depletion test was conducted for a duration of 4.5 seconds. The
test was started with very little fuel in the fuel tank and ended with an
indicated mixture ratio of 4.4 although assessment of the mixture ratio
is difficult because the test data indicate that slugs of helium were also
entering the thrust chamber. After the test, the thrust chamber was
observed to have a number of blue streaks in the combustion zone particularly
in the converging section. A dye penetrant test on the thrust chamber did
not indicate any cracks or leaks and testing was continued.
Supplementary boundary layer coolant is supplied to the thrust chamber by
orifices in the periphery of the injector. These orifices were plugged
for one sequence of tests which were conducted over a range of chamber
pressures and mixture ratios. Comparison of these test results with results
of the Phase 1 tests indicate that at nominal conditions a performance gain
of approximately 1.5 seconds Is results from the elimination of the BLC.
Concurrently, the heat load to the regeneratively cooled chamber increased
by approximately 26 percent which would result in a safety factor of 1.2




The hardware used for the test program consisted of a regeneratively cooled
thrust chamber, full size and truncated radiation cooled nozzles, and a
like-doublet injector. The injector and chamber were designed to closely
simulate the thermal and dynamic characteristics of flight type ,ardware.
All components were bolted together and sealed with either metallic or
elastomeric 0-rings, as appropriate.
A drawing of the thrust'chamber assembly is shown in Fig. 1. Table 1 provides
a summary of the regenerative cooled chamber design characteristics. The
combustion chamber has a length of 14.7 inches and a contraction ratio of 2:1
with a throat diameter of 5.820. The expansion area ratio of the regenera-
tively cooled nozzle is 7:1. The inner wall and the lands of the chamber
are 321 CRES, and the channels are closed out with electroformed nickel.
The thrust chamber was designed for the heat flux profile shown in Fig. 2.
Channel sizes are such that the minimum safety factor is approximately 1.5
at a fuel inlet temperature of 100 F, chamber pressure of 120 psia, and
propellant mixture ratio of 1.85. The coolant jacket itself is flightweight
with nickel closeout thicknesses as thin as 0.025 inches at the throat. The
fuel inlet manifold is a heavyweight configuration to reduce cost, but
simulates flight manifold volume. The coolant outlet manifold is more critical
thermally and represents a typical flight design.
The completed regeneratively cooled thrust chamber is shown in Fig. 3. The
thrust chamber was extensively instrumented to measure outside wall tempera-
tures as described in Table II and shown in Fig. i. Additional engine instru-
mentation for Phase II tests is described in Table III and shown in Figs. 4,
5, and 6.
Accelerometers were initially mounted as described in Table III but were
relocated after Test IHT 1-1-4 onto a diameter line oriented in the 300-2100
Page intentionally left blank
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Contour Tapered from I in.
upstream of throat
NOZZLE
Regen Section Expansion Ratio to 7:1
Nozzle Extension Expansion Ratio 7:1 to 72:1
Contour Flight parabolic
COOLANT
Circuit Count erf low
Number-of Regen Coolant Channels 120
Coolant Pressure Drop, psid 15
Coolant Bulk Temperature,Rise, F 178
Auxiliary Film Coolant 2.7% Total Propellant
Channel Dimensions at throat, inches
Width, inches 0.114
Height, inches 0.068




Hot Wall (0.030 in.) and Lands CRES 321
Cold Wall (0.030 in.) Electroformed Nickel
Nozzle Extension CRES
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ENGINE TEMPERATURE INSTRUMENTATION LIST
Location,
Temperature Degrees
TFB-1 Fuel Temp - T/C Outlet Manifold 300
TFB-2 Fuel Temp.- T/C Outlet Manifold 30TFB-3 Fuel Temp - T/C Outlet Manifold 120
TFB-4 Fuel Temp - T/C.Inlet Manifold 0
TFB-5 Fuel Temp - T/C Inlet Manifold 250
TFB-6 Fuel Temp - T/C Inlet Manifold 90
TFB-7 Fuel Temp - T/C Inlet Manifold (Top) 260TFB-8 Fuel Temp - T/C Inlet Manifold (Bottom) 260
TINJ Injector Body 45, 75, 155T34 Ni Back Wall @STA+3.0 90
T35 Ni Back Wall @STA+3.0 270
T36 Ni Back Wall @STA-Q.3 90
T37 Ni Back Wall @STA-0.3 270
T38 Ni Back Wall @STA-2.0 0
T39 Ni Back Wall @STA-2.0 90
T40 Ni Back Wall @STA-2.0 j 180
T8 Ni Back Wall OSTA-10.0 0
T9 Ni Back Wall @STA-10.0 90
T10 Ni Back Wall @STA-10.0 180T11 Ni Back Wall @STA-10.0 270
T12 Ni Back Wall @STA-6.0 0
TI13 Ni Back Wall @STA-6.0 180
T14 Ni Back Wall @STA-.30 0
T13 Ni Back Wall @STA-.30 180
T16 Ni Back Wall @STA +3.0 0
T17 Ni Back Wall @STA +3.0 180
18 Skin Temp - T/C Inlet Manifold 0
T19 Skin Temp - T/C Inlet Manifold 180
T20 Nozzle Flange - T/C Side 0
T30 Nozzle Flange - T/C Side 180
T41 Ni Back Wall @STA-2.0 270
T42 Ni Back Wall @STA-4.0 0
T43 Ni Back Wall @STA-4.0 90
T44 Ni Back Wall @STA-4.0 180
T45 Ni Back Wall @STA-4.0 270
T46 Ni Back Wall @STA-6.0 90
T47 NiBack Wall @STA-6.0 270
T48 Ni Back Wall @STA-8.0 0
T49 Ni Back Wall @STA-8.0 90
T50 Ni Back Wall @STA-8.0 180
T51 Ni Back Wall @STA-8.0 270
T52 Ni Back Wall @STA-13.0 0
T53 Ni Back Wall @STA-13.0 90








T55 Ni Back Wall @STA-13.0 270
T56 Ni Back Wall @STA-16.0 0T57 Ni Back Wall @STA-16.0 15T58 Ni Back Wall @STA-16.0 75
T59 Ni Back Wall @STA-16.0 75T60 Ni Back Wall @STA-16.0 180
T61 Ni BAck Wall @STA-16.0 195
T62 Ni Back Wall @STA-16.0 255
T63 Ni Back Wall @STA-16.0 315
















NOTE: 0 degrees reference plane located 90 degrees clockwise from inlet
manifold looking aft. Locations noted are clockwise from 0 degrees




LOCATIONS OF MODIFIED INSTRUMENTATION FOR ROCKETDYNE
INTEGRATED T/C RESTART TESTS
Acceleration
GA-0, GA-1, GA-2 On thrust mount as close to engine mounting bolt circle
as possible.
GA-3 On injector oxidizer dome. Tapped hole ful aished.
Temperatures
TFV (TOV) Tack weld to engine fuel (oxidizer) valve outlet adapter
approximately 1-inch from valve flange. -1 and -2 refer
to top and bottom sides respectively of adapters.
TFD (TOD) Tack weld to fuel (oxidizer) duct approximately 1-inch
from engine connector. -1 and -2 refer to top and
bottom sides of the ducts.
TINJ On injector at radial location shown in Fig. 5 (45, 75,
and 1550).
TFB-7 In boss shown in Fig. 6.
TFB-8 In boss shown in Fig. 6. Bottom out thermocouple then
retract 0.1-inch.
Pressures
PFIL* In drain port in coolant inlet manifold 900 CCW from
inlet flange (looking aft)
PF2L* Use tee in TFB-2 port to measure both temperature and
pressure.
PQ1L* P01 port and 1/8 tubing.
P01 (high pressure, In port shown in Fig. 7 asing drilled out fitting
high response) furnished.
PF2 (high pressure, Onto special fitting welded onto PF2 boss on dome shown
High response) in Fig. 5.
*These parameters require isolation valves to prevent transducer damage during
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direction (coolant inlet duct at 2700) as follows:
Accelerometer Location Range 'g' Output
4006 Thrust Ring .2,000 Analog
4007 Ox. Dome ±200 Analog, Oscillograph
4008 Thrust Ring ±200 Analog, Brush
4097 Ox. Dome ±1,000 Analog, Oscilloscope, CSM
After test IHT 1-3-6 accelerometers 4006 and 4008 were relocated to the
injector/chamber flange and accelerometers 4006, 4007, and 4097 outputs were
recorded directly on oscillograph as well as the other formats shown above.
The TFD-2 thermocouple was actually welded to the bottom of the fuel duct at
the low point in the system about 5 inches upstream of the inlet. The TFB-7
and -8 thermocouple bosses were added at the same circumferential location
as TFB-5 to record fuel boilout during posttest vacuum soaks. Low-level
pressure (15 psid) transducers were added to provide vapor pressure/saturation
temperature correlations with the fuel temperatures and to indicate propellant
depletion. Close coupled high-pressure transducers were used to record the
transients in fuel and oxidizer injection pressures and fuel coolant jacket
inlet pressure. Chamber pressure instrumentation was not configured to provide
high response transient data.
The injector used was a like-doublet (L/D No. 1), which had 186 elements
arranged in nine rows. Oxidizer orifice diameters ranged from 0.032 to 0.038
inches, while fuel orifice diameters ranged from 0.028 to 0.033 inches. The
injector included 68 orifices (0.020-inch diameter) to provide boundary layer
coolant amounting to 2.7 percent of the total propellant flow at nominal mixture
ratio. Injector characteristics are summarized in Table IV.
A flight contoured, radiation cooled CRES nozzle with G = 72 was used to
provide realistic thrust overshoot and sideload data for the restart tests.
ASR74-229
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TABLE IV Injector L/D No. 1 Characteristics
Diameter, in. 8.200
Number of Elements 186
Number of Rows 9
Type of Elements Like Doublet
Oxidizer Element Diameter, in. 0.032/
(minimum/maximum) 0.038
Fuel Element Diameter, in. 0.028/
(minimum/maximum) 0.033
Pressure Drop @ Nominal Flows
Oxidizer, psi 56
Fuel, psi 62
Number of Acoustic Cavities* 8/4
Mode Suppression Ist & 3rd
Tangential,
Ist Radial
*Cavities formed by chamber and injector
ASR74-229
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A radiation cooled Columbium nozzle with G = 9 used for the tests at low
chamber pressure and no film cooling to eliminate the chance of chamber




The thrust chamber assembly was tested at the White Sands Test Facility
at Las Cruces, New Mexico. Figure 7 is a photograph of the installation
which is shown schematically in Figure 7a. Fuel (MMH) and oxidizer (NTO)
was stored and conditioned in 2000-gallon propellant tanks external to the
vacuum cell. The propellant was pumped from the external tanks to the two
60-gallon tanks inside the vacuum cell simulating the OMS tankage exits-
Line sizes and lengths from the propellant tanks to the OME interface were
configured so as to simulate OMS ducting. A flow meter was located in
each propellant feedline between the tanks and the engine interface. A
common pressure source was used to pressurize both the internal and external
fuel tanks.
The fuel sides of two LMdescent engine valves were used as the engine pro-
pellant control valves. Fuel valves were used for both fuel and oxidizer
sides because these valves contained the actuators and the position indicators.
Each valve was series and parallel redundant including upstream isolation
valves and downstream shutoff valves. Positions were measured on one of the
isolation valves and one of the shuttle valves for each propellant. The
valves were located so as to provide a slight positive drain into the engine
inlets in an attempt to simulate the depletion which would occur after shut-
down under zero 'g' conditions. The ducting between the valves and the
engines was configured to simulate typical line volumes and sizes for the
flight OME as shown in Fig. 8.
Provisions for GN2 purges were made downstream of the valves. Provision for
an isopropyl alcohol flush was also made downstream of the fuel valve. A
water spray ring was provided at the radiation side of the regen/radiation
nozzle interface. Finally, a high volume air cooling purge of the radiation
nozzle was provided to cool the nozzle after testing. The steam ejector was
ASR74-229
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Figure 7. Engine Installation at WSTF
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Figure 8. Propellant Inlet Ducting and Valves
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able to pump the capsule down to a pressure of approximately 0.06 psia equiva-
lent to an altitude in excess of 100,000 feet. A complete list of facility
instrumentation is given in Table V.
The test operation at WSTF was initiated with a vacuum pump evacu,. ion of
test stand 401. This operation was performed about 2-3 hours prior to the
actual test operation. The engine test stand was then readied for operation
by pressurizing the propellant tanks to the required run pressures and assur-
ing that the engine stand and the engine instrumentation were in readiness
for the test. With this assurance that the engine was ready for testing, the
hyperflow gas generator system was started and brought up to full operation.
At this time, the altitude capsule isolation valve was opened to permit the
hyperflow action to pump down the altitude cell to the final run pressure.
The cell pressure was continuously monitored, and when it reached 0.1 psia,
engine test activity commenced. The first event, at sequence time equals
zero, was activation of the "fire switch." At this time, the electrical
signal was simultaneously applied to both fuel and oxidizer main propellant
valves. For tests in the first part of Phase II, the signal to the fuel valve






Parameter Range TRe OSC Brush Digit
Thrust IA 0-5000 Lbs X X
Thrust IB 0-5000 Lbs X
Thrust 2A 0-5000 Lbs X X
Thrust 2B 0-5000 Lbs X
Thrust 3A 0-5000 Lbs X X
Thrust 3B 0-5000 Lbs X
Total Vertical Thrust 0-15000 Lbs X X X X
Horizontal Force IA ±1000 Lbs X X
Horizontal Force 1B ±1000 Lbs
Horizontal Force 2A i 1000 Lbs X X
Horizontal Force 2B ±1000 Lbs X
Horizontal Force 3A +1000 Lbs X X
Horizontal Force 3B +1000 Lbs i X
Axial Acceleration GA-1 0-3000G I X X
Axial Acceleration GA-2 0-200G (CSM) X X
Axial Acceleration GA-3 0-200G X
Fuel Valve Position 0-100% X X
Fuel Valve Position Open/Closed X
Oxid. Valve Position 0-100% X X
Oxid. Valve Position Open/Closed X
Fuel Flow 1 0-100 GPM X X ' X
Fuel Flow 2 0-100 GPM X
Oxidizer Flow 1 0-100 GPM X X X
Oxidizer Flow 2 0-100 GPM X
Fire Switch Signal On/Off X X X X
Fuel Tank Press. 0-300 PSIA X X
Oxid. Tank Press. I0-300 PSIA X x
Fuel Valve Inlet Press.. i 0-300 PSIA X X
Oxid. Valve Inlet Press. 0-300 PSIA X X
Cell Press, HIgh 0-15 PSIA X X
Cell Press, Low 0-1/2 PSIA X X






Parameter Range TMP OSC Brush Digit
Fuel Inlet Manifold Press PF1 0-300 PSIA X X X
Fuel Inlet Manifold Press PFIL 0-15 PSIA X
Fuel Injection Press PF2 0-300 PSIA X X X
Fuel Injection Press PF2L 0-15 PSIA X
Oxid Injection Press P01 0-300 PSIA X X X
Oxid Injection Press P01L 0-15 PSIA X
Chamber Press 1 0-200 PSIA X
Chamber Press 2 0-200 PSIA X X X X
Fuel Temp, Tank 32-150 F X X
Oxid Temp, Tank 32-150 F X X
Fuel Temp, F/M 32-150 F X
Oxid Temp, F/M 32-150 F X X
Ox Temp, Valve Inlet 
-50-150 F X X
Fuel Valve Outlet Temp TFV-1 -50-300 F X
Fuel Valve Outlet Temp TFV-2 -50-300 F X X
Ox. Valve Outlet Temp. TOV-1 -50-300 F X
Ox. Valve Outlet Temp. TOV-2, 
-50-300 F X X
T/C Fuel Inlet Duct Temp TFD-l -50-300 F X
T/C Fuel Inlet Duct Temp TFD-2 -50-300 F X X
T/C Ox. Inlet Duct Temp. TOD-1 -50-300 F X
T/C Ox. Inlet Duct Temp. TOD-2 -50-300 F X X
All Engine Propellant Temps 
-50-300 F
All Nickel Backwell Temps 
-50-300 F
All Nozzle Temps 32-2500 F
Engine Temps on TMP:
T9-Nickel Backwall @ STA-10 & 900 X
T19-Inlet Manifold Skin @ 1800 X
Nozzle Backw4,l @ STA + 9.9 & 0 X
Nozzle Backwall @ STA + 7.8 00 X
TFB4- Jacket Coolant Inlet x
TFBl- Jacket Coolant Outlet x
ASR74-229
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TEST PROGRAM AND RESULTS
The primary objective of the test program was to investigate the OME start,
shutdown, and restart characteristics to determine if restrictions of the
mission-duty cycle exists for the current configuration of the OM_. Secondary
objective was the investigation of OME thrust chamber operating characteristics
at very low chamber pressures typical of propellant tank blowdown operation
and without supplementary boundary layer coolant.
TEST SEQUENCES
To accomplish these objectives, the tests were broken down into groups of
tests called test sequences each having specific detailed objectives or test
conditions. The number of tests in each sequence and the objectives of the
sequence are shown in Table VI. A summary of the most significant conditions
for each test is presented in Table VII. As noted, all tests of sequence 1
through 6 (except 1-1 and 1-2) were conducted at approximately nominal chamber
pressure and propellant mixture ratio.
Twelve tests were conducted in the first test sequence to check out the
facility instrumentation and engine and to determine the effects of posttest
purge and flushing operations. All tests for sequence 1 were conducted with
a 100 millisecond oxidizer valve opening signal lead relative to the fuel
valve signal. The first test was a 1-second duration firing followed by water
spray, flush, and purging operations which brought the engine to temperatures
approaching 00F. After these procedures, the engine was restarted and fired
for three seconds for Test 1-2. Data from this test was used to reset the
tank pressures during the 5-minute posttest soak period. Following this
vacuum soak, the engine was purged and restarted for another 1-second firing.
After Test.1-3, a briefer sequence of purging and flushing was followed again
cooling the engine down to low temperatures. The purpose of these procqdures
TABLE VI
INTEGRATED CHAMBER TEST PROGRAM SUMMARY - PHASE II
SEQUENCE ESS PURPOSE
1 12 CHECKOUT, POSTTEST PURGE AND FLUSH EFFECTS,
PERFORMANCE
3 35 VALVE SEQUENCING, HOT ENGINE RESTART, SOAKOUT,
FUEL DEPLETION
4 13 WARM ENGINE RESTART, SOAKOUT
5 15 HOT ENGINE RESTART WITH COLD PROPELLANTS, SOAKOUT
6 17 AMBIENT ENGINE RESTART, SOAKOUT
7 14 PERFORMANCE, THERMAL LOW Pc OPERATION
8 10 PERFORMANCE AND THERMAL WITHOUT BLC





Test Ox. Valve Durat ion
Seq. No. Lead, msec sec. Comments
1-1* 100 1.0 Targeted P and o/F 125 psia and 1.5
respectiveiy for tests 1-1 and 1-2;
125 psia and 1.65 for subsequent tests.
Posttest water spray (38 sec) alcohol
flushing (42 sec) and GN2 purge.
1-2 100 3.1 Restarted immediately after above
procedures. Five-minute posttest soak.
1-3* 100 1.0 Restarted without purges after soak.
Posttest water spray, alcohol flush,
and CN, purge to cool engine.
1-4 100 0.14 Restarted after above procedures. Hard
start and CSM shutdown.
1-5* 100 0.3 One minute of purge (cycling) posttest,
then restart.
1-6 100 0.3 One minute posttest purges, then restart.
1-7 100 0.3 One minute of posttest purge, then restart.
1-8 100 0.3 One minute of posttest purge, then restart.
1-9 100 1.3 One minute of posttest purge, then restart.
1-10 100 0.3 One minute of posttest purge, then restart.
1-11 100 0.3 15 sec. posttest purge, 8 sec. alcohol
flush, 100 sec GN2 purge, then restart.
1-12 100 35.6 18 sec. posttest GN2 purge, 30 sec. alcohol
flush, 40 sec. purge, 5 min. soak.
3-1* 100 0.3 One-minute posttest purge.
3-2 100 0.3 One-minute posttest purge.
3-3 50 0.3 One-minute posttest purge.
3-4 0 29.3 Simultaneous propellant valve signals for
this and subsequent .tests. No posttest purge.
*First test of a vacuum period.
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TABLE VII. TEST CONDITIONS (Continued)
Test Duration Pretest Coast
Seq. No. Sec. Time, Sec. Comments
3-5 14.3 180 No posttest purge.
3-6 4.3 120 2 min. posttest purge (including upper
nozzle external purge).
3-7* 32.0 No posttest purge after this and following










3-16 . 4.8 1.1
3-17 4.8 1.2 30 min. vacuum soak.
3-18* 0.15 No tape data during posttest soak.
3-18A* 0.15 Pretest purge. Hard start at Ox. injector
prime. 10 min. posttest soak.
3-18B* Injector rotated. 6 Ox. valve on-off cycles.
3-18C 0.94 30 min. posttest soak.











*First test of a vacuum period.
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TABLE VII. TEST CONDITIONS (Continued)
Test Duration Pretest Coast

















4-13 0.4 44.8 30 min. posttest soak.














5-15* 0.15 Posttest soak.
6-1* 0.16 Ambient propellants for sequence 6.
6-2 0.18 180.7
*First test of a vacuum period.
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TABLE VII TEST CONDITIONS (Continued)
Test Duration Pretest Coast















6-13 0.04 * 45.9 10 minute posttest soak.
Pc, psia O/F Comments
7-1* 9.7 125 1.45 Cold fuel, ambient ox., 9:1
nozzle for seq. 7 & 8.
7-2* 9.7 125 1.65
7-3 9.7 100 1.65
7-4 9.7 100 1.45
7-5 9.8 125 1.45
7-6 9.8 125 1.85 Posttest purges on, tests 6-13
7-7 34.7 125 1.65
7-8 4.7 80 1.65
7-9 4.7 70 1.65
7-10 4.7 60 1.65
7-10A 4.7 70 1.45
7-12 4.7 60 1.45
7-13 4.7 60 1.65
7-14 9.7 125 1.65 30 min. posttest coast.
8-1* 33 125 1.8 Injector BLC orifices plugged
for sequence 8.
8-2 10 140 1.75
8-3 10 140 1.55
8-4 10 125 1.55
8-5 10 110 2.0
8-6 10 109 1.6
8-7 10 135 2.0
8-8 10 109 1.5
8-9 10 106 2.0
8-10 10 126 1.8 30 min. posttest soak.
* First test of a vacuum period.
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was to determine the response of various portions of the engine to flushing
and purging in order that the proper procedures might be specified later in
the test program to return the engine to near ambient temperatures during
multiple tests in a given steam period. Test 1-4 experienced a premature
CSM shutdown and testing was terminated for the day.
The flushing and purging procedures after Tests 1-1 and 1-3 had significantly
cooled the engine down and significant ice formations were observed in the
region of the fuel inlet manifold after these tests. At the start of Test 4
temperatures of 20 F on the regen chamber wall and 17 F near the coolant
inlet were measured. Tests 1-2 and 1-4 exhibited relatively hard starts
although posttest inspection indicated no damage to the engine. Tests 1-5
through 1-11 were brief (0.3 to 1.3 seconds of 90% or greater thrusts) tests
followed by I-minute purges to determine the effects of engine temperature
on start transient characteristics. Alcohol flush and purge procedures were
followed after Tests 1-11 and 1-12, the latter test being a 35-second duration
test to obtain thrust chamber performance and thermal data. Propellant tank
pressurization difficulties on this test resulted in varying mixture ratio
throughout the test.
Test sequence 2, initially intended to be an extensive investigation of
propellant valve sequencing was deleted and an abbreviated valve sequencing
program was incorporated into sequence 3. Previous testing had indicated
that the first test of a vacuum period had unusual starting characteristics
so the second test of sequence 3 was a duplicate of the first to provide a
baseline for subsequent valve sequencing tests. Both tests were conducted
with the fuel valve electrical signal delayed 100 milliseconds after the
oxidizer valve opening signal. On Tests 3-3 and 3-4 the delay time was reduced
to 50 and 0 milliseconds, respectively. The engine was purged after each of
the first three tests so that each test would simulate a first start on an
engine. No posttest purging was conducted after Tests 3-4 and 3-5 since
tests 3-5 and 3-6 were the first of the hot engine restart evaluation tests.
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The engine was fired for 23 seconds on Test 3-4 to bring it to thermal
equilibrium prior to the 180-second coast period which preceded Test 3-5.
Test 3-5 was fired for 14 seconds to reheat the engine to equilibrium
conditions prior to the 120-second coast period which preceded Test 3-6.
During the next test day, Tests 3-7 through 3-17 of Sequence 3 were conducted
to evaluate the hot engine restarting characteristics. No purges were used
between these tests and each test was fired long enough to heat the engine
to equilibrium conditions. Coast durations ranged from 1 to 60 seconds.
To evaluate engine soakout characteristics after a very brief firing, Test
3-18 was conducted with a mainstage duration of 0.15 seconds. Approximately
7 minutes into the soak period it was observed that data was not being properly
acquired. The engine was purged for approximately 1 minute and the 0.15-second
duration firing repeated (3-18A) followed by a 10-minute soak. An unusually
high 'g' level was experienced at oxidizer injector prime which occurs before
ignition. Testing was terminated for the day and the engine inspected and
found to be in good condition.
Six cycles of the oxidizer valve were programmed to chill down the oxidizer
feed system and determine if the temperature was factor in the hard start.
No hard starts were encountered and it was concluded that the hard start on
Test 3-18A was the result of contamination, either from the facility or from
the fuel side of the engine. Test 3-18C was conducted to determine vacuum
soakout characteristics after a 1-second firing.
During checkouts before Test 3-19, the operation of the oxidizer valve was




A fairly high 'g' level was encountered at start on Test 3-12 but was not
repeated on Test 3-13 although the coast times were approximately equal
(10 seconds). Tests 3-19 through 34 were therefore undertaken to explore
hot engine restarts with coast times of approximately 10 seconds. Testing
proceeded satisfactorily through Test 3-22 with coast times ranging between
18 and 25 seconds. After a coast of 12 seconds, Test 3-23 was initiated.
However, the OMS simulating fuel tank was almost empty at the start of this
test and was completely depleted during the 4.5 second test. Test data
indicated slugs of helium were probably also being ingested into the fuel
system. The indicated propellant mixture ratio was approximately 4.4 at the
end of this test. However, the value is questionable because of presence of
helium. Chamber pressure was down to 65 psia. Subsequent to shutdown external
wall temperatures on the regeneratively cooled thrust chamber exceeded 500 F,
the maximum recording capability of the instrumentation. Posttest inspection
of the thrust chamber indicated a number of blue streaks in the converging
section of the combustion chamber. A dye penetrant check of the combustion
chamber indicated no leaks. The hot engine restart tests with ambient tempera-
ture propellants were concluded the next test day with Tests 3-24 through 33
exploring coast periods ranging from 2 to 29 seconds. The high 'g' level
experienced at ignition on Test 3-12 was not repeated during any of these tests.
The minimum firing time required of the OME is currently 1 second. Test
Sequence 4 was conducted to determine the restart capability of the engine
after firing for this period and coasting for various times. Test Sequence
4 was conducted without any difficulties. Coast periods ranged from 0.3 to
180 seconds. No unusually high 'g' levels were encountered during this series.




Cold propellant will remain in the engine for a longer period after shutdown
than ambient temperature propellants. The effect of this variable on restart
characteristics was investigated in Test Sequence 5 by chilling the propellants
to approximately 45 F and conducting a series of hot engine restarts. Coast
periods for this test sequence ranged from 1.6 to 180 seconds with no unusually
high 'g' levels being encountered on any of the starts. A final test in this
sequence was conducted later with engine at an ambient temperature. The engine
was fired for 0.15 seconds and allowed to soakout in vacuum to determine the
minimum temperatures which would result if the engine were signalled to shut
down prematurely before heating up. This test provided the data upon which
was based the scheduling of the tests in the next test sequence.
Sequence 6 was scheduled to investigate restart characteristics of the engine
after a premature shutdown involving a very short firing. Firing durations
for this sequence were approximately 0.2 seconds with coast times ranging
from 2.5 seconds to 14 minutes, 16 seconds. No high 'g' levels were
encountered at start during this test sequence. The last test of the sequence
was conducted for the shortest duration of any of the tests in this program,
0.04 seconds, and was followed by a 10-minute posttest vacuum soak.
The purposes of Sequence 7 testing were two-fold: 1) to provide baseline perform-
ance and thermal data with the engine in its nominal configuration for comparison
with subsequent tests in Sequence 8 which would be conducted without boundary
layer coolant; and 2) to investigate OME operation at very low chamber pressures
typical of propellant tank blowdown operation. In order to prevent excessive
side loads which might be associated with very low pressure operation, the
72:1 nozzle was replaced with the 9:1 nozzle. To provide a higher safety factor,
the fuel temperature was reduced to approximately 45 F. To provide more accurate
flow data, two additional flow meters were installed in each propellant feedline
under ideal.ducting conditions between the outside propellant tanks and the tee
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which branches to the engine and to the OMS simulating tanks. The OMS
tanks were valved closed for the first 7 tests of the sequence and
propellant flowed from the external tanks to the engine. Tests were
conducted in this configuration for propellant mixture ratios of 1.45, 1.65,
and 1.85 at nominal chamber pressure and for the two lower propeliant mixture
ratios at 100 psia chamber pressure.
The boundary layer coolant (BLC) orifices in the injector were plugged with
short wires prior to Sequence 8 to investigate the effects of BLC on perform-
ance and heat transfer. Ten tests were conducted at chamber pressures
ranging from 106 to 140 psia andpropellant mixture ratios of 1.5 to 2.0. All
tests were of 10 seconds duration except the first which was fired for 33.
seconds to assure complete heating of the regeneratively cooled hardware.
Cold fuel (c 45 F) was used for this sequence to enhance the regenerative
cooling safety factor because of the off-nominal conditions being tested.
Sequences 7 and 8 were terminated with a 30-minute vacuum soak to compare
the soakout characteristics of the columbium radiation cooled nozzle with
those of the CRES nozzle.
Sequence 8 completed this phase of the test program. The injector and chamber
were inspected and found to be usable if required for future testing. The
integrated thrust chamber has accumulated 156 starts and 1189 seconds of
operation. The L/D #1 injector has accumulated 284 starts and 1695 seconds.
START TRANSIENTS
Facility and engine ducting were configured to simulate, as far as possible,
the volumes and lengths of the current Orbit Maneuvering System propellant
feed system. A brief investigation of the effects of propellant valve
sequencing on start transient characteristics was made during the first
four tests of Sequence 3. These tests also provide a comparison of the first
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start transient of a vacuum period with subsequent starts. Previous
experience had indicated, in general, slightly higher g-loads at start
on the first tests. Therefore, the first and second tests were both
conducted with the fuel valve opening signal delayed 100 msec relative to
the oxidizer valve signal. The delay was reduced to 50 msec on the third
test and to 0 msec (simultaneous.signals) on the fourth test. Figures 9,
10, and 11 are reproductions of oscillographs derived from the analog tape
for Tests 1, 2, and 4 respectively of Sequence 3. Comparison of the start
transients for Tests 1 and 2 indicates a more gradual oxidizer injection
pressure rise at oxidizer prime and a complete absence of pressure surges
at ignition in the oxidizer injection pressure on the first test. The data
indicates a hard liquid system for the second test and the presence of some
gas in the system for the first test. (Test 3-18B consisted of a series of
cyclings of the oxidizer valve only. The same difference between oxidizer
injection pressure transients for the first test and subsequent tests was
noted.)
The fuel injection pressure transients also indicate a more gas-free system
on the second test by virtue of the more regular and higher frequency
oscillation which occur during the priming transient. Gases in the fuel at
ignition would lead to the smoother transient indicated in thrust for the
first test. Note that the thrust transient on the first test indicates a
more rapid rise to a low thrust value than on the second test. This rise
is accompanied by accelerometer activity not present on the second test.
The engine was purged completely before each of these tests so it is presumed
that no propellants existed downstream of the propellant valves in either
case. It therefore appears that small amounts of gas' existed in the propellant
feed system upstream of the valves on the first test and that the second test
is therefore a more typical start.
A comparison of the start transients of Tests 2 and 4 (Figs. 10 and 11)
indicates that simultaneous signalling of the propellant valves on Test 4
has moved the oxidizer injection prime point much closer to the fuel injector
prime point but the effect on the ignition characteristics is not
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significant for this range of oxidizer leads. The reason for this can be
seen in Fig. 11. The oxidizer injection prime transient is completed by
the time the fuel injection transient and ignition occurs even with
simultaneous valve signals. In fact, the shape of the transient indicates
that fuel injector prime could occur 20 to 30 milliseconds earlic without
significantly affecting the ignition characteristics. However, restart
characteristics could be affected because short coast times tend to reduce
the oxidizer lead even further. Thrust overshoot and accelerometer data*
tabulated in Appendix A indicate that these characteristics did not vary
much between Tests 3-2 through 3-4.
The start transient for Test 3-18A is shown in Fig. 12. The high accelera-
tion spike on this test occurred not at ignition but at the time the oxidizer
injector primed. The ±2000 g accelerometer (not recorded in Fig. 12)
indicated 1500 g at that time. The high value of the spike in oxidizer
injection pressure at prime implies a detonation in the oxidizer dome at
this time. (The instrumentation is nearly saturated so that the actual
value of the spike is even higher than indicated.) It is suspected that the
dome was contaminated even though the injector was purged before the test.
An accelerometer spike of lesser magnitude occurred at ignition. The
magnitude of this spike was more typical of values recorded at the start of
a first test of a vacuum period. Note the wide variation in accelerations
recorded by accelerometers at different locationson the chamber. As an
indication of the physical significance of the magnitudes of these accelera-
tion,it is noted that a light tap with a hammer on the injector dome resulted
in accelerations of up to 500 g's.
ENGINE SHUTDOWN AND SOAKOUT CHARACTERISTICS
A typical shutdown transient after a long duration test without posttest
purges is shown in Fig. 13. Approximately 0.6 seconds after the shutdown
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signal considerable accelerometer activity begins and lasts for up to
several seconds. Because of this phenomenon, it was difficult to evaluate
g-loads at restart for test with coast durations less than 5 seconds.
Posttest accelerometer readings of several hundred g's were occasionally
recorded. 'Football' type oscillation of 2400 Hz were frequently ncountered
on one of the accelerometers whereas the data from the other 3 accelerometers
was fairly random.
Fuel and oxidizer injection pressures at the beginning of the accelerometer
activity were in the order of 40 and 20 psia respectively, which corresponds
to a saturation temperature of 240 F for MMH and 60 F for NTO. On short
duration tests such as 3-18 and 3-18A which were of 0.15-second duration no
posttest accelerometer activity occurred.
On Test 3-18C, which was 0.9-second duration, accelerometer activity did not
occur until approximately 1.2 seconds after shutdown and was significantly
less severe than that following long-duration tests. Sequence 4 was a series
of 1-second duration tests with varying.coast times. Accelerometer activity
began 1.4 seconds after shutdown for the first tests and occurred at progress-
ively shorter times, such that, at the latter tests the activity was commencing
at 0.5 seconds after the shutdown signal..
Sequence 6 included a series of 16 tests of approximately 0.2-second duration.
The only posttest accelerometer activity recorded during this test sequence
was after Test 8 which was the longest duration (0.27 sec) test of the series.
The activity was quite mild and occUrred 1.7 seconds after the shutdown signal.
The posttest value of the regenerative thrust chamber wall temperature was
the highest on Test 8. At the time the accelerometer activity occurred, the
highest temperature was 235 F measured at the -8 inch station on the chamber.
Fuel injection pressure at this time was approximately 20 psia corresponding
to a saturation temperature of 200 F. Coolant inlet manifold temperatures
were quite cool averaging approximately 50 F.
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Thus, it appears that the posttest accelerometer activity depends upon the
engine temperature at shutdown which, in turn, is a- function of the test
duration.
The accelerometer activity may be due to violent boiling of MMI in the regener-
ative coolant jacket or NTO in the injector. However, a more probable source
of the effect is-suggested by the following data (all times referred to the
shutdown signal).
Test Time of Accelerometer Time of Purge Initiation, Sec
IHT 1- Activity, Sec. Oxidizer Fuel
3-4 0.6 to 4.6 None None
3-5 0.7 to 4.6 None None
3-6 0.7 to 3.6 2 7
1-12 0.7 to 2.7 2 7
7-6, 7-7 None 
-1 
-1
These tests were all of sufficiently long duration (>5 sec) to heat the
engine. When the oxidizer purge only was initiated manually approximately
2 seconds after the shutdown signal, the duration of the accelerometer activity
was significantly reduced. When the purges were initiated during the shutdown
transient (by setting the purge pressures lower than steady-state injection
pressures prior to the shutdown signal) the characteristic accelerometer
activity did not occur. This suggests that for an unpurged hot engine
shutdown, the oxidizer drains out of the duct while fuel boils out of the
chamber jacket giving rise to sporadic low-level combustion and popping. The
oxidizer purge blows the NTO out of the duct rapidly and eliminates the low-
level combustion. With a cold chamber (firing times < 0.2 sec) the fuel comes
out of the jacket very slowly so that the oxidizer simply drains out of the
injector and chamber without combusting. Although the accelerometer activity
is quite pronounced after cutoff the effects are not manifested in either
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thrust or injector pressures (the chamber pressure measurement did not have
rapid response characteristics) and are probably not harmful to the engine.
Figures 14 through 23 represent typical soakout transients for an engine
which has been fired long enough to have reached thermal equilibrium. The
test shown was a 5-second test after a hot engine restart. Regenerative
chamber outer wall temperatures at the -16 inch location, behind accoustic
cavities, are shown in Fig. 14. The wall at this point receives heat inputs
from the accoustic cavity dams and the injector and is cooled by MMI being
boiled in the jacket. The heat inputs at first predominate and the tempera-
ture rises for approximately 40 seconds, after which the cooling injector
and cavity dams cannot keep up with the cooling capability of the MMH and
the temperature again decays. When the MMH is depleted to the point that
liquid can no longer percolate up the channel to cool this region, the
temperature again rises in response to the injector heat input.reaches a
maximum and decays as heat is transfered to the rest of the chamber and the
environment. The maximum temperature at this location was less than 300 F,
well below the decomposition temperature of MMH.
The back wall temperatures at the -13 inch location are plotted in Fig. 15.
The upper two curves indicate that the cooling effect of the MMI is not
being felt at these locations. The maximum temperature reached on this test
at this location was 445 F, the highest on the regenerative chamber wall.
That the chamber can be safely started with channel wall temperatures much
higher than this value has been demonstrated in the heated tube test program
of Task IX.
Back wall temperature profiles at -10 inches are shown in Fig. 16.
These curves peak at a maximum value of 370 F-. The temperature transients
reached their first maximum sooner at the -13 inch location and locations
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FIGURE 14. NICKEL WALL TEMPERATURE AT X = -16 INCHES
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FIGURE !5, NICKEL WALL TEMPERATURE AT X = -13 INCHES
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FIGURE 16. NICKEL WALL TEMPERATURE AT X = -10 INCHES
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FIGURE 17. NICKEL WALL TEMPERATURE AT X = -8 INCHES
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FIGURE 18. NICKEL WALL TEMPERATURE AT X = -6 INCHES
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FIGURE 19 . NICKEL WALL TEMPERATURE AT X = -4 INCHES
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FIGURE 20 . NICKEL WALL TEMPERATURE AT X = -2 INCHES
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FIGURE 21 . NICKEL WALL TEMPERATURE AT THROAT
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FIGURE 22 . NICKEL WALL TEMPERATURE AT X = +3 INCHES
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FIGURE 23. COOLANT TEMPERATURE AT INLET
SUBSYSTEM 6K OME SERIES RDJi-4T 1 .- 3
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further aft compared to the -16 inch location because of the relatively
thin walls of the chamber compared to the greater masses involved with
the acoustic cavity dams. The second peak occurs later because of the
time required for the heat to diffuse down from the injector. The time
at which the minimum value occurs does not appear to be strongly a.fected
by location, implying that the fuel does not boil down in the channels in
an orderly fashion, but rather percolates through the channels cooling
them until fuel is virtually exhausted in the inlet manifold.
Temperatures at the coolant inlet are plotted in Fig. 23. After shutdown the
temperatures generally indicate a constant temperature value until approxi-
mately 60 seconds after which they decay at the same rate. As the coolant
is exhausted at each thermocouple, the thermocouple is heated by the
surrounding metal and indicates an increasing temperature. The minimum values
therefore indicate the time of fuel depletion at each thermocouple location.
The thermocouple measuring the temperature indicated by the curve coded with
a triangle is near the top of the inlet manifold and is depleted very soon.
The other thermocouples are further down in the manifold. One thermocouple,
indicated by the data coded with a diamond,is fairly close to the lowest
point in the inlet manifold and, thus, its turnaround point indicates
nearly complete depletion of fuel in the manifold. This occurs at 95 seconds
or approximately 90 seconds after cutoff..
A summary of propellant depletion times and conditions for typical vacuum
soakout tests is given in Table VIII. The fuel and oxidizer interface tempera-
tures are measured upstream of the valves and are given at the start of the
firing as indications of propellant temperatures during the test. Test dura-
tions quoted are the durations during which the thrust exceeded approximately
90% of the steady-state value. The fuel inlet thermocouples measure the
temperature of the fuel at the lowest elevation in the system. The fuel
depletion times were determined as the time when inlet thermocouples indicated
TABLE VIII
PROPELLANT DEPLETION TIMES
Conditions at Fuel Depletion Meas. Ox
Test Fuel Ox. Interface Ox. Min. Ox. Press. @
Duration Interface Time, Inlet. PSAT, Measured Temp., F Depletion Duct Temp. Depletion,
Test Sec Temp., F Sec. Temp., F PSIA Press. (9 t = 0 sec) Time, Sec. F psia
Psia
3-17 4.8* 74 90 82 1.3 0.7 74 12 40 4.5
3-18C 1.0 70 180 60 0.6 0.3 68 11 29 3.9
7-14 10* 44 300 65 0.7 0.7
3-18A 0.15 54 600** 47 0.4 0.2 66 12 24 0.9
5-15 0.15 44 3700** 38 0.3 0.3 45 12 13 4.0
6-13 0.04 73 - 64*** 0.7 0.3 78 10 13 1.0
6-4A 0.20 78 12 ii 3.1
*Engine hot from previous firings
**Very shallow minimums




a minimum in temperature. That minimum temperature and its corresponding
saturation pressure are also tabulated. For comparison the actual measured
pressure, determined by averaging the low-pressure-range fuel inlet and
fuel injection pressures at that time, is also presented.
The lowest elevation in the oxidizer system is in the inlet duct nir the
engine inlet. The oxidizer inlet duct generally drains down from the valve
into the engine with a very small puddling capability at the above mentioned
location. Thermocouples are welded to the top and bottom of the duct at
this location. The oxidizer depletion time is taken as the time at which
the bottom thermocouple indicates a minimum value. The value of that
minimum and the injection pressure measured at that time are also tabulated.
Tests 3-17 and 3-18C were conducted with nearly ambient-temperature propellants.
Test 3-16 was the last of series of hot-engine restart tests so that the
engine was at thermal equilibrium after this test. Test 3-18C was a single
one-second duration test corresponding to the current minimum required burn
time of the OME. The fuel inlet temperature transients are shown in Fig. 24
for Test 3-18C. A comparison of the fuel depletion times of these two tests
indicates that there is a factor of two in depletion times between the
currently specified conditions which lead to the engine at its hottest and
coldest temperatures. When a hot-engine soakout was conducted with cold fuel
(Test 7-14) 300 seconds were required to deplete the fuel as indicated by
the temperature transients of Fig. 25. No vacuum soakout tests were conducted
after the engine had been fired for one second with cold fuel. However, using
the previously noted factor of two in fuel depletion times for hot-engine
and one-second tests with ambient fuel, it is estimated that fuel depletion
will occur within 10 minutes after a one-second firing with cold fuel.
Test 3-18A, 5-15 and 6-4A were typical of short-firing bursts which might
be the result of a premature shutdown signal. The posttest fuel temperature
transients associated with these tests were very gradual because of the cold
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fuel and engine hardware making the actual depletion time difficult to
determine. It appears that under these conditions, fuel can be retained
in the engine for periods of 10 minutes to an hour after shutdown. The
longer depletion time on Test 5-15 is probably the result of the colder
fuel even though the engine hardware was somewhat colder on Test 7 18A.
One test (6-13) was conducted for an extremely short-firing time of 0.04
seconds in order to determine whether freezing of the propellants would
occur with a firing duration so short as to input practically no heat into
the chamber. The 10 minute vacuum soak period was not sufficiently long
to determine minimum fuel temperatures. However, the temperatures were
sufficiently high (70 F) and falling at so slow a rate as to indicate that
freezing of the fuel was not a likelihood.
In all cases, the measured pressures at the fuel inlet and injector were
lower than saturation pressure at the time of depletion. This provided
additional evidence of the absence of fuel in the system at that time.
Very little oxidizer accumulates in the system as is evidenced by the 10-
to 12-second oxidizer depletion times for all of these tests. The relative
depletion times of the fuel and oxidizer indicate that engine restarts be-
tween approximately 10 and 100 seconds after shutdown would result in a
start with.residual fuel only in the engine. A series of oxidizer valve
only cycling tests were conducted during the program with 70 F oxidizer.
The duct temperatures always remained above 17 F during the post flow
soakout periods. Oxidizer duct temperature transients after Test 3-17 are
shown in Fig. 26.
Test Sequence 5 was conducted with cold (approximately 40 F) NTO. On all
tests except 5-14 the minimum oxidizer duct temperature was 17 F or greater,
which is above the freezing point of NTO (12 F). After Test 5-14, the duct
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Test Sequence 6 was conducted with ambient propellants but consisted of
very short (approximately 0.2 seconds) engine firings. Some of the coast
periods were less than 10 seconds duration. Where long posttest duration
data was available, the minimum oxidizer duct temperatures occurred at
approximately 10 seconds after shutdown.
Fuel duct temperature transients after Test 3-17 are shown in Fig. 27.
The transients are somewhat difficult to evaluate because of the thermal
input from the radiation cooled nozzle. The well-defined minimums and the
temperatures of the bottoms of the fuel duct near the valve and near the
chamber inlet imply the presence of fuel in the duct for as long as 170
seconds after the firing.
Theregenerative coolant inlet manifold is cooled during the soakout by
vaporizing MMH and is heated primarily by the radiation cooled nozzle through
the connecting flange. Comparison of Figs. 28 and 29 indicates that these
locations reach thermal equilibrium after approximately 30 minutes of
vacuum soak after a hot-engine shutdown. The equilibrium temperatures at
the zero and 900 circumferential locations is approximately 225 F. The
equilibrium temperature at the 1800 location is approximately 190 F. The
minimum in the temperature transient of the fuel inlet manifold is related
to fuel depletion but cannot be used to define the exact time of fuel deple-
tion because of the massive nature of the inlet manifold.
Test Sequences 1 through 6 were run with the full length, G = 72, nozzle in
order that the thrust overshoot might be correctly simulated. This nozzle
is more massive than the flight type nozzle. The columbium nozzle, although
only an G = 9 nozzle, was designed by thickness control to simulate the early
soakout transients of a flight type nozzle. Test Sequences 7 and 8 were
conducted with this columbium nozzle.
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FIGURE 28. REGEN NOZZLE FLANGE TEMPERATURE
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FIGURE 29. NOZZLE AND FUEL INLET MANIFOLD TEMPERATURES
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The nozzle surface and fuel inlet manifold skin temperature soakout
transients are shown in Fig. 30 for Test 7-14. In comparison with Fig. 29,
for the steel nozzle, the nozzle temperature decay is much more rapid.
However, the affect on the fuel inlet manifold skin temperature for the
first 100 to 200 seconds is quite similar. For the steel nozzle, he
average inlet manifold temperature at 150 seconds is approximately 25 F
higher than the pretest value. For the columbium nozzle, the posttest
value is approximately 15 F higher than the pretest value. Thus, the
thermal inputs from the steel nozzle to the fuel inlet manifold are similar
to thermal inputs which may be expected from a flight type nozzle during
the early soakout transient.
The steel nozzle and fuel inlet manifold skin temperature soakout transients
after a 1-second firing are shown in Fig. 31. The nozzle does not heat up
significantly and causes very little temperature rise in the inlet manifold
during the soakout transient.
Injector dome temperatures are shown in Fig. 32. The temperatures during
the early part of the transient reflect the propellant temperatures at
shutdown. All the injector temperatures reach equilibrium within 30
minutes after shutdown at a value approximately halfway between the fuel
and oxidizer temperatures.
RESTARTS
The objective of this phase of the testing was primarily to evaluate the
restart capabilities of the OME and determine whether any limitations of
the presently specified duty cycle exist.
Potential Problems
Conditions which were determined to be potential problem areas before the
test program were high and low propellant and hardware temperatures, and
an inversion of the nominal oxidizer lead start sequence.
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Stagnant fuel in the regenerative chamber after shutdown could have been
heated to the decomposition point by the hot hardware. It is also possible
that the hot regenerative chamber could have heated the incoming fuel for
a restart to the decomposition point. However, this latter condition was
deemed to be quite unlikely because of the results of the heated tube test
program of Task IX wherein MMH was flowed through nickel and CRES tubes heated
to 1600 F at nominal starting flow rates. No instance of rapid decomposition
was noted in that phase of the heated tube test program. Potential low
temperature problems could arise as the propellants evaporated in the engine
after a firing, thereby, locally cooling to their freezing points. This
would be a much more significant problem with the NTO because of its higher
freezing point (12 F) compared to that of MMH (-62 F).
With simultaneous signals to the propellant valves, the oxidizer nominally
enters the chamber approximately .15 to .20 seconds before the fuel because
of the additional time required for the fuel to pass through the regenerative
coolant jacket. This same resistance would result in the oxidizer drain-
ing out of the engine after a firing more rapidly than the fuel. The result
is that a restart after a particular coast period could result in a fuel
lead (or, at least, a shorter oxidizer lead) because of the residual MMH in
the coolant jacket. The relationship between the propellant lead and the
coast period would be strongly dependent upon the regenerative coolant jacket
temperature, i.e., upon the previous firing duration. The effect of the
propellant lead on thrust and pressure overshoots and acceleration spikes
had not been determined for the OME.
The test program was therefore accomplished with engine and propellant tempera-
tures and coast times selected to generate those conditions which would be
most conducive to the aforementioned potential problems.
Potential Freezing and Overheating Conditions
The oxidizer cooling effects were alluded to in the discussion of the posttest
shutdown transients. The most severe conditions tested to aggravate this
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potential problem were the tests conducted in Sequence 6. These tests
were approximately of 0.2 seconds duration so that very little heat was
added to the engine and the hardware was cooled by evaporation. The test
conditions and effects on the oxidizer system and chamber pressu-e are
tabulated for Sequence 6 tests in Table IX. As previously noted, the mini-
mum oxidizer duct temperature occurs at approximately 10 seconds after
shutdown. Therefore, those tests which have shorter coast durations than
10 seconds do not reach the minimum duct temperature. The data indicates
that the duct temperature reaches the freezing point of NTO between some
of the tests. However, no significant effect on oxidizer injection pressure
or chamber pressure for the subsequent test was noted indicating that very
little freezing of the NTO occurs during the coast period. Figure 33 is a
plot of the oxidizer duct temperature transient after a 16-second coast
period. The short period of oxidizer flow (approximately 0.2 seconds) is
sufficient to warm the duct to 50 F.
From these data it appears that repetitive tests of even 0.2 seconds dura-
tion (the currently required minimum firing duration is 1.0 seconds) would
not result in significant icing of the oxidizer system with ambient tempera-
ture propellants and >1 second between tests. The only tests of greater
severity which could have been imposed would be to have conducted the cycling
test with 40 F oxidizer at higher simulated altitudes. However, the data
in Table VIII indicates that oxidizer temperature had little effect on
oxidizer depletion time or minimum duct temperature as can be seen by compar-
ing the values tabulated for Tests 5-15 and 6-4A. It therefore appears that
repeated cycling even with 40 F oxidizer would not cause significant freezing
of the NTO.
Freezing of MMH between firings does not appear to be a problem at all. The
data in Table VIII indicate that for engine firings ranging from 1 second to
maximum burn durations the MMH soakouttemperature will be approximately
ambient. The MMH soakout temperatures even after very short duration
firings are very far removed from the freezing point.
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It was demonstrated that the thrust chamber could start with a hot regenera-
tively cooled jacket on Sequence 3. Reference to Table X indicates that the
engine was started with chamber wall temperatures approaching 400 F several
times. This substantiates the results of the heated tube tests conducted
under Task IX of this contract. Test 3-23 was fuel depletion test on which
wall temperatures soaked out to values exceeding 500 F (the inst imentation
limit) with no indication of explosive decomposition or fouling of the
channels.
Restart Transients
Pretest values of engine and propellant temperatures and pressures are
summarized in Table X for the restart test sequences. The consistent values
of the propellant interface pressures indicate that the facility was always
setup to deliver the same engine inlet conditions. The most significant
deviations in the interface pressures occur during the very short coast times
when the system was still experiencing some pressure transients from the
previous shutdown. Tank pressures were more nearly constant even for these
conditions. The restart tests may be grouped into hot engine restarts,
where the engine is at equilibrium temperature at shutdown; warm engine
restarts, where the engine has been fired to 1 second prior to shutdown; and
near-ambient engine restarts where the engine has been fired only a few
tenths of a second prior to shutdown.
Ideally, the test program would be conducted by bringing the engine and all
components to a uniform temperature, firing the engine, coasting the prescribed
time period, restarting the engine, and returning the complete engine to the
required temperature prior to the next test. Returning the engine to a
specified temperature involves considerable time. The purging and flushing
operations conducted in Sequence 1 indicated that the purges were not very
effective in bringing the hardware rapidly to a uniform temperature and
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2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 ID 20 21 22 3 1 24
FUEL OXID. FUEL OXID. INLET REGENI
PRETEST PRESS. PRESS. TEMP. TEMP. FUEL OXID. FUEL OXID 4ANIFOL NOZZL CH A MB R WA L TEM P E RAT U E, F INJECTO FUEL OXID.
TEST COAST INTER- INTER- INTER- INTER- VALVE, VALVE DUCT DUCT SKIN FLANGI -- TEMP INJ INJ.
TIME FACE FACE FACE FACE TEMP. TEMP. TEMP. TEMP. TEMP TEMP X=  X= X= X= X= X= X= X= = PRESS. PS
NUMBER SEC PSIA PSIA F F F F F F F F -6" -13" -10" -8" -6" -4" -2" -0.3" 3" PSIA PSIA
S SEQUENCE 3: HOT ENGINE WITH AMBIENT PROPELLANTS
1 * 222 218 60 62 57 55 55 46 53 53 52 52 52 52 51 53 2 53 52 0.8 -4
3 2 ** 221 218 68 73 49 39 45 36 53 52 50 37 45 47 48 45 45 
47 49 4 0.4 -4
4 3 ** 221 218 70 76 48 32 46 32 51 53 54 42 47 49 51 47 47 49 4 55 0 -4
5 4 ** 221 218 72 79 48 31 48 40 50 55 58 44 50 54 57 48 4 2 1 6 0.4 -4
6 5 180 220 2.18 76 82 59 62 63 52 102 139 167 176 122 97 82 94 93 103 107 105 0.4 -5
7 6 120 221 217 77 82 N 0O D TA N 0 DATA 0.4 -5
* 7 * 220 215 68 67 55 60 53 60 57 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 60 61 7 0.8 -4
* 8 60 221 215 74 75 74 58 87 45 85 91 199 299 263 235 157 104 104 114 0 105 3 -5
o10 9 30 220 212 75 74 76 57 90 45 85 90 229 325 249 246 194 12 122 1 122 116 4 -4
- 110 36 221 211 76 75 76 56 104 43 82 94 191 282 220 130 122 118 119 133 125 117 4 -4
12 11 21 220 214 76 76 77 55 91 44 80 99 222 319 265 269 220 141 137 152 137 122 - -4
1s llA 54 220 214 79 80 78 53 96 46 116 145 152 131 114 110 110 100 107 121 110 113 1.5 -4
4 12 10 220 213 75 82 78 60 100 48 Ill 139 212 324 285 265205 173 170 175 168 121 8 -3
,s 13 10 219 212 76 76 78 61 106 42 112 140 240 339 296 257 202 175 172 181 172 126 9 -
. 14 4.9 215 217 75 86 _N 0 D A T A 131 225 331 299 N 0 D A T A 231 N ( DA T A 16 4
17 15 2.0 223 214 74 75 80 74 105 77 97 127 228 273 271 266 271 243 233 218 191 137 3 __
to 16 1.1 226 214 74 74 80 76 103 76 90 119 224 243 261 260 267 229 214 214 172 130 38 2
19 17 1.2 221 217 74 74 80 78 102 78 85 113 221 239 257 259 269 225 209 217 171 132 36 2
o 18 * 221 215 53 63 58 60 62 58 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 0.1 -4
21 18A * 221 215 54 66 41 57 50 51 53 48 39 33 30 30 30 30 30 30 32 45 0.1 -4
a2 19 * 220 215 72 70 59 67 57 65 70 68 69 71 64 72 73 73 72 72 72 69 1 5
g 20 25 221 218 74 77 74 59 84 47 76 82 266 353 214 197 128 126 125 123 117 114 4 -5
24 21 24 220 216 74 77 74 57 89 44 80 86 250 374 297 261 180 128 126 125 120 120 4 -5
s25 22 18 220 214 74 76 75 56 93 44 79 86 227 326 334 318 322 248 141 136 131 126 5 -
26 23 13 220 214 75 77 76 54 91 41 82 92 239 367 314 290 213 148 141 138 134 127 6 -5
27 24 * 220 216 56 63 59 61 62 47 55 59 116 61 53 62 62 62 61 61 61 61 0.8 -5
a28 25 16 220 214 71 73 74 57 89 43 72 80 244 385 296 265 237 159 140 138 133 111 6 -5
29 26 16 220 213 71 74 74 51 91 39 77 82 252 385 301 263 221 143 140 136 132 115 6 -5
so 27 11 219 212 72 73 74 57 97 83 74 81 234 397 317 305 306 238 158 150 146 119 9 -3
s, 28 11 220 211 72 78 75 58 97 49 76 83 248 381 294 266 206 167 162 159 153 123 9 -3
- 29 29 220 214 75 76 75 49 94 41 117 140 195 198 140 150 140 136 132 139 143 120 5 -5
FOLDOUT PAOLDOUT A *FIRST TEST OF VACUUM PERIOD o_ ___ __OUT J__g_
a3s **VALVE SEQUENCIJG SERIES I,___
row a
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1 2 4 7 10 11 12 13 14 15 17 8 9 20 21 22 23 24
RFUEL OXID. FUEL OXID. FE INLET REGEN
:P.RETEST PRESS.- PRESS. TEMP. TEMP. FUEL OXID. FUEL OXID ANIFOL NOZZL CHAMB R A L FE M P E R A T UR E, F INJECTO FUEL I.
COAST INTER- INTER- INTER- INTER- VALVE VALVE DUCT DUCT SKIN FLANG TEMP INJINJ.
TEST TIME -FACE FACE FACE FACE TEMP., TEMP. TEMP. TEMP. TEMP TEMP X=  X= X= X= X= X= X= X=  X=  PRESS. PRESS.
NUMBER SEC PSIA PSIA F F F F F F F F -13" -10" -8" -6" -4" -2" -03" 3" PSA PSIA
S 30 5.4 219 212 74 74 78 67 107 70 101 125 231 322 253 261 251 240 226 213 205 125 22 4
2 31 5.0 220 211 74 74 79 74 112 75 98 122 238 328 268 274 256 246 234 220 208 130 24 6
3 32 2.0 227 216 74 74 81 78 112 78 98 123 243 285 279 299 277 266 256 246 195 134 43 13
4 33 2.0 223 210 74 74 81 81 112 78 96 118 244 287 281 301 277 266 256 243 221 137 41 12
S SEQLENCE 4: WARM ENGINE WITH AMBIENT PROPELLANTS
* 1 , 221 215 75 73 75 71 65 66 72 70 80 79 67 77 77 76 75 73 72 82 I -5
7 2 180 220 214 75 75 69 58 67 50 80 71 85 62 54 62 63 61 58 59 60 87 1 -5
a 3 121 220 214 75 76 71 51 76 45 86 76 87 70 60 68 72 72 72 72 72 1 2 -
9 4 61 220 215 77 76 74 46 79 42 87 72 122 92 77 77 85 83 81 86 90 95 2 -5
10 1 5 31 220 214 77 77 76 43 81 57 74 75 186 181 101 97 109 112 108 107 1DO. 101 3 -
1t 6 16 220 214 76 77 77 41 84 43 79 80 216 262 183 134 135 137 135 131 127 107 5 -
12 7 9.0 220 213 76 78 77 48 87 52 82 84 225 256 182 162 178 174 169 165 161 113 11 -2
V. 8 4.6 219 212 75 77 78 55 91 68 90 85 225 267 233 227 244 231 218 206 187 116 2 3
14 9 0.3 222 216 75 79 78 61 82 74 91 86 221 216 214 194 194 179 156 159 135 118 65 28
15 10 0.7 222 213 75 77 79 67 91 74 90 83 227 233 237 219 221 209 175 181 141 120 _._4 . 21
.6 11 14 218 212 78 78 78 51 91 44 83 85 261 366 289 216 166 135 133 130 126 123 5 -5
17 12 30 220 213 79 78 78 45 86 41 83 84 259 293 134 165 102 117 115 114 112 119 4 -5
is 13 45 220 213 80 79 80 43 90 39 97 87 216 151 102 96 I 113 Ill 110 Ill 113 2 -5
19 SEQUENCE 5: HOT ENGINE WITH (OLD PROP LLANTS
20 1 221 215 46 46 49 47 51 50 48 51 54 53 52 53 53 52 52 52 52 55 0.8
21 2 181 221 215 44 46 45 32 63 31 67 107 215 -24F 125 67 77 74 73 74 79 96 0.4 -5
22 3 121 221 216 45 52 45 31 76 31 74 Ill 229 207 152 79 94 93 93 94 94 99 2 -5
23 4 61 221 216 44 46 43 32 64 40 66 78 249 314 253 162 96 91 89 89 89 101 1.5 -5
24 5 31 220 214 43 45 42 32 56 33 64 81 261 332 266 203 194 115 93 98 94 105 2 -5
25 6 16 220 214 41 45 42 34 64 30 66 81 251 342 279 227 216 161 128 125 122 109 4
26 7 10 219 213 39 44 42 38 64 38 68 80 235 320 268 192 191 180 170 164 158 11 9.9 -1.8
27 8 4.4 220 212 38 42 43 42 69 48 63 87 217 260 247 237 232 218 204 194 170 112 21 5
28 9 2.0 218 211 38 41 45 46 66 40 61 88 213 227 238 243 232 213 198 198 155 110 31 18
29 10 1.6 219 212 38 43 44 45 58 42 53 82 199 198 217 212 194 174 150 160 125 114 16
so 11 20 219 212 44 4 42 6 67 77 84 ......285 2 257 167 134 126 125 124 121 2 -
1 12 46 221 215 49 49 44 31 85 32 79 90 268 315 229 180 115 98 97 98 95 104 2
2 13 91 220 215 53 50 47 31 93 31 93 119 241 248 193 97 102 101 101 101 102 101 2 -5
.s 14 31 219 214 47 47 42 33 60 33 77 90 260 354 290 245 186 105 101 101 98 106 2 -
15 220 214 44 45 42 48 54 53 53 60 59 53 57 58 57 56 56 55 62 I -gYOLDOU ME, - - ----- - -- FLDU RM3s *First Test of VACUUM PERIOD _i___O_ _v L OUT AE'
FORM R 79-Y-3 e9
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T- 
-1 2 3F X F 4X5D. 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 l8 19 20 21 22 23 24
FUEL OXID. FUEL OXID. INLET REGEN
PRETEST PRESS. PRESS. TEMP. TEMP. FUEL OXID. FUEL OXID ANIFOLI NOZZL CH M 8 R A LL . EM P R A T U E, F INJECTOR FUEL OXID.
COAST INTER- INTER INTER- INTER- VALVE VALVE DUCT DUCT SKIN FLANGI - TEMP INJ INJ.ET TIME FACE FACE FACE FACE TEMP. TEMP. TEMP. TEMP. TEMP TEMP X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= PRESS.
XU18ER SEC PSIA PSIA F F F F F F F F -16" -13" -10" -8" -6" -4" -2" -0.3" 3" PSIA PSIA
S SEQUENGE 6: A IBIENT ENIINE WITH AMBIENT 'ROPELLANTS
2 1 * 222 215 57 58 3 52 52 48 48 k8 8 kR- .9 50 49 50 49 49 48 47 1 -5
3 2 181 221 215 64 65 53 41 53 32 5 -O O 2 1 32 32 26 24 38 46 1 -5
4 3 120 221 214 66 55 37 56 29 55 46 32 31 31 34 30 30 27 28 39 47 1 -5
S 3A 56 220 215 67 57 33 57 24 56 54 38 29 29 37 33 28 19 21 43 47 0.4 -5
6 4A 16 221 213 69 61 31 68 23 46 45 65 48 54 59 55 53 52 60 70 51 1.5 -5
7 5 61 221 215 69 63 28 66 24 59 50 45 38 34 41 37 35 33 42 60 50 0.4 -5
8 6 31 221 215 69 64 27 67 23 51 49 52 39 30 36 33 32 26 24 47 52 1 -5
o 7 6.3 220 214 70 66 34 75. 41 52 46 93 99 95 109 106 101 99 93 93 53 2 -2
o 7A 5.1 219 213 70 68 39 780 46 48 46 123 134 130 148 155 141 133 127 102 56 6 -1
11 8 2.5 219 213 70 69 41 83 59 49 49 143 164 160 189194 177 172 164 120 60 1 3
S9 * 221 215 71 41 48 24 40 71 71 66 64 61 61 60 59 58 57 57 66 0.8 -5
13 10 5.2 220 214 70 47 51 64 49 72 71 103 117 113 121 122 116 Ill 101 84 66 3 -1
14 11 45 221 215 71 55 41 68 30 67 54 59 36 41 46 50 51 49 51 66 70 0.8 -5
is 12 2.7 225 216 71 57 46 76 54 69 56 94 126 134 144 145 145 134 132 89 70 4 2
- 12A 3.1 228 215 71 61 50 80 58 68 57 134 153 147 172 178 164 159 152 120 72 8 1
17 12B 7.6 219 212 71 64 49 80 46 69 59 143 151 151 152 147 138 129 125 128 79 5 -3
_ 13 46 221 215 73 66 37 75 32 74 60 74 61 64 64 54 47 52 55 67 78 0.4 -5
19

















that the flushes could be a source of contamination. It was decided,
therefore, not to condition the engine between tests.
The propellant interface and valve temperatures may be expected to be
reasonably independent of coast period and therefore would be nomi-illy
expected to be the same for each test. The hot engine restarts were conducted
during Test Sequences 3 and S, the former being with ambient temperature
propellants and the latter being with cold propellants. For Sequence 3,
these:;temperatures were always within the nominal spec limit and were,
generally, within the range of 50 to 80 F. For Sequence 5, the temperature
range was narrower, generally between 30 and 50 F. The remaining temperatures
reflect, for the most part, the true effects of thermal soakout with some
lesser effect of cumulative testing.
Relatively high values of propellant injection pressures indicate the presence
of propellants in the engine prior to test. The values presented are
measured by the high range injection pressure instrumentation and are
subject to some zero shift. Therefore, the values should be compared within
a given vacuum period. For example, Tests 3-7 through 3-17 were conducted
in the same vacuum period. The oxidizer injection pressure indicates a bias
of approximately minus 4 psi which is indicated for all tests with coast
periods in excess of 10 seconds. For coast periods of 5 seconds or less, the
pretest oxidizer injector pressure becomes positive indicating the presence
of oxidizer in the system. This is in agreement with the previously noted
oxidizer depletion time of approximately 10 seconds. On .the fuel side for
long soak periods, the pretest fuel injection pressure indicates a bias of
1 psi. As the coast period decreased below 60 seconds, the pretest value
of the fuel injection pressure increases up to a value of almost 40 psia for
the one-second coast.
Thrust overshoot data and the data from the four accelerometers are shown in
Appendix A. Accelerometer 4006D was a ±2000 g accelerometer and was used
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only for Test 3-18A where an acceleration of approximately 1500 g's was
indicated. Accelerometer 4097D, a ±1000 g accelerometer located on the
dome, was used only for comparison with the data from accelerometer 4007D,
a ±200 g accelerometer also located on the dome, when the latter indicated
g-loads in excess of 50 g's. Accelerometer 4008D was a ±200 g accelerometer
located on the injector flange. This accelerometer gave very erratic data
and was not used for the correlations.
An attempt to correlate the'thrust overshoots and accelerations at start
with the pretest coast time was not successful for Sequence 3. The reason
for this is evident in Fig. 34 where the injector prime times are plotted
against pretest coast time. The fuel.side correlates quite well but
considerable scatter exists on the oxidizer side. The oxidizer priming data
falls into two sets corresponding to the original oxidizer valve which
became erratic and was replaced and the data corresponding to the replacement
valve. Each propellant valve is quad redundant, i.e., there are two parallel
flow paths each of which contains two valves in series. The positions of
only the two valves in one parallel path were recorded for each propellant.
Thus, the recorded valve actuation times define only the latest time at
which flow could start. These values are tabulated in Appendix A.
An approach to deduce the correlation of starting characteristics with
coast time was as follows. The acceleration and thrust overshoot were
plotted against the injector prime oxidizer lead in Fig. 35. Very good
correlation of acceleration and a fair correlation of thrust overshoot
resulted. The difference between the priming times for the oxidizer side
for the new valve and for the fuel side were determined from the data of
Fig. 34 for coast times from 0 to 40 seconds, the range over which data
was taken with the second oxidizer valve. This oxidizer lead time versus
coast time relationship together with the acceleration and overshoot
verus Oxidizer lead time relationships were used to relate the acceleration
and thrust overshoot to coast time for coast times ranging from 0 to 40
seconds. For the test preceded by a 180-second coast time, the oxidizer
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the slow acting oxidizer valve. This data point is therefore felt to be
valid and was used with the derived correlations to produce the acceleration
and thrust overshoot versus coast time curves shown in Fig. 36.
It should be noted that the derived injector oxidizer lead time versus coast
time curve indicates that no matter what the coast time, the oxid'zer lead
would be 25 milliseconds or greater. This is the result of the rapid priming
of the oxidizer. system relative to the priming of the fuel system. Even for
the case of a 10-second coast period where the propellant depletion data
indicated that no oxidizer remained in the system while significant amounts
of fuel did exist, the oxidizer system refilled completely in a shorter time
than that required to fill the fuel side. Thus, the higher accelerations
related to the short oxidizer leads experienced during Test Sequence 3 would
not exist in a system wherein the valves operated simultaneously. Accelera-
tions in the order of 15 g's would result for a all-coast times.
Thrust overshoots shown in Fig. 36 vary from 70 percent for short-coast time
to 130 percent for long-coast times. These values can be reduced possibly
by reducing the valve opening rates. On the previous (Phase I) test program
with the same thrust chamber assembly, using facility valves, thrust overshoots
were in the order of 70 percent for a 200 msec oxidizer injection pressure lead.
The injector priming characteristics for hot engine test with cold propellants
are shown in Fig. 37. Oxidizer priming characteristics are similar to the
characteristics with ambient temperature propellants. Fuel injector priming
characteristics are also similar except that for long coast times the system
primes more rapidly with cold fuel as is to be expected because of the greater
quantity of residual fuel with cold propellants. Since the injector priming
times correlated well with coast times, the accelerations and thrust over-
shoots were correlated directly with the coast times and presented in Fig. 38.
Accelerations were similar to those experienced with ambient propellants
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Data for the test preceded by a 180-second coast period was not valid
because of an unusually low oxidizer flow rate and injection pressure at
the time of fuel prime because of a momentary decay of oxidizer tank
pressure. The thrust overshoot versus coast time curves for the cold propellants
is within 20 percent of the curve for ambient temperature propellants for
all coast times. Considering the data scatter and the assumptions involved
generating the curve for the ambient propellants, it may be said that thrust
overshoot is not significantly affected by propellant temperature.
Warm Engine Restarts
Injector priming times and the resultant oxidizer lead are plotted against
coast time in Fig. 39 for engine firing times of one second. The curves are
fairly similar to those of the data for the hot engine fired with cold
propellants (Fig. 37). Oxidizer leads were always greater than 30 msec.
Accelerations and thrust overshoots at start are plotted in Fig. 40. The
curves are similar to the curves obtained with the hot engine except that
the accelerations become even lower for very short coast times.
Ambient Engine Restarts
Injector priming times are plotted versus coast times in Fig. 41 for the
tests in which the engine was fired for approximately 0.2 seconds.duration.
The fuel priming times are slightly lower than on any other sequence as
would be expected because of the greater fuel retention by the colder hardware.
Oxidizer priming times are about the same as those for the warm engine restarts
at the longer coast periods but are peculiar in this case in that the priming
times do not fall off very rapidly for the very short coast times. Oxidizer
leads again exceeded 30 msec for all conditions tested.
The accelerations and thrust overshoots are shown in Fig. 42 for the ambient
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the short coast times. This may be because of the small quantities of
propellant used during the firings (approximately one quart of each
propellant is consumed during the firing). The maximum thrust over-
shoots for the ambient engine restarts do not greatly exceed the maximum
values recorded for the hot engine restarts. The accelerations at
ignition were slightly greater than those measured on the hot engine
restart tests. . Significantly higher accelerations (which were also harm-
less to the engine) were recorded at oxidizer prime on some tests. These
accelerations may be the result of residual fuel in the cool engine hardware.
THROTTLING TESTS
Test Sequence 7 included a series of tests the purpose of which was to
determine the level.to which chamber pressure could be reduced before
chugging would occur and the effect of mixture ratio on this minimum
pressure level. Discrete 5-second tests were conducted (as opposed to
continuous blowdown tests) to minimize facility hyperflow time, Cold
fuel (40 F).was used to enhance the regenerative coolant safety factor
at low chamber pressures. Propellants were not saturated with helium for
Sequences 7 and 8.
These tests (7-7 through 7-14) were conducted with unsaturated propellant
using the facility feed-system configuration which simulates the OMS.
Tests 7-2 and 7-4 were moderately low-pressure tests conducted with the
external facility propellant tanks. Based on the stiffness factor, AP/w
(where AP is the difference between propellant tank and chamber pressures,
and w is the propellant flowrate) the feed system using external oxidizer
tanks is 3% stiffer than the OMS simulated system and the feed system using
external fuel tanks is 8% stiffer than the corresponding OMS system.
The range of chamber pressures, propellant flow rates, and mixture ratios
tested is shown in Table XI. Measured and predicted injector pressure drops
are tabulated. The measured pressure drops are the values recorded when no
TABLE XI
INTEGRATED CHAMBER LOW-PRESSURE TESTS
7-3 7-4 7-7 7-8 7-9 7-10 7-10A 7-11 7-12 7-14
CHAMBER PR., PSIA 99 100 126 84 76 68 73 66 68 126
MIXTURE RATIO, O/F 1.67 1.46 1.68 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.5 1.6 1.9 1.66
FLOWRATE, LB/SEC
OX 9.79 9.32 12.4 8.29 7.41 6.34 6.78 6.02 6.57 12.2
FUEL 5.86 6.41 7.39 4.72 4.10 3.48 4.53 3.79 3.40 7.39
MEASURED INJ. AP,*
PSI OX 31 26 56 19 11 
- - - 51
FUEL 41 48 57 18 10 - - - - 52
PREDICTED INJ.AP,
PSI OX 36 ! 32. 56** 24 20 15 17 13 16 54
FUEL 38 45 57** 23 17 12 21 15 12 57
PREDICTED AP/Pc OX .36 .32 .44 .29 .26 .22 .23 .20 .24 .42
FUEL .38 .45 .45 .28 .22 .19 .29 .23 .18 .43
CHUG DURATION, SEC 0 i 0 0 0.6 2.1 4.7 1.6*** 4.7 4.7 0
FREQUENCY,.HZ 




- 290 370 200 250 180 160 -
PSI FUEL 
-- 80 60 100 80 70 100 -
LB THRUST 
- - 1400 1700 3300 1300 3500 3500 -
*DURING STABLE PART OF TEST **REFERENCE ***SPORADIC THROUGHOUT TEST
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significant oscillations were occurring during the test. Predicted values
are all referred to the measured values of Test 7-7 and ratioed according
to the square of the flow rates. The difference between the measured and
predicted pressure drops particularly at lower pressures may be the result
of subtracting two high pressure measurements (injection and chamber
pressures) to obtain a AP although the discrepancy is greater than would
be expected from instrumentation inaccuracies. Values of injecto ALP
divided by Pc are also tabulated based on the predicted pressure drops.
Tests were conducted with values as low asapproximately 0.2 on each side
of the injector.
Chugging was not evident as the chamber pressure was reduced from test-to-test
until Test 7-8 where a chamber pressure of 84 psia was obtained for steady
state. On this test, chugging occurred for approximately 0.6 seconds after
ignition at a frequency of about 300 Hz as shown in Fig. 43. As the chamber
pressure was reduced on the successive tests, the duration of the chugging
increased until at a chamber pressure of 68 psia chugging continued through-
out the test. When the chamber pressure was increased on the next test to
73 psia and the mixture ratio was decreased to 1.5, continuous chugging
occurred for 1.6 seconds but continued sporadically throughout the remaining
duration of the test. Variation of the mixture ratio to 1.6 and 1.9 at -67 psia
chamber pressure on the next two tests resulted in small changes in the chug
amplitude.
Based on the results of these tests, it may be concluded that the chamber can
be started to a chamber pressure of approximately 90 psi without chugging.
However, in the blowdown mode of operation (where chamber pressure decays
gradually) if no external disturbances occur, the engine may be throttled
to perhaps 65-75 psia without chugging. The chugging did not appear to be
detrimental to the engine over the several 5-second duration tests conducted
in this program.
ASR74-2 2
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Chug frequencies of 200-300 Hz were noted. Oscillations at two frequencies
were indicated during the early portions of some of the tests as shown in
Fig. 44. The lower frequency persisted for less than a second after start.
Additional chugging tests conducted in the blowdown mode and starting at
about 100 psia chamber pressure should be conducted to further def4ie the
chugging limit in this mode. The tests should also be conducted at various
mixture ratios.
Heat load data for the throttling tests are shown in Fig. 45. The data
taken on the 10-second duration tests at nominal pressure agree quite well
with the data from the previous Phase I test effort. The data from the
10-second tests indicated that the value of the heat load measured at 10
seconds was approximately 60 BTU per second higher than the value measured
at 5 seconds. The throttling tests were of 5-second duration. The values
recorded at this time are plotted in Fig. 45. Raising the plotted values
by 60 BTU per second results in very good agreement with the Phase I data.
Therefore it appears that no adverse thermal effects occur during chugging
operation. The chug frequencies are high enough so that cyclic effects
almost completely damp out across the chamber wall. Cycle life is probably
degraded to a small extent by the chugging.
BOUNDARY LAYER COOLANT EFFECTS
Tests were conducted to determine the effects of elimination of boundary
layer coolant, BLC, on performance and heat transfer. The first seven tests
of Sequence 7 and all the tests of Sequence 8 were conducted with the feed
system configured to provide precise flow data. Less precision of flow
measurement was required for the other tests conducted to determine restart
and throttling characteristics wherein it was more important to simulate the
ONS ducting. Sequence 7 was also conducted to evaluate throttling characteristics.
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shorter, G = 9, nozzle to prevent chamber damage resulting from vibrations
during deep throttling. The same nozzle configuration was retained for
Sequence 8.
The fuel temperature was reduced to 40 F for Sequences 7 and 8 to enhance
the cooling safety factor during the throttling tests and the te-ts without
BLC. Prior to Sequence 8, the injector was modified by inserting pins into
the 68 BLC orifices around the periphery of the injector. Ten of these pins
were found to be missing after the Sequence 8 tests. Eight of these were in
the sector of the chamber defined by 9 = 70 to 1100 (the fuel inlet is at
9 = 2700). ' Theta is measured clockwise viewing from the injector end of
the chamber.
Performance
Performance data for applicable tests in Sequences 7 and 8 is tabulated in
Appendix B. The injector used in this program, L/D #1, had been previously
tested at Rocketdyne in the demonstrator regeneratively cooled thrust chamber
with a nozzle having a 9:1 expansion area ratio, at WSTF with the same hard-
ware configuration, and at WSTF with the integrated thrust chamber with a
72:1 nozzle. All of these test programs indicated a vacuum specific impulse
with a 72:1 nozzle of 309-310 seconds. The baseline performance tests on
Sequence 7 indicated a 2-3 second lower performance, the reason for which
could not be determined. However, the objective of determining the effect
of eliminating BLC on performance was obtained by comparing the performance
data Sequences 7 and 8. Performance data for these two test series is
presented graphically in Fig. 46.
The performance penalty for operating with 40 F fuel (instead of 70 F) was
calculated to be 0.3 seconds. The data indicates a performance gain of
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Figure 46. Performance With and Without Boundary Layer Coolant
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Based on previous test data, the projected effects of lengthenging the
chamber (injector-to-throat distance) and eliminating BLC are shown in Fig. 47.
The thermal safety factors determined by two-dimensional and by one-dimensional
analyses and the coolant bulk temperature rise values are tabulated on the
figure for nominal mixture ratio at each condition. A specific i..pulse of
313 seconds at nominal conditions results from lengthening the chamber and
eliminating BLC.
Thermal Data
Thermal data taken during the Phase II test series at WSTF consisted of fuel bulk
temperature rise, regenerative chamber back wall temperature, and steel heat
sink nozzle temperature transients or columbium radiation cooled nozzle tempera-
ture response and equilibrium values. These data, together with the data
generated during the heated tube tests under this contract, were used to
provide an indication of the safety margin at which the OME Integrated Thrust
Chamber (ITC) was operating both with and without supplemental boundary layer
cooling (BLC). Radiation equilibrium temperatures for a full size (C = 72:1)
columbium nozzle with and without BLC were predicted based on the results of
tests with the short demonstrator columbium nozzle (7(Ci9) in conjunction
with the full size steel heat sink nozzle temperature transients.
Bulk Temperature Rise and Heat Load. Coolant inlet and outlet temperatures,
AT's, and the heat load are tabulated in Table XII for each of the 36 tests,
which were of sufficient duration to obtain thermal data. The operating
conditions are also noted in this table. Five inlet temperature measurements
were made in the coolant inlet manifold. Coolant jacket outlet temperatures
were measured in three circumferential locations in the injector fuel distri-
bution passages (see Fig. 1, ITC Installation Assembly).
Three bulk temperature rises were calculated based on the three outlet tempera-
ture thermocouples. The inlet temperature thermocouple TFB-6 was used as the
320
P = 125 PSIA
e = 72
#1 L/D INJECTOR 
LC BLC SF2D/ID ATB(F)
IN. %
315 16.2 0 1.4/2.0 197
14.7 0 1.6/2.2 182
310
14.7 2.7 2.5/3.4 141
305 I I I i-
1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 m
MIXTURE RATIO, O/F
oE
Figure 47. OME Performance With #1 L/D Injector
-A-
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CHAMBER TUTEM SUFAC  TEMPERATURES F)..
COOLANT OUTL T INLET COOLANT COOLANT 
CAB OT S FC 
IMEA
DURATEST MIXTUREAT , NS FUEL TEMPERATURE, F TEMP, F AT AQ - = -161 -- X = 13" X = 10'DUR  ION, RA  10 
TEST SEC 0/F PSIA (LB/SEC) TFB-1 TFB-2 TFB-3 TFB-6 F BTU/SEC e, DEG/O 15 75 135 180 195 255 315 AVERAGE 0= O 90 1800 2700 AVERAGE 00 900 1800 2700 AVERAGE
S 1-12 35.6 1.59 124 7.45 188 201 217 72 130 691 206 213 181 202 202 205 203 208 203 224 176 191 213 201 216 192 185 236 207
3-4 29.3 1.67 125 7.32 196 209 222 75 134 699 204 218 187 211 213 215 216 209 209 228 183 196 204 203 219 200 189 224 208
3 3-5 14.3 1.62 125 7.53 187 205 217 76 127 685 203 218 184 198 202 210 217 207 205 226 178 185 202 198 216 193 163 222 199
4 3-7 32.0 1.76 124 7.131 202 214 226 74 140 715 210 227 189 217 218 220 220 215 215 232 187 201 207 207 221 203 198 229 213
5 3-8 14.7 1.62 124 7.47 191 207 226 75 134 713 208 218 188 204 211 214 215 208 208 223 180 201 203 202 214 197 226 231 217
3-9 9.9 1.67 126 7.39 191 209 222 75 133 702 217 223 188 201 219 209 218 213 211 227 179 214 203 206 215 191 207 23 212
* 3-10 9.8 1.64 126 7.43 185 209 218 75 128 681 213 213 175 194 218 209 216 210 206 225 178 211 199 203 3 193 189 227 206
a 3-19 31.7 1.59 123 7.82 214 216 222 74! 121 679 182 229 205 214 229 216 227 209 214 218 196 227 221 216 190 213 205 240 212
* 3-20 9.8 1.70 126 7.33 216 218 223 74 145 760 224 229 212 215 229 218 216 213 220 220 198 235 218 218 189 212 208 241 213
1o 3-21 9.8 1.82 126 7.29 216 218 223 73 145 755 223 228 211 215 226 217 223 219 220 221 199 235 224 220 193 213 243 247 224
1, 3-24 31.8 1.76 126 7.21 216 219 226 73 148 762 185 230 212 219 231 506 226 220 218 221 196 229 224 218 194 213 201 239 212
12 5-1 31.8 1.66 125 7.43 181 182 189 38 145 771 188 196 177 180 193 182 188 183 185 189 158 192 188 182 196 180 184 214 194
13 5-2 17.7 1.68 127 7.39 180 181 188 39 143 757 189 198 178 180 171 179 190 183 184 189 158 165 192 176 _ 196 180 149 217 186
14 5-3 14.7 1.66 127 7.48 180 182 187 39 143 764 190 196 178 180 171 179 191 185 184 189 149 160 184 171 195 163 147 211 179
s15 5-4 11.8 1.65 128 7.45 179 182 190 38 144 767 196 194 183 180 171 181 194 188 186 193 149 167 194 176 199 155 184 223 190
i6 5-5 8.7 1.68 128 7.38 179 182 190 38 144 760 198 199 184 180 172 181 194 189 187 193 151 167 187 175 _ 196 159 172 220 187
17 5-12 10.8 1.69 127 7.37 180 183 191 37 146 770 188 212 184 181 172 181 192 190 188 179 148 166 192 171 182 154 172 221 182
,s 5-13 13.8 1.67 127 7.35 168 183 190 37 142 746 198 197 181 167 198 184 193 188 188 210 162 200 192 191 199 184 177 219 195
19 7-1 9.7 1.52 131 8.15 171 173 177 46 127 742 167 187 170 176 173 173 175 171 174 187 158 183 217 186 190 178 171 224 191
o 7-2 9.7 1.66 127 7.43 185 186 192 48 138 735 180 203 183 189 189 189 194 183 189 200 171 199 197 192 203 190 179 219 198
21 7-3 9.7 1.67 99 5.86 194 196 206 50 149 623 202 213 197 197 208 202 203 202 203 208 174 222 214 205 210 193 244 244 223
22 7-4 9.7 1.46 100 6.41 181 182 192 47, 138 633 194 197 184 180 196 185 188 189 189 193 166 208 197 191 198 186 233 231 212
23 7-5 9.8 1.46 125 7.89 176 175 188 48 133 751 189 191 179 177 170 176 188 188 182 188 146 171 190 174 189 149 220 227 196
24 7-6 9.8 1.84 124 6.81 197 197 210 48: 155 756 210 216 201 198 197 199 212 208 205 210 168 195 213 197 210 181 234 245 218
s25 7-7 34.7 1.68 126 7.39 188 188 196 44 147 777 197 204 191 187 200 190 199 193 195 198 168 204 193 191 200 187 229 226 211
26 7-14 9.7 1.65 127 7.39 176 181 201 48 141 744 182 196 185 179 -164 180 196 199 185 193 165 161 191 178 197 185 180 220 196
27 8-1 33.0 1.81 124 6.91 231 237 256 44 198 978 241 248 233 234 258 237 251 239 243 266 231 281 282 265 232 213 270 298 253
28 8-2 9.7 1.76 139 7.66 227 229 256 45,  193 1060 228 242 233 227 240 223 257 249 237 243 229 266 266 251 211 209 289 277 247
29 8-3 9.7 1.54 138 8.32 215 214 236 45 178 1061 206 222 221 213 223 208 235 235 220 219 216 247 262 236 192 197 266 254 227
30 8-4 9.7 1.55 123 7.45 217 217 238 44 180 960 210 218 226 216 225 213 242 246 225 224 221 250 265 240 198 202 254 255 227
3t 8-5 9.7 1.95 123 6.45 242 243 265 45 206 949 219 238 247 244 258 242 260 257 246 217 244 285 282 257 215 223 266 284 247
32 8-6 9.7 1.57 109 6.56 221 221 243 441 184 865 201 218 233 220 229 221 248 254 228 96 225 254 273 237 197 206 272 265 235
33 8-7 9.7 1.97 138 7.15 240 240 254 46 200 1022 219 239 251 241 254 238 267 258 24 218 241 284 277 255 212 220 294 285 253
34 8-8 9.7 1.78 109 6.07 232 234 247 46 193 839 211 233 247 235 242 236 258 258 240 210 238 268 274 248 209 217 282 279 247
FOLDOUT il m -9 9.7 1.98 109 5.67 247 248 261 45 208 . 843 220 246 253 249 262 252 266 252 250 216 252 286 286 260 218 231 267 290 252
FORM17.8-10 9.7 1.77 126 7.01 233 230 233 942 201 242 245 232 239 227 257 24236 267 269 242 190 214 277 276 239
L 
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_ _Z CHAMB R OUTER URFACE TIMPERATUR S (F)
TEST X = -8" X = -6" = 4" -2" - = " - +3"
8e= 0o 900 1800 2700 Average 00 900 1800 2700 Average 00 900 180o 2700 Average 00 900 1800 2700 Average 0 900 1800 2700 Average g- 900 1800 270 Average- ,,-- 
- .. ,. ..
1 1-12 198 184 154 223 190 147 129 182 199 164 166 154 164 176 16 148 141 149 151 147 144 141 126 161 143 130 129 134 136 132
2 3-4 202 189 153 214 190 145 128 187 194 164 171 159 169 174 168 154 146 154 152 152 148 146 125 163 146 15 133 139 139 137
3 3-5 196 186 148 214 186 144 126 183 193 162 169 157 166 171 166 151 144 152 150 149 145 147 134 163 147 15 132 138 138 136
4 3-7 204 193 149 217 191 196 179 191 197 191 173 162 173 176 171 155 148 157 154 154 149 148 123 165 146 16 135 141 141 138
S 3-8 200 187 163 214 191 184 174 185 193- 184 167 157 166 171 165 150 144 152 150 149 145 144 138 160 147 12 131 137 137 134
6 3-9 204 186 192 215 199 175 174 188 194 183 168 157 169 172 167 151 145 153 151 150 146 145 157 162 153 1 3 132 138 138 135
7 3-10 194 185 206 211 199 190 173 186 191 185 165 157 167 169 165 149 144 152 149 149 145 144 167 159 154 11 131 137 136 134
8 3-19 202 196 153 229 195 194 180 193 207 194 171 160 173 183 172 153 147 156 160 154 149 147 158 168 156 1 5 135 140 143 138
9 3-20 201 195 147 226 192 193 179 190 204 192 171 160 170 181 171 153 147 152 158 153 148 147 149 167 153 14 135 119 142 133
10 3-21 207 196 149 230 196 195 180 190 208 193 171 160 169 184 171 153 147 150 160 153 149 147 149 168 153 15 135 122 143 134
I1 3-24 205 196 148 230 195 197 180 195 209 195 173 162 175 184 174 155 147 157 161 155 150 148 159 170 157 1I7 135 141 143 139
12 5-1 180 165 183 203 183 171 151 166 182 168 145 131 145 156 144 125 117 126 131 125 127 125 135 147 133 19 109 112 118 112
13 5-2 176 166 126 206 169 170 151 162 184 167 145 131 143 157 144 125 117 126 132 125 126 125 134 149 134 19 108 110 118 Ill
14 5-3 176 163 125 199 166 169 150 162 178 165 144 131 142 152 142 124 118 124 129 124 126 125 134 145 133 18 109 111 116
15. 5-4 186 161 118 208 170 172 149 161 185 167 146 130 134 157 142 127 117 122 133 125 127 125 128 149 132 Ill 109 105 118 Ill
16 5-5 189 163 114 203 167 171 150 160 181 166 145 131 136 155 142 125 117 120 129 123_ 126 125 12 LS5 I3 1Lq IQ_ 102 115 _ J-
17 5-12 173 159 165 207 176 160 149 160 184 163 136 129 137 156 140 118 116 119 132 121 121 124 17 _ 30 1. L11J_
is 5-13 181 169 165 206 180 170 155 169 183 169 145 134 146 157 146 125 119 125 133 126 126 126 134 147 13 _ L_.8 Ill Ill 18 112
19 7-1 185 165 186 217 188 169 152 163 197 170 144 133 145 172 149 126 120 127 144 129 127 126 133 152 _35 108 112 15 126 __5
S 7-2 94 175 184 21 195 180 161 175 190 177 154 142 155 166 154 135 - 128 137 143 136 134 133 142 140 ... I l 2 6 2
21 7-3 203 182 215 224 206 185 167 180 200 183 158 147 152 173 158 138 132 136 149 139 139 138 139 158 144 121 123 11 3 122
22 7-4 189 171 234 210 201 172 156 168 188 171 149 136 145 166 149 128 122 126 139 129 130 127 128 148 133 112 113 104 1 13
23 7-5 188 154 228 205 198 166 146 156 182 163 143 129 135 159 142 124 117 119 135 124 126 122 123 143 129 106 110 9_ 118 108
a4 7-6 205 178 278 224 221 184 165 177 200 182 159 146 153 178 159 138 129 210 150 157 140 137 137 158 143 121 12 09 3 122
25s 7-7 199 171 298 208 219 176 159 172 186 173 151 138 153 167 152 132 124 230 143 157 137 131 140 151 140 11 121 121 . 12J 121
2e 7-14 192 170 229 206 199 174 213 163 184 184 149 137 148 164 150 131 123 129 139 131 134 129 137 149 137 II 118 116 124 118
27 8-1 227 195 220 294 234 203 178 199 269 212 172 156 180 221 180 151 142 208 175 169 153 145 160 154 153 13 127 137 140 134.
28 8-2 210 190 202 251 213 186 173 182 217 190 159 152 151 190 163 140 138 220 158 164 141 141 141 143 142 11 128 115 130 123
29 8-3 192 179 189 224 196 168 162 171 197 175 143 142 141 177 1 1 126 129 221 151 157 128 132 131 153 136 10_ 118 109 127 11_
o30 8-4 197 184 191 228 200 173 167 173 201 179 148 146 141 178 13 128 131 225 150 159 131 136 133 157 139 ll 120 Ill 127 117
31 8-5 212 203 217 263 224 190 186 196 230 201 164 164 162 200 13 142 147 237 168 174 145 151 151 153 150 12_ 134 119 138 129
32 8-6 197 188 196 236 204 174 171 178 208 183 150 149 150 184 1~8 131 134 184 155 151 133 141 140 161 144 11_ 122 113 131 120
3 8-7 215 201 219 260 224 187 183 197 226 198 160 162 169 198 1 2 140 146 148 161 149 143 149 155 151 150 12 133 125 135 129
14 8-8 211 200 208 255 219 185 182 190 221 195 158 159 170 195 1 1 138 143 142 161 146 142 149 153 147 148 12 130 123 134 127
35 8-9 208 212 217 266 226 191 193 197 1 20 16 158 203 1 4 143 151 145 1 0 152 147 156 152 154 152 12 135 122 140 131FOl)O l1 0 196 196 204 250 212 172 178 185F0LDC)l9iA§8 147 157 156 190 I12 129 141 247 15 133 146 144 145 142 I 128 118 131 123
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reference temperature for all three AT's because of its proximity to theinlet and.general agreement with the fuel flowmeter temperature measurement.
Temperature rises calculated in this manner generally agree within 8 percent
to 10 percent.
The response of the coolant outlet bulk temperature with and with ut film
cooling is compared in Fig. 48 for typical cold starts. Steady-state outlettemperatures without film cooling are achieved in about 15 to 20 seconds.
Ninety percent of the final value is achieved in about nine seconds. The
cold start test with film coolant appears to reach equilibrium in about 9 to10 seconds althoughthe test was not of sufficient duration to verify this.
The long duration to achieve final steady-state conditions is due primarilyto the time required for the non-flightweight inlet manifold to
reach equilibrium operating temperatures. Subsequent tests achieve steady-
state conditions in less than 10 seconds as noted in Fig. 49 for typicalhot-start conditions.
The majority of the tests were 10 seconds duration with the iniital test of
most of the test series about 30 to 35 seconds to assure achievement of
thermal equilibrium. The resulting average values of coolant bulk tempera-
ture rise were multiplied by the fuel coolant flowrate through the jacketand the specific heat of the fuel to determine the heat absorbed by the fuel.The resulting heat loads for the tests without BLC are presented in Fig. 50
as a function of chamber pressure with coded symbols to denote approximate
mixture ratio. These data follow the predicted variation with Pc to the
0.8 power. iThe effect of mixture ratio on heat load appears negligible,
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The best-fit line obtained from the earlier ITC tests with a nominal 2.7
percent flowrate is also presented in Fig. 50. The heat load for the ITC
without BLC is about 26 percent higher than for the nominal film cooled
design. The actual heat loads at nominal operating conditions ('c = 125
psia, MR = 1.65) are about 750 BTU/sec and 950 BTU/sec with and without
BLC, respectively. As will be shown later, most of the increased heat
load occurs in the cylindrical section of the combustor near the injector
end. These results agree favorably with the original theoretical predic-
tions of a 23 percent higher heat load without BLC.
Back Wall Temperature. Back (outer surface) wall temperatures were measured
in numerous locations on the ITC (See Fig. 1) to indicate steady-state
operating values, as well as start and soakout temperature characteristics.
The steady-state back wall temperatures are presented in Table XII for each
test of sufficient duration (-10 seconds or longer).
Typical back wall temperature response from a cold start (i.e., first in a
test series) is presented in Fig. 51 for a test without BLC. As would be
expected, the response is more rapid in the higher heat flux throat and
combustor regions as compared to the nozzle (X = +3 inches). Thermal equili-
brium is achieved in about 15 seconds or less except at the injector end
location (X = 13 inches) where about 20 seconds is required. The throat
region temperature reaches 90 percent of its final value in about 3 seconds.
Typical hot-start back wall temperature transients are presented in Fig. 52
for a test without BLC. There is an initial cooling down of the backwall
as the coolant flows through the channels before combustion gas heating
1100- 0% BLC
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diffuses through the walls into the'coolant and back wall region. Steady-
state back wall temperatures are generally achieved in about 5 seconds
except at the injector end (X = -13 inches) where about 10 seconds is
required.'
A notable difference between the tests with and without BLC is -hat the
soakout temperatures prior to restart are in excess of 500 F at the x = -13
inch location without BLC. This compares to a value of about 300 F when
supplemental BLC is utilized. The head end obviously operates hotter
without ,BLC as would be expected due to higher operating back wall tempera-
tures (due to higher bulk temperature) and hot-gas wall temperature (due to
increased local heat flux). The acoustic cavity and dams probably also
operate at higher temperatures and contribute to the higher soakout temperatures.
Steady-state back wall temperatures are utilized primarily as an indication
of axial heat load distribution and circumferential heat load uniformity.
These measurements are relatively insensitive to local heat flux variations
and tend to reflect integrated heat loadalong a channel in that back wall
temperatures are strongly influenced by the local bulk temperature.
A comparison of the average back wall temperature profile with and without
BLC is presented in Fig. 53. The effect of BLC is seen to be small from
the regenerative coolant inlet to a point about 8 inches upstream of the
throat. 'The primary effect of BLC occurs in the region extending from the
injector to about 10 inches upstream of the throat.
In the case of film cooling, the back wall temperatures are relatively flat or
decreasing in going from X = 8 inches to the injector end. This would
indicate a combination of reduced heat flux level and relatively constant
bulk temperature resulting from the lower heat flux. Without BLC, however,
the back wall temperatures continue to increase right up to injector end
and decrease only in the acoustic cavity region. This would indicate a
SYMBOL TEST NO. c MR IN BLC
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relatively constant heat flux and increasing regenerative coolant bulk
temperature in the cylindrical region. Reduced heat flux level in the
acoustic cavity accounts for the reduced back wall temperature in that
region.
The effect of film coolant on throat and injector end is also hown in
Fig. 54 as a function of chamber pressure for various maxture ratios as
noted. It is apparent that BLC effectiveness is minimal in the throat
region. A marked effect is noted at the injector end due primarily to the
higher integrated heat load occurring without BLC. The difference in back
wall temperatures at the injector end are greater than can be accounted
for just with coolant temperature differences, however, indicating a
higher local heat flux as well.
In general, circumferential variations in back wall temperatures were less
than 10 F in the nozzle and throat region. The variation appears to increase
significantly to about 30 to 40 F in the combustor/injector end region both
with and without film cooling. This variation would amount to about ±10
percent difference in heat load to the regenerative coolant.
Comparison of the average acoustic cavity back wall temperatures (measured
at 8 circumferential locations) with the average outlet bulk temperature
give agreement within about 1 to 2 F in most cases. This would indicate
that these acoustic cavity region measurements are essentially equivalent
to local coolant bulk temperatures (due to very low heat flux levels) and
can be utilized to indicate nonuniformity of circumferential heat load.
Based on the results of the 10 nonfilm cooled tests, the average circum-
ferential variation range in heat load was +10 percent and -12 percent.
A typical plot of back wall temperature distribution without BLC is
presented in Fig. 55 for the test conditions as noted. (Thermocouples at
the 270 degree location 4 inches to 13 inches upstream of the throat were
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included due to the resulting higher recorded temperatures.) The predicted
back wall and hot gas wall temperature profiles are also presented for
comparison. The predicted values are based on a boundary layer analysis
(without film cooling) with a slight adjustment (-4 percent reduction) in
order to match the total integrated heat load. The experiment 1' and predicted
back wall temperature profiles appear to be in relatively good agreement.
The predicted maximum hot gas wall temperature is about 780 F without BLC
compared to about 740 F with BLC.
Radiation Cooled Nozzle. Test Sequences 7 and 8 were conducted using the
columbium radiation cooled nozzle. The nozzle attaches to the ITC at an
area ratio of 7:1 and extends to an area ratio = 9:1. The latter dimension
was selected based on compatibility with the diffuser utilized during
earlier tests at Rocketdyne's facility. The 0.050-inch wall thickness was
selected to simulate soakback conditions after shutdown. The wall thick-
ness has a negligible effect on radiation equilibrium temperature. Typical
temperature response data for tests with and without BLC are presented inFig. 56. It is apparent that there is a definite increase in equilibrium
wall temperature for the test with no supplemental film coolant. This
essentially proves that there is film coolant carry-over downstream of the
throat.
The maximum temperature difference (with and without BLC) is about 240 F
based on thermocouple #28. The predicted temperature difference is about260 F based on the thermal model discussed in the Phase 1 data dump
(ASR74-117). The maximum measured temperature is about 1710 F without BLCfor the short columbium nozzle. This compares to a maximum measured tempera-
ture of about 1540 F when supplemental film cooling was utilized.
The use of full-size columbium nozzle (6e=72:1) would result in a wall
temperature increase of about 90 F in each case due to a reduced view factor
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for a.full-size columbium nozzle are, therefore, 1800 F and 1630 F without
and with BLC, respectively. The latter value compares favorably with the
1700 F predicted based on theoretical extrapolation of the CRES heat sink
nozzle test results as discussed in the Phase 1 data dump. The slightly
lower temperature achieved by the columbium nozzle is due to !'e high
emittance (=0.9) coating utilized for oxidation protection.
The most significant conclusion to be drawn from the columbium radiation
cooled nozzle tests, in conjunction with the previous CRES heat sink nozzle
tests, is that the use of a refractory material is unnecessary at the
current attach point with or without supplemental BLC. The use of an
L-605 type nozzle extension appears quite feasible which should result
in considerable cost saving. Alternatievely, the columbium nozzle could
be attached at a lower area ratio (=3:1) with an attendant reduction in
engine weight and regenerative coolant bulk temperature rise (=20 F).
ASR74-229
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Safety Factor and Fatigue Life.
A primary purpose of the OME Reusable Thrust Chamber Test program (both
chamber and heated tube tests) was to obtain data which would improve
estimation of the OME regenerative coolant safety factor profile and,
indirectly, fatigue life capability. This was accomplished t modifying
the analytical models to fit the thermal data and then utilizing these models
to predict heat flux and wall temperature profiles.
The resulting predicted heat flux profiles at nominal operating conditions
are presented in Fig. 57 with and without BLC. The film cooling model
indicates a liquid film persists about 3 inches downstream of the point of
impingement on the wall. The heat flux in this region is negligible since
the film and regenerative coolant temperatures are nearly the same. The
case without BLC indicates a nominal heat flux of 2 BTU/in-sec throughout
the cylindrical combustor region.
The resulting safety factor profiles based on 2-D conduction effects is.
presented in Fig. 58 for current off-design conditions (Pc = 120 psia,
MR = 1.73 and Tin = 100 F). The coolant safety factors are similar in the
throat and nozzle region. There is a marked difference in safety factor
in the combustor region, particularly near the injector end. The case
without BLC results in a minimum safety factor of about 1.2 due to a combin-
ation of high coolant bulk temperature (reduced subcooling) and comparatively
high heat flux level. The use of film coolant markedly increases the safety
factor at the injector end due to greatly reduced heat flux level in the
region of minimum subcooling. In addition, the maximum coolant bulk
temperature is decreased which further enhances the safety margin.
It should be pointed out that the ITC was not originally designed to
operate without BLC. The minimum safety factor could be raised to a value
of about 1.5 simply by increasing the coolant velocity in about the last
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2 inches of the cylindrical section. This would result in an increased
pressure drop of about 2 psi. Another consideration of interest is that
limited electrically heated channel tests using a similar channel geometry
indicated better agreement with 1-D burnout analysis. A 1-D an lysis
indicates a local minimum safety factor of about 1.6.
The cyclic fatigue life profiles were calculated at minimal operating
conditions using the predicted wall temperatures. The results, with and
without BLC, are presented in Fig. 59. The minimum predicted life occurs
in the region slightly upstream of the throat and is about 4800 and 4400
cycles for operation with and without BLC, respectively. Application of
a life safety factor of 4 would indicate a life capability in excess of
the required 1000 cycles for either operating condition.
The life cycle capability of the two operating conditions differs the most
in the combustor region due primarily to the difference in hot wall
temperatures.
It should be mentioned that a major restriction to the ITC fatigue life
is due to the extremely high strength nickel (z66,000 psi yield) as electro-
deposited at Rocketdyne. By simply annealing the nickel, the chamber
fatigue life can be increased since the thermal load would be divided more
equally between the CRES liner and nickel closeout. Life can also be
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The test configurations and conditions were made to simulate, as closely
as feasible, the Space Shuttle Orbit Maneuvering System and its environment.The results of the test program give valuable insights as to w. t might
be expected in actual OMS operation. However, the simulations were limitedin ways which might cause the test results to vary from flight results.
Some of the limitations could be removed by additional tests, some by
major facility modifications, and others only by conducting actual
flight tests.
The purpose of this section is to point out these limitations and qualita-
tively estimate their impact on the agreement between test and flight
results.
GRAVITY
The testing was, of necessity, conducted in a 1-g gravity field whereasthe flight engine will experience 0-g coast periods. The oxidizer duct
was arranged to provide a slight positive drain from the valve to the
injector which was felt to be closest to 0-g simulation although no orienta-
tion can completely simulate 0-g with fluid coating the walls and drainingby gas evolution and boiling. Little difference between test and flight
results is expected although the oxidizer may be retained slightly longer
and get colder in flight.
The engine fired vertically down during the test program so that fuel was
retained by gravity in the coolant jacket, inlet manifold and inlet duct,after the test. Under 0-g flight conditions, complete depletion of the
fuel could be considerably more rapid than after the test firings. Thisis particularly true for the low-heat input cases where the firing duration
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was 1 second or less. The effect would be Flight
to compress the acceleration and thrust
overshoot vs coast time curves along the
coast time axis as illustrated here schemat- Fmax Test
ically for a typical thrust overshoot curve.
The end-points of.the curves would probably
not be significantly affected. Coast Time
Accelerometer activity recorded after shutdown would be affected by the
different propellant expulsion rates. The specific effect is not clear.However, since the posttest activity does not appear at all in thrust or
injection pressures, it is likely that no problem would be encountered in
this respect with the flight configuration.
AMBIENT PRESSURE
Ambient pressure was approximately 0.1 psia during the posttest vacuum
soakouts and coast periods as opposed to the hard vacuum of space for
the flight condition. This should have a small effect on propellant
boiloff rates since the saturation pressures of the fuel and oxidizer atdepletion were in excess of 0.3 and 3 psia respectively. Longer retention
of the oxidizer due to gravity effects could increase the sensitivity to
ambient pressure.
PROPELLANT SATURATION
Propellants will probably be saturated with helium during most of the OMS
mission. The restart tests were conducted with helium saturated propellants.
The throttling tests, however, were conducted with unsaturated propellants
to provide baseline data. Saturating the propellants would probably limit




The following conclusions are made based on the results of the Phase II
tests.
I. Delaying the oxidizer valve opening signal from 0 to 100 msec after
the fuel valve opening signal does not appreciably affect the start
characteristics. The fuel valve signal could be delayed at least
20 msec without significant effects.
2. Unusual accelerations noted on the starts of first tests in a vacuum
period are probably the result of small quantities of gas in the feed
lines.
3. Oxidizer depletion occurs within 10 seconds after engine shutdown for
all anticipated operating conditions. Fuel depletion times depend
strongly on hardware and propellant temperatures. Over the nominal
ranges of operating conditions,fuel depletion may occur from approxi-
mately 1 minute after shutdown of a long-duration test with hot fuel
to 10 minutes after shutdown of a 1-second test with cold fuel. Even
longer depletion times result from shorter firing durations.
4. Posttest accelerations with spikes in the order of 200-300 g's can
result from low-level combustion as oxidizer dribbles out of the
duct and fuel boils out of the engine. These accelerations are not
harmful to the engine but can be avoided by a brief oxidizer purge
at shutdown.
5. The engine does not impose any limitations on restart times. Accelero-
meter spikes are low for all conditions tested with simultaneously




for shorter coast periods. The overshoots exceed 100 percent of
nominal thrust for restarts after long coast periods, and can
probably be reduced by lengthening the propellant valve opening times.
6. The engine can probably be throttled in the blowdown mode Lo 65-75
psia chamber pressure with unsaturated propellants before experiencing
feed system coupled instabilities. These instabilities did not
enhance the heat transfer to the coolant and appear to be harmless
to the engine for short-term operation.
7. Operation without boundary layer coolant, BLC, results in a 1.5 second
increase in vacuum specific impulse and reduction of the regenerative
cooling safety factor from 2.8 to 1.6 at nominal conditions. The
engine can be operated over the entire anticipated Pc-0O/F range
without BLC with a minimum safety factor of 1.2 (@ Pc = 120, 0/F = 1.74,
TF = 100 F). Based on previous test results, simultaneously lengthening
the chamber to 16 inches and eliminating BLC would result in a vacuum Is(C = 72) of 313 sec and a safety factor of 1.4 at nominal conditions.
The test program results lead to the following recommendations.
1. Conduct further tests controling the valves (with all valves instrumented)
to determine the effects of valve operating times and fuel valve signal
delay on acceleration and thrust overshoot and start.
2. Verify that lower accelerations on the start of first tests can be
achieved by thoroughly bleeding gases from the feed system.
3. Verify the projected 10-minute fuel depletion time for a one-second
firing with 40 F fuel.
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4. Determine experimentally the oxidizer purge requirements to suppress
the posttest accelerations. Determine also the effects of varying
the volume of the oxidizer duct between the valve and injector.
5. Verify projected blowdown throttling capabilities while mi imizing
facility operating time by starting tests at 100 psia chamber pressure.
Determine the effects of helium saturation.
6. Analytically optimize the BLC flowrate, chamber length and coolant
passage geometries based on the results of this and previous test





This appendix contains the pretest and start transient data recorded atWSTF. In general, the titles are self-explanatory. The following specific
titles are further described.
Start Conditions
Test duration is the time between the start and the shutdown signals. Theinjector surface temperature is measured at three places on the outside ofthe propellant manifolds. The chamber top temperature is the value on the
outside wall near the injector flange. The nozzle flange top refers to
the regeneratively cooled chamber side of the regen/radiation interfaceflanges. The pretest temperature values may differ slightly from values
presented as part of Table X in the text because of time differences when
the data were taken.
Start Transient
The fire switch is the primary start signal. All times are referred to
this signal, which is sometimes called out as FSI in the table. To obtain
maximum values, the analog data was sampled at the rate of 10,000 samples/sec
which is certainly adequate for the pressure and thrust data but could
result in maximum accelerations which are 20 percent below the actual peak
value. This accuracy is adequate to indicate the trends resulting from
various operating conditions.
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- MAXIHUM SlULLOAD -Y, LRFr  - 46,44 190. -8 213),4 12 -- -. 2.'e60 .-------.---- 238, .. IMAXIMUM sjIDLLOA -Lo LF __ 9 0.35 327.300 431.529 3.2 4l.623
_________________________________ROCKETOYNE -INTE13RATED-OMS ENOINE - .. - . . ~ _ _ _
iTARt -TRANSIENT CI4AgACTEI4ISTICS
___DATE 02/26/74 .SERIES NHDImiT ~SECE _1
It VbStsdPIbN .--
*COLD. ENINtSTATEVALUATION'W1TH POST-0IRE, PURGING* COOLED ENGINE WITNISOPROP~T ALCOHOL IN-REGEN JACKET
ATRTEST ILt PURGED OUT PRIOR TO PERFORMANCE.VE.ItiFiCATIONTEST 1... __ _______
____START CONDITIONS ITC-3 SC) TEST No.
it)i 12_______
TLST IWtHATIJti ________. oull -14016 -. 35.O0
,PEI USO3FIWRIO6jSC e319i9 66 35 13. f
FUCL INLET I4bSURE. PSIA __ 2.l8220.5*3 . ?219447 _ _... -
- OX1() ItiLtT Pt.%U~to PSIA 209,668 2090658 20,16P45
____Fuf.L 114LET IEHPEkATUAL9 F ___ 70,924 ______ 1.433 71.943
__ OAI(1IN !1EtHPL,4ATUh~ , f 3..J5? ti. 691 71.8?2
_____1WJLCToii %UkFACF TLHP9 F 60.10 s___ 9.oI ___ 54#17S
CimkWT1 T.P#J__ 91~ 735 ~ 41.007-
- COOLAN4T MANItOLD TFIWt, F 6": 13? _____i,7 bs.?,90
1NO1ZLE7F1.4NC'E TOPFMP F 630419 63,99 69.115 --.- -----
IN E5T CELL VktSUPvv PSIA *065 ___ .064 _ _ 6
START I(Ati.SIENT -- ----- - _ __ _ _ _
_ I E 9e Z*2 - -- 13 50 j6,308 1 S 52 34 213 .. . . . . .
-. .
____ OEL VAL..N LOHMAND, SEC .475 ,8
O XID VALvE COMMANOt SEC 0 .3*4_ 939-------- 8'~  -. . --.
____FUEL ISO(LATION4 START OPFN .543 057 ____ 41
N.FUEL -q0LjTIfll-LCtPFN 06 06T 4 . -
FULL 1..LATION TRAWOL TIME. .110 .iIo 0~.___ 116 -
FULEL SHDUrEFSTART -OPEN -- .533 . 533 *53 3*4
Utti . SHUTUFF FULL'OP .p :.1a 4__ 629 ____ 6?? ________
VUL HUTOFF--TRAVrU TIME .. 394 0096 ~ 0q4__
OXID_ 11 ISOLATION START OPEN4 : 449 ____.5 47____
DtW7V S3LATI0WJ FIILL 0PEN ,SV ~
()ALU SH04t FULL. (PLN s6S6 #S67_ .6 0 -4
OXID~ SFII.TfF 7fAVFL oilz~ .1 - .11* __
FS1 70 1 -4 P';,btfL __________ 795 .. 71 .791
MArSI PC,957 P'~j-SC -~03' - -- 7 RT-- - #A- .$3
MASM1 Pcf~ Pt~S& i83,709 ___ 375.929 170.1424
-~ JIME OF M;.IIMUH PC.. SC Fll .1 .0
PFl. ACCE1:4TiI.TOJ 40060t 0 35.s31j 30.946 152.436
TIm' OF 4cOCD )A --..........- -- .L99 ..... __- - .01.................. 4, -
FLAK A;CLL"AYIUNt 0)QT0* 0 170716 _____ 1.b ___ 55.IS3 _____
17rOF 4007 '"AX--i _.0 99- - 799~ *791
PtA ACL.L'AI0. jQfl 614. 30 15.641 2:3.f?A
7ITtC OF 40?ID t1AX r, Ao 7-----.... 3-- a791
PLAK ACCLERATIONi *0970, 0 300.10 35.1005 0*9
PAkI4dM AXIAL TrP'JST, L(MV i2352.747 12261.914 10369.08
TItiE OF__A T.rU5T, src_ - .799 - ___ 01 79 -- ---..--
TH14UST ovfW*I.tf )) T PCNT _____ 0s.479 104.366 ____72.18
PMAAINUM SIULLLOAD Ye. 2, 9.'6 - 2.1 37.467
____MAXIMUM SIIJLLOAU I' LAR 323___.29 3 -_____ 33d.514________-
-~. - - ------- --- -~---- 
- - - - - _-- -
- --
- -
- --------- HT~ A E 04 r ( IN 
~- 
c
S T A R T T R A N S I E N T C H A R A C TE R SI~ C 3 
' 
- -- 
- - * - - - -
. - C, ~
TEby EsckIhflON S R E - SLQUPTrV
SA V N




FXUE INLAT PjLS U, P I ,1f66 
-
- 22 22144? 
- ? I o1 Z . 6
muO~u z.LT~PSIA 
i'. "? 
- 2 1547i7 49-- 
-?LiTR
Fk*L IN~LET 4PEI0TURF- 





COOLANT Mr1NLFOLD TmP, 
1 
p'loN~OMZE VLAui To T IF 53-- 
__ 53(129_ 2.zTOP Ts___ 
sh. ij3 R*_ 170.--5
EST CELL PkLSSURE, PS A 
-2 124_ _ 06 
-- 
_ 
__ *6 0 5 t4




i4 51OX 10 VALV C PMMA.09 SEC 048 *476 0476sFULL I SOLAT)0O. fULL OPe ~ a5zi 
*9 *So? _________FUEL ISOLATION TRAVEL TiNEr 
.651 
.9 -tIl SHUTOFF STAR? jjlpf~ :0z0it -4Fklf.L siIut(IF, flJLL OPrI 
.537 
-7e 
.33 14 9112 114
FUt. S1UToFf t"AV TIPT0-------- 
__
OX10 IsxOLATIN STARTOP: 6090 
-
. .
.009h~ O K zL T u 4 FULL a~tii 
005~ 93
-
OAZ(3 J*1LATINf TkAVEL TIME 
.,3[%9
OA lN 
-----1UL PL 4 ---
A 154.5 5 
.
PEAK AC CLiF 4a 
VUL 




1 1H E OF 4 (),)6 0 IAA F b 1 M 
_1 




__ OFl b 
-- -31PEAK ot~ AC LUL 'HTI~ 4p 6r, nc -- - -- -
Y 
5 5 5e O 
_ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ .1103
-9 
-37 
3 J !0 
- -









-4 6 5 3 4 - 19 A 
-4 0 1 3 3 . J If3
MAXIMUM4 AXIAL TH9AST, OFp 1s4.88 
.199.1
13Hk OF 1'AX 1'llikSI, 2829 .03r2ml~g.9IIIOSte OKI-.Hj!, C~
14AAIMuim )1IL(JAO mYs LOF --------- 
-
44 




* AIMJ14 OLLOAD 
-1, uwF 195905~ 44I.6bQ
341 ?011
rlOCKET9YNE INTEGR~ATED o"5 E"O INC
START TRANSIENT CmARACTERISTICS 
-
DATE CZ/21/74 1ERICS. RD/!Ht-3 s(&OUfENcE 
_TEST DESCRIPTION 3 I
SlA*?T EVA.LUATION WITH ViijSLE bX VALVE LEADS6 &IMtJLTAtJEOQi VALVE SIGNALS TEST 4 ANO SU~tSFWENT. O------ 





START CONITIONS MT-3 SiECj TEST No,
PHLVIOV5 CQ~aST FEk4IfD9 SEC 2.b 
.-----
__OUU. INL(ET Pk-SU~it PSIA
O IO 114Ltr IPSPR I A fl.lE 
----.- --- .- ..-.---.-- 
.--.- ~- 
-.




C OULANr fiANI5.OLU TEMP,9 r- 
-- 311 
--
Nil14OZLE 9FLAN'.E TOP TtmP. F 39*853 
-- 
-.- 








- .. FIJ VALVE COHNDN, SEC *49




. . . . .. ~~ ~ L 
_
Puil t-(UIUN FULL fPEW 
-. 649
F(A L Lt'JL&.l10N TRAVE.L TIE 120 
_
F Ul.L SI OTOFF STAKT wiN-)----*5t_--~.
UX1U I-SL~TIoFM F~ULL Ui'tF 
.li 
-OX~t 10 U'LA0lN T.-MoUL TINE 14_
OAXiU %;ldtrFf FULL t-Pflij*f4




11w TF o~ 'u- PE skci.-
ACF. (J 4.-A9 1 0*v 4966D G, 44i635- 
. -
I 1.1f OF ,4v~ 11wjS, E: 
.9:
-. .. AAINU4 UL LOIAL Tw.Y, L4P II 96*.37.--
o 19
ROCKETOYNE 1ITEbRATEf 0145 ENG~INE
START jRANSTLNT'*4,ARAc.TEMI!Ic -
DATE 28 FThS 4 SEA195 6K OME ROIAMT ISEQUENCE 3
NOT.Eftb(INE UNPUR90t RESTART? TE~STS WIT" POAST pgRIOUS 14ANG1140 F:RO1 I NINUT9 TO SECqdIs To DEG 7. 14HH/NTO,
SATURATED3 A!-2?00 PSIA.
S!AR! COND.3!IONS 110.3 SLC) jcsyT NO,
? 8 to1 - It
Tf&.T DUJRArbON y qo4 I0o1 101762 Seat$e
PNEVIOUS cOAST PERIOD$ SEC 0-- o - 66.062---- ------- 3'o3 350J- -- 00f)S91
Ur.L viLET 04:SSUR(.v P',IA 22c.169 21191-74'~5 2?02.! 3 ?l.?9.1
LJIU1tL~ L'iSUkto PSIA 215*UQS - 2i4a'ML*__ 2124459 210jJ:11,
UATO INLt~r ?Ri~pEATuw* r 669,J6 14-606- ?40767 bis 51)
IN'JLCIOk 'sU;,tAC-ETimPv F*6.6 164.62 16-'as I'I 1?2204%q
---- ChAr-UtA4 !uP tLHPtv f 6U:-313 03~~n - - 3"4 - -251:341
COOLANT AANI~bL) TLHP. F 6? %I 7 10.4bh j 1 0 5 b~j
NOtILt fL;0J4f. TOP TEMPO F - 014 - -*.'"!.Li 9*69 gir -4 31 -
1LbT CLL P'kEbiUkEL;PSIA .0!----- aou.?9 -- .. )!6~'
ST ART THA14SILNI
fIkE SWITCH TIM~E IS 6 T~2IjdB1 5405? 15 6 1135 572.3
U - tsbL VALVE cOm*MAND. StC --- -- 00 - --- ,O 0?- U ; ---- w
OXIO VALVE LOHM-AND, SEC 0006 .006 a *004 60oz 0
FULL ISOLAY10Ut START OPEN 009i ov! __ O' j? .,155
--filcL IbUL,0iUNq FbtLOPFN ----- .179 - 17 179 07-eli ------ ,i - oY
fuil ISOLAtION TRAVkL T1141E JOBS 1i2 6120 020 .124f (AL SHUTS)f* START CWE.N *061 V13 .Oss 1059 9
f--tuL 5nuTOFF fULLPE.N t------- - zi------,b- -4S 151
FULL SHJTft INAVEL TIME -.*092 ,i0MO OU46.t~
6A.1 JSOLATIOA START OPEN 0091-
UAIU I tiL AT i N FLILL OPEN - ,?T 1 7 ?b .179 -------. 173 --------
OXII) 150LI10C THA 4L TIME #o86 .1.6 .116 .11')
CAio StfufUI1 !6TkIT ol)f-N .055 Pob? 00%7 -~
OAIU Si~uff FLLUtul--------- 19 -I- -i 17 *il .11 ---- 1- --- -- .
OAIU -MN~ T>AVrL'TMF 9114 *i14 e 114 0110 v1la
- - I To P~ LO Ste *3J - * ~3  ~ 3  .,61
T1?Pt. OF m~x1iUm PC, SEC .157 030f9 eA 51 -73
PE Ak ACLELLviAT ION, 400o609 0 53,3 -t' 12a -5.~ I2 60.!O
IME OF 40e#'tJ MAXG 0 1.s'.16 IiPEAK ACCELL1KA!ION, 40071). G 33pdT2 13 0 J 2.*'3 20.?1 0o7a
rME OF 40QIU MAX U 032 .9 #0- - ~9 - 67 --
PEAK AC(.LLRk.TIUut 40(1609 6 6960101.., d~jl A~&
Olt-- EAK AC. t-dkAflON, 4,;9fl) 0-- ------- &.5-~- 'IS - -Z-Y7' 3.
TI1M4 OF 4 ID1 MAX (Y -(1 .7 *9
TAIU A Hk ST, OFV ?63.S 97 46: 94tj9 *344
I I Mh Of I41A ThkUST I SEC - 343 - .3j *29----------1~ -
TkiHLJ5T NVLA.CiUT PchT ?loj,61 63-64'~ 930~9 e1 t1..9-4f4AXA1N40 SIUaILUAOO-Y. Lt4F 10f'46 ,A
- MAA1MU1M !IiILO6A -Zv LtjF ---- 1I39- - 34 ~ 23!,33n 30o~bS3 I~
R0CKCTDYNE, £N?EQRATO P.- N0NS!A9I !I NSTENTCHARACIERISTICS-
DATE 28 Z~s !L RIE; 6K ONE R(WIHIISLUNC 




-. TEST DulIION 
mtc- ~ o7 .i *om @ 4.8j9PkQVIOUa C0A6 T PLRIO~o SC565004 
33FULL INLCT P -SSIRF* PSIA 9'1iA1lf INLET 0k, iNP54 22DO169 203?2 1 04 1 21 8S.04F Ii~.PUAL N r tt ft iA1URE6g F 4136 ?4,13',1 
qj




- .LANTk tdNIop ko Mp , -- -------------- 218.6ti-- 
-- - -. 
-1894128.974
-- fILL LFLAuE 7TOP kI'P*. 121.bo3 
Id.3 jj7:i4 - -!tT tLLL PkLSSWRL, PSIA 13.6 .6 11~Q 3 1 Q0 3112
i.46 014
E;ESWI.T(M T~i 







- ------. 0006 - -
.0-U AI V A L V E C O M M A r g O , S E C 0 0 it 
4$ 0 t o #1 
- M






iUEL 3'ULACTU I kTAVEL TIME 9126 
.
.124 
.126I-!.22ftuu. Siguluftj 51AIkT OPFJ 
___,6 
04*.3. 
.5isULL SiiutopF IAVEL.TIME *102 009a 
.10 
II .
6xio zstoLATIOi SIAkT'0PLN $059 i1T 021 IA6 lob'
-7 L)Afu I VLATIVPN FIJLL OPFN 
-- *&?*a3- 
-
- 19----------- t9.7I ~u 1kcO~I ~ vFL ilME 
-. 20 16.I 
116 14
OA10 svi IP A F GkT fTFLN# 
1056 Fob 069 
-- q6b7 I 
-
0 - O10 1HF~ U L (i~ 161 1 - .09 
-183 
.174
A Smri. l f IAVEL TIME :32* 
0121 !12
tsI -TO JJL ; SEC 
.2 
-. 21 ?5
iZI TO qvA t , irC ? t39---------- 3J 
-,2- 
- - - - - - -. 1-- 2 u.MA1NfuM ),C9 pblA' 22.531 217:4.3 207#779 
,e 6.320Y280thllE 01 MAXIMUM PC, SEC se~5 #?9 37 :, ia) ?
FkA ACCLHA!IOg, 40690 964 ? Z42-1ese34?.4- 
- 7*4TIM d 4LL U MAX b 
-
.014 - - 7 
.4 -
PEAK AL1 L 4,At 4iA 70 a *065 
.,9 2z.riTS- "~ 4@7 ~ 15-9*554 39*331 08i. 4 8 By.16 56.201PEA I~~~A M(I of, 
? -*15 
-26
4oofo. MA 20 . 1  0 . 14z1142 
I~~ o . i
PLk C I~e~ IAIN U *RjS' 0 2 1 186S 21-PL AK ACCEL9b0110O 40970, 0------53ie.15 
lei I 0uo1117-------o.
1




----1M O I A 
*?4T 







-it LOF 226#61. Zl.6 13 92*760
Z84-041 
-- 32 6.241
ROCKIE!DXN INTEGRArLU OMS ENO3INE
VOAT 1. 4SXANT 'CMARACEITS
28g FZe 4& S ERIE! 6K ONE R01NT I
"OT-Eho , 'M UNPURGEO RESTApT TEST$ 
-41-OASAtURATLD A! ?Q PSA 




f-HL91OJ3 COAST PERIOD, SE~C 
--
_- 111 
-- *~-FL't~L IrNLE T e~5HpSIj 1.4
(JAID I Ltt 1-0 5SURE#t~ P.IA 1.jtULirLL I 1Lmpk :,1U;4Eq F ~.--
F)r ILIt lPLHlaURi, FIt"jLLTO;4_b-l AC~E Tilw,, F 13.673
NOLZLL FL~rj146 rOP'TEl4P,7 
-




------------.&Alu VAL.Vt LVMNANC). !EC 2-002
FULL ISOL 11014 START OPEN :Q4
FULL W~L44UNJ THAVLL TIME 60
F ULL §Hul',- SIANT Uf126-
--- utt. 
_HN 6~ r~a.SM~~FfTIAVEL TIME 
--
1--
-ib iS6LAi~lUF STAi.T OPEN .063
OAiU ISO~LATION 114AVLL 1114C
DXIO S"rJTUP STAkr UPFN *~o~U u t(jCF FUjLL C'P, 
- 14OxIl) ShlUtOi- .VIAVFL TIME 1o-
0T wiT' j; sic - q17VI
14"AtpiUm PC. 0-SA-201,
T I'rt 0i mIx1p.um PC, StC 2706
Pt - 'tk ACLELbAtION, 400610- G 6760~----TII l~ 43 tU MAX 6i 




PuLAK ACCLLi'A!W", 4 0 0 6 0.i
I~ L A ION' 40970'0- 56.9.1 
-TIME OF 4010l MAX4 ,
MAAIUR AAIAL THkUST, LbjF 11945:664
T~iofj5T tJV#,U(01$PLNT 
___kAillH0 S1OLOAI -yo, L1F
-- -- HA INU4~ IV LOAU~ . LF 
-25661?
-- - - - - - - - - - - - -
ROCK %oNE INTJGHATC3 94 M NOINCE
-START -RA1SIENT- C1ARACTERI STICS --- ________ - - -
DATE 03/01/74 SE41ES PII/IHT-lSE M3
-III !QI±&1'4UOURATI1,#N. FlIN% Foft.pOST-TES T ENGINt IIICNAL EVALUAIoN& DATA TAENLFNOw iG.'IiN,
START C09401T!ONS (TO.3 SEC TEST NO* -
TEST DUR4ATION . 4T.406
FLL 1?JLf(T PH$FSSUIW, PSIA 220,444 2200869
FIL1L INLET Tf.#I-FkATU~f, F bz.76 j.
OI INtLET I PPE.AA1URlj, .63q039 - -0.5-------------------- .- - . -
3NJE~cT0I, SUik AcE TE'iPq F. sq. 9, 44*649
-C4A44-O-- FP 540S..9&- - 39*------ --. ________..--
- COULANT H-ANFOUO T(.MP$* F 6(1#751 ___ 1iqu 9 o____ ____
NkZ E .FLa.NE- TOP-. TE44P@ F _hS 869 -_ _ - 4 is1 -- -- - -____
TO~T CELL PHESSURF9 PStA 0 - 06? -- 067-
STA? TRAt4SW#'T-- - - - - - - -_ _
_ FlaIk S w IT C W I . .M- '.~jJ-3S - 4,6 4 3- 0 3-- 0 1 -- - - - - - - - - - - -
FLL VALVE COMMAN09 SEC .002 .002 I
Y.OX VALVE~L--MJMAND9 SEO 964 -- ,04---- - - - - __--I
FULL 15ULh~t10t START OPEN 9119 $0,1
-ftiL .I4OLAN- FULL. OPEN -*e---.~ --- ------
Fut L ISUL4,TION TRAVEL Ilk4 0068 *j36
F swrL * .5T~f TAR~T OPfN -- -. 063 ----
pie _ Sa4UT0P1- FULL OPrN ~ 0153 .163
FUELI Sa.IUTUFfs TtiAVrL YjNC ------ - 090 - - 0 - 84 -------------- ----- ----- -
0X1U 15fLATI0N STA61 OPEN $5
0110 .1SULATIUk~ fIJEL OPEN4-- ... i --- oils~- -
OA1U I!50L,;T1N THAVEL T114E .090 *116 CO
- 0X IU SHUT(+f START OPFN 005 - .. _-- - ** 61- --- --
fl DXIU S!tUFF IVLL It'..17
Okit STOP9IAE 11KV- ----c 341 ~ 0335---- __
I I O; O AAIMU-1 PC1 -.SLC .-. jb--.s?- . - -pfk.AK AALtLLt1ATIoWa 4066119 0 65.876 1453*133 
___
.Isp mfO 4ef, . PAX 6a-.-- - _ _ __ _ _ _ - -- ~S. . ? ~ - - - - - - - - .-- _ _
PLKAC TOo4067bj. 0 19 430 106 3i ________
4AE Of-. 40~ij0 MA-4~-- -31.L ----- _
PEAK ACCELEiNATION9 4o08(', 0 . 93ob36 198eij6S
TIME Of'. HAX. tdh.UST_.__ _ ~33-----. .339.
7Ha5 vLH5HOUO PCNT 1369 4-611
NAAIMiUM SIULLOAD Y. yaT--- -- 8.Q66 -- p-- 410351..-.----__ 
___----
MAX1'4UM SIULLOAD -Z9 LOF 24__921_ 333_2_
U.~SC ON!ANIN TEST IACI4A$JNO
bAiujtiLN it4JEC10: COWO FLOW lNVE.STZATION OF. MjARD CIA ?-4ttI' _I ONlS ~. UEL VALVE OPERAf1ONs 
1
NOi f lit 3IJ INTEWt'O. --- -___
__ 
~ ~ R -3-- -0
St 1QT SOJf1T5 0 T- r t~ V_______________ 
r'u, --- ---- 5. 4!~--
"lL~i~TP~ ', _____c - 7,91 2?*- 1 ?;4221?-







rv)t~ ~IIF&Ci7I4~,T ________&5.69 ________ is,'l _______67l eh~.: - -4.-




-C -- -- -- ..
('AI V, ifi k ~ I St C 0 10 .004 
0 O.
f~q I-0 iONi bTRat ($.t 0 0 -900
tW-~L TtL U~ FU-LL OPUN, -- 7- 
-- 
a- -
FUEL. U5 il.TIOQ TP&IE.TH 
________ 
- - --
rULL SAT(Tt STIRT UPi) -N--- 
---
G-X1U I Y 1 IT 10 FLL 6 --PEq _______ 37 ---- -fT 
6179 - 17 .1*79




QAs 10 11V 
Ile'*~,C___ 
-iA riA t/
f S1 TO- , v Lo, SLC- - - na-./. - -
- l/.- -IA-----
- - ~ -iN PC * F 4 - 4.uJ a _______ #.038 -4.u 
4*hf -f.i P.
T116 OF I ~xI 1:j1 Pr, ____042T~ .9'-~-~ 
-
P[A< ArCrtrl ATIol<, 4130tnj uiv - - - '.41~ Z -, 91 o4? 'S.I' -- 6~ f
;I. A r, A ~~jtiUfIIj, 4'OW,~ a1 4.671 ______ .42I tp*V r
Ftf- AC IIIIATION, 4C00RO, a(I o~ o9~ ~'? 1 .?
____24_ - 74. 
_o241
P*r.!K Arf.IEAT1911. 47,'17rq i 
301r.4'fOf --4 3Rrs#-~ .4
tlm[LO Ut 91 . IL AA (*.l 
3? .411
TIYE OF !.X TiRU'STo eSrC 0 ?c# ---- ?61 -- 
*?67 .?63----tm
1,iku-T ia.-.jUPCt-. -91.60~ - .1. -.91.-04 'qe.106.)Ot
PAiAJM~U 4 SJOiuLLOA O yo LOFt 1 9706t4 
1-'~ se88J .4 ro I ?




-RCrTDThr 'INTEGRATED OMS [W~l HE
DA~iT ~3E~E1WC~START J~ YKN I 
______ SCOUU-C5
DA1 v f _ WE _________ 
- -- - - - - - -- 
- -- - - - - ----- . .....
OA1L'Ii-41144TOttOL6 iFLow INVESTIGATION OF IHAkDOx PI44Fa 5JEEN ON T~sT 1fkA, NO #tUEL VALVE O.etkMA1ON9
STARTK T?)%Lr T l s: 
-Pf;~E ------- TEST - ql -. .- .- -
___
SI L~k TrS'STE tvT W~
F1.7 L S-I irT'i: I! - -iVr -- ,- 15 T!J F 7 9.--.-....- 
- - - . - . . . . .
&,A 11) Vf P;L~ i.~', .
QA5 f'Li(-_f ---------. 
. . ..
L iESUA9Ps,
S . * ~ . h 'r r i t * 7 5 .- - - - - - -.- - - - . . . . . . ---------. 
. . . . ..-..
r'1 L hii, AC tfLE TISUV., 4u .a 
---- * 7
.--. . . . . .
fr iLL A 5ri inF . TR CPt
c-T~. Ior ml.1 s 7 om r4 *_6
~iALHI~l FOILLA :, fp 
-1
STAAIH fANSIL NT (HAkACIk..45SI1CS
--- So( j'T t)U-!p'T1,)N f hINN4 ON wARMt UN FoLwiew bY IO.MINJTI SoAJK. PROTOTYPE FOR CULIA tN('4t: kfTSakTs W.1
START CONDITIONS (Tfl-3 SECt FT '-------
Pidt.V!L)Ui LOS PfRIOI, C - 0 _
FQJtL £irL J SSijki,§P%1A 221 *#~4 _____________
FUEfL I14 LT TU4Vif.1TlVhi r- -
Crit4 Fk T(,P iufrP r -54,0(- - - .- - - -
TES~T C0.1F4s~~,-.)6 ________
r-t' S'WITAI -TIPE '15 S9 -311.3B]___ ________
1- rurL VAI VC tIM 4.ND,7_5T
_____ P L ViL41104 SlokkT OPCN *o______ ~ il _____~.~~~~~~~.~~~~.~~~~.. --.
S7l i:-JUFF FULL UP-Fti ~ 5-
W* uL ::'v Ti~ ki- ;Vt-L T. IUW*
OX10 Vt L TI , ALC 10 11A____
S1 to C I. ,,L9 .$C- - --C. - - --------- -
k LilK ACCW: t AT IC*. 4910 6 t j~-* _______
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INJLCTOU SUaF4ACE T£p, 6 9_3- 4.524  3_3 6, 6_6347.4280 _6.374 
73_* 4
•x A AN, 46.828- - k6,116 C '_66 51.1712COOLAT 5ANLD 
TEMP 0 .74
1 8 49.964L L l OLD OPEN T M ,F32 ?3iL- 
-3 -8 l ---- - 69 - 0 ) 5NUILL FLAN TOPA E p .270 *__11_ - - 45. 2551048.095 
-4UT-- s49 
-
* 03*7--6TEsT ELL PALSSURE', PSA "00 . 061 , 62 546
START TRANSIEN T  . ..... 2 . . .064
FI RE SY t CH  TIME ... I ST ?t.- a 9 . . . . 9 .....FUELL VALVE COMMAND, SEC 006 4 - t 2.2946 
- 14- 325.94 14 3 41468. I
Xi0o VALVLc 
-
t AND, SEC .002 
- O OOZ .006FULL ISOLATION START OPEN 082 e 500FUIL ISOLATION POLL'OPEN- . . . ,00T 
... 004e" 01
E THAVEL TINE 1 1? ;? ?181 
..




OX1o iSbLATION START OPEN 4053 
-10565 ,1TI o~t.  v OF MA iM C SE (53.081.1 3. 1 049 .3051.OXIUISOL TION PJ LL OPEN*--7-3 .0 16 
.,1 196OXI ICULATION THAVEL TIME 110 1116 9 16 115 9016OXIE SHUTuFP TULL OPFN 0163 063 s ,053 .53 .*11oxib 6HUT1FF .1YRAa1E T 00 - 05
FS O iLNUcTIO; RAVELTIHE ? I-------.1 1 .165 .171/i 
.112 
.104 
.1412 162 18FS1 IO9' PC; C to2 On%) rllZ ' 3 3112 " 171
--- 3 93 ..... 0 -287 299 g 5
HAAINUM PC PSIA -- . 303303 29 9
TIML OF mIXILm PC, SEC 3 
.292 
.303 ,0PEAR ACCELEkA3ION, 400609 3475 
.309 
.301 .313 171985PEAK ACCELEkA 112.7 310.675 51689 63,436 8928t' _ETION, 400 .M .3 .191 291 - .495.81
T I M E O F 4 0 X M A X T0! : 9 .82 5|
P A A IR S I LL O A D * , L O1 .1 * 2 3 ,6 4 2 60 0 4 5 7 2 5 9 3 8 
- 2 371 70TI) . .. . .. - -- -- -. 191 . Z- 3-1-5 33-- - - - --. .--- I2
xllly* IDLIIY -) LE S~ll)13613oloS 233 .98 5.1'1
ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATED OMS ENGINE
__ STARRANSXYENTCHARACERISTO S
DATE 21 MAR 4 
-
------------- s'-- 6O!9!j DESCRIPt10N -SR KO D !
COLD EN9INE RESTART EVALUATION WITH TO F SATURATED Mmh/NTO, ROKETDYNE REGEN CHAMBER, b/O INJECTOR S/i 1'
72 TO ! NOZZLE_ COASt PERIODS pROM 3 MN UTES'O IP SECOND NO POST-FRyE PURGES,.
S START CONDITIONS (0-3 SEC TEST- NO.-
5 ... 
TA ?ATEST DURATION 0415 414 
.20 41422
- 9IoU9 COAST PERIOD, 'SEC 6061 : 
- 6162 
-2 .145 2,83
FULL INtLET PRESSURE, PSIA 220869 2 86 2.16 21745 218,783
6Axd INCET PRESSUONE PSIA . 214,699 24699 213851 212.5o 212.580
FULL INLEt TEUPERAURE, F 69,112 69-49i 69878 212,S80 212e
0 
-NH -Et PERATRE P -- 89$4 702i9 70@219
oiko PhLET t PjIATU 4, r ......... S9.32 .5j i llT76,558 76.SbINJECOk SURFACEfTEHp F 50*6 Sz5S7 52661 52736 8 ?6SS8
CHMBEI TOPLMP s 42.955 -- 2:.67 --- .6 k236 ss3
COOLANT AANIFbLO TEMP, F 59.438 64,18 e3 1 3,60 53630NOZZLELFLANE TOP-TEMPi-F 49,131 49 133 2 , 4oeS 44-Oa46TE- T CELL PWESSURE;'PSIA- 
.06 .063 076 0080 .08o
START TRANSIENT
FIE SWITCH TIME 42 14 5 14 5 20.412 
-255 4 5 280511 FULL VALVE COMMAND: SEC 006 0 0 0 .006OXID VALVE COM4ANO, SEC 00.2 ---. 0 002 
.002 $002FULL ISOLATION START OPEN -05 5  ,_55 -053 .051 tossFOLL ISOLATIoN fOLL OPEN I1S itst_ s1 5 .179FULL ISOLATION TRAVEL TIME ;120 -- 1 
..
I 
,24laFUEL SHUTOFF START OPEN .071 ;071 .067 -03 ;5 --FUEL SHUTOFF FULL-OPEN .151 *is16 .155 159
FUlF SHutOFF TRAVEL-TIME . 080 84 -- *094 .92 .1046Ozb ISOLATioWSTART OPEN 049 9 04 .049 ot04 .04OXIU ISOLATION POLOPEN ;161 165 .167 161- .1650X16 ISOLATION TRAVEL TIME 112 6116 *118 .114 116OXID SHUTOFF START OPEN . - ;051 o5s? 053 
.049 ,051OXib SHUTOFF FULL'OPEN .163 .r6 r171 ,165 .16?OXi SHUiotF TRAVEL TIME . i12 .110 .118 .116 ,11FSiTOia~CC;SEC ;285 .291 0241 .223 201PSI to 6o Pci sic .29 .- -9 --- O .r235 .21Z
- - AAIMUM PC, pSIA 73.oOTs 173,439 170.894 10709 .1 o87TIml OF HAXIUM PC, SEC .20 
- -303 0255 
.241 
- 223PEAK ACCELEkATION, 4006De 
_ 61087 61;087 9 9339 79,883 54.u *36 -TIME 0 40060 FAX 6 . 08S 123o9 16s ,73 . .80i
PEAK ACCELLHATION, 40070 T 27 217 26.9b9 26*762 33,139 17,537
TI.E OF 40070 MAX G .. .291 2 *7 -- - .4 .13 
-. 215
.PEAK ACCELEHATION9 4000BDt O 33,090 216.734 31.0so? 226. 7 s0.119TIME OF40000 MAX 0 .191 .16? .245 17l1 .Z13Il PEAK ACCELEHATION,409?O G 380122 41.436 37.017 2,34 39.779TIME OF 40970 MAX G 277 2 :293 2.093 2115PAXIMUM AXIAL THIUST LBF Bo3294 148392 455.951 283 12559442TIHE OF MAX THRUST'SEC 
- ,28t 
- ... 9.24 3 
-
? 2 3 ....... .24 .......... ,5 231 
.21S5.HOST OVLRbOOT 'PCNT 130,055 1e321 142,583 92.871 109.324MAXINUM SIOLLbAO 
-Y LBF "4266.784 2.ObO 236.664 267.038 240.207MAXIMUM -IOELUAD *It LBF 404.05 3 146 262.797 33795 265324
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- -.. 
... 
..- 
- - - -,9 6..
11 ROCKETOYNE INTEGRATED ONS ENGINE
STARTTRANSYENT-CHARACTERIsTICS
oAl 21 NAR 4 SERIES, 6K OME RO/TT SEUENCE 6
tSi DESCRIPTION
COLD EN@INE RESTART VALUATION WITH 70 ! SATURATED NmM/NTO, RO;KEOYNE REGEN CHAMBR! /D INJECTOR S/N
2 TO NOZZLE. COASt PERIODS -FRO iM 3 MINUTS S SEC¢OND NO POST FRC PURGES.
.. -RT cPNUTXPN S Ito-3 Sec) TEST NO.- - - - - -- - - - -
I .9 10 11 12 12A
TEST DURATION .416 .420 .420 .317 .315
--:--PRE9C1 US COAST-PERIOD, SEC 856.056 -- 5.0t9 45.115 -.. 2.544 2.963FUEL INLET PAESSORE, PSIA 221I29; 219. 1ti '219*170 219.170 219170
OXIo INLET PAESSOREi PSIA 215.123 213.851 13.85i 213.851 2138 5 1
FUEL INLEt TEHPEHATURE, F 71,241 69.623 69.623 69,623 69.623b ID INLEt TEMPEAAtORE, F .64.914 ??. 4 92 17.492 77.492 77.492
INECTYORSUHPACE TEHMP F 65.435 66.029 66.029 66.029 66,029
.HAm6E 'TO iP^ER- - , 6,470 73.700 73,700 73.700 73. 7 00
COOLANT NANIFOLO TEMP PF 67.485 68.165 68.165 6b8165 68.165
NOLZLE FLANE TOP TEMP, P .70611 1.123 71.123 71.123 71.123III TEST ERL PRkSSUREiPSA.. ,068 .0.. !089 ,089 ,089
START TRANSIENT
------- - ------------
FIRE SWITCH TIME .......... 1 36? 14 19 501031 14 20 35,566 14 20 38,530 14 20 41.810
FUEL VALVE COMMAND, SEC .o04 - .002 0 0o0: .04) bXO VALVE COMMANDI SEC 0 .004 *002 0 0FULL ISOLATION START OPEN .053 o51 _051 .047 .049
POUL ISOLATION FOLL'OPEN ,179 ,183 179 ,181 . 185) FUeL ISOLATION tRAVEL TIME e126 .132 .128 ,134 :136
FOEL SHUTOFF START'OPEN' .071 - 067 .067 063 .065IIl POLL SHUtoCF POLL OPEN .155 *15I .153 ,161 *161FUEL SHUTOFf TRAVEL:TIME 084 . .092 .086 .098 .096ORID ISOLAT O0 START OPEN .049 o409 .047 047 ..09
-- o ISOLATION FULL OPEN 163 *165 * 159 .163---165 -
S OXU ISOLATION TkAVEL TIME .114 .11?6 112 .116 .116
OXId SHUTOFF START OPEN. .061 .051 .051 9049 *051
OXIU SHUTOFF FULL OPEN .163 .11561 .163 .167
) OXID SHUTOFF TRAVEL TIME .102 114 4110 o114 .116
FSI TO 10% PCi SEC ;32S6 2449 295 .213 .211
-- Fl1 to 90 PC, SEC .337 .259 .303 .223 .22JjAXIAUM PC#'PSIA_- i59.625 1,165 171.258 187,616 s85.072TItL OF MAXIRUM PC SEC *341 :265 .309 *229 .229PEAK ACCELEI AION 40060, 6 77.533 ?518 131.571 61.087 55.213TIME OF 40060 MAX O .253 *179 *187 *065 . 469PEAK ACCELERA!ION9 40070, 0 73.779 1 Tsss2 45.552 34.050 28.470
TIME OF 40070 MAX 0 .193 179 .187 . 221 .221
) PLAK CCELERATION,4 0 08D, 0 235*011 24*0l11 211*128 41.486 27.358TIME OF 40080 MAX 06 193 a*179 187 ,221 *219PEAK ACCELEMATION, 40970 0 j83.978 53.039 40*331 *.e54 32.591
TIME OF.4097D MAX 0 *193 ,I79 .187 .217 *217
AAAIMUN AXIAL THRUST, LSF 10731.113 126!2.611 13180:383 15091*373 14053,911
TIME OF MAX:THRUST- SEC *329 .255 ...... 99 219 .219) THUST-OVERSROOT PCNT 78.852 11071s 119*673 151523 134.232MAhINOM SIDELOA -Yo LBF 20.846 2 .03_ 253.369 267.038 267.03dMAXIMUM SIOLLOADO -Z LBF 23,.764 321? 331.960 304*412 289-82 .
-. ....... ..- - - --. - - - -- 
- - --. . _ . - _ . -..
---- --- ---- --- ---- --- ---- --- ---- --- ---
._'__ROCKEDTTNE INTEGRATED.OMS ENGINE
- START T!ANSX.NT CHAACRSATICS
DA!E 21 MAR 4 SERIES 6K OME RD/PT! 1 SEQYENCE 6
TIE !T DESCRIPTION
COLD ENGINE RESTART EVALATION WITH TO SATURATED M4I/N!O, ROCKETDYNE REGEN CHAMBER! L/D INJECTOR 3/N-lW-
72 To 1 NOZZLE. COAST PERIODS_FRPM3 MINUTES 101 _SQCONo, NO POST*FIE PYRGES
START CONDITIONS (7TO3 SEC) TEST NO.
129 13
TEST DURATION .300 .300
A. I9ou6 coAST PEAIoo -SEC 7.37S. 45,800
FOLL INLET kRESSuRE' PSIA 219170 2i9.17
61ux INLET PHLSSURE, PSIA 213.851 213.851-
FUkL INLET TErPERATURE F 69.623 69.623 -..
OXlb INLLET TEPEHATUHE# F 77T492 4 92
INJECTO SUPACE TEMP9 F' 66 66*00 ___ 0
CH 4MR' TOP TEMP,P - 73.700 73*700
COOLAN MANI1OLO TEMP, F 684165 i8e165
NOZZLE'FLANUE TOP TEMP7-F, ---. 71 123 1123
TEST CELL PHiSSUREI PSIA .089 086
START THANSIENT _"
FINE SWITCn TIME -- i. .049.50i . 14 81. 49500 -  35.600
IIFULL VALVE COMMAND, SEC .06i .00- . -4
.1 OxlD VALVE COMMANDO SEC o064 00.
FULL ISOLATION START OPEN .113 *051
t-u iL iSOLATION FULLOPEN 243 18 1
PULL ISULATION TRAVEL TIME .130 -130
FUEL SHUToFF START OPEN .... *it9 . 013 . .....
FtLL SHUTOFF FULL OPEN .221 oiSs
FOUF SiHUTOFF TRAVEL TIMNE -- *.092 2- z
XO iSuLAfION START OPEN o111 049
.OXIO ISOLATION FOLL OPEN .223 163.
OXIu iSOLATION TRAVEL TIME *l12 114
OXIl SIUTtJFF START OPEN *li *O053
OXO1 SHUTtkF iULL OPEN .227 *16S
OxiO SihUTOFF THAVEL TIME- -.. 114 12- i
FSi TO lo; 'Ci SEC *293 0293
Fi TO 9u% PC. SEC - 297 303.............
4HAAJUM PC, PblA'A T70.531 10,.531
TIHt OF MAXIMUM PC, SEC 303 *307
PEAK ACCELLEATIONE 40060, 6 51.689 96,329
TIME OF 4OO60 MAX G sO 1t...
PEAK ACCELERATIONN 40 0 709 6 16.2S5 4-619
. TIME OFo400 o0 PiAXOG -t9
9  
- 0o.19 .... . . . I
PEAK ACCLLERATION, 400 80D, i54*394 1563,61I TIME OF 4U0t MAX 0 *?3 *:
PEAK ACCELEATION9 409?09 6 30.J07 46:961
TIME OF 40970 MAX G *281 *17
RAXIUM AAIAL THRUST# LBF 11772.048 14107.943
TIME OF MAX THRUST, SEC . 299 2.99
,tHUST OVERSHOOTtPCNT 96201 13b 132
AAXMONM SIDELOAD -Yi LBF 267.038 26 )t38
MAXIMUM SIOLLOAD *Zt LBF 297.466 310.2 2
, - -. .. •- ......- ---- i T-- ---- . ... .. -- - 1 LI--- - - .- ............ .
R0CKE!OYNE INTEjORATED) MiS ENG1Ng
'AYE *.7 MA 4 4Kxc mE 1I.HtM I SCQUENrE 0- 7 4
- . t~L1NLp(HP11ftMVNt t rVALUA00~N Wt!N SLC@, 9 TO NOULE9 Ci>U) UNSAtURAILD FUL, INCLujE.S LnV PHCSSVRft
$HU(WING0CHARACTERIZAtioN' ALL R1.STAkTS'ON WOT UiOINE, NO: PUWS AFTEA Tt.STS 2 TtVi4U Se -
S!AAT Co.V IONS 410-3 SLCI --- ---- NO$
Ifb V1rAjp !1 .1 47 0
FF~U(~.~5 -RTO SEC. 0 2190.974? b1,051 -- e~2 ----
FULL 11,10 PSI'%. 1-6e4 3- ?513 ?*i
* ~ Vj -I---- N rLVT 14 ,PSIA--------232.70S - ~ .T
PlJW.L IN-LLI-T ' F 07.583 52. 3.36 S1.4,'8 51..,I1.L t~'h1i.P - - 545 - - - o 7j "1.)n
OI I, U4JPA1 TE14 F fsb 21
ltj4jk.tI~ V*1P IE-.F1.44.11112 .4 -?0.4
CoJL~N MU EJL)1t4, 56'6 6i90 4 " 4.4 7?. *
itLEFL-.t144 TOP TEIVOV S1 5.302 - -!9' - 60.4aTl ?v6II4
TLil CELL Pm'LSSURC.PIA.6 Q69 *o8 u19 .066
SsLk(r ThrAN~sLfNT________ _______
F 1*t suIlt(4 TIIE: 13-- 31 5 14.8t9? - 1# S5651- - 0) 283 6012 J4--- 2 9 04.64O - 14 30 410?12
F':fL VAIt L (O~iAtt, SfC .002 004 .006 $006 -. 'o
10 t V,*i J Vt L cJ'1qrOi 9~ S -- '#004, -ei .002 0O4-
FtifL I -"LA~I(,fi 51hHT oPI-i .05? 1os
ftit.L 1:,., I TIUN f ULL WEN e 10 -* .? - - 18
FLt L 3V, tiATION YkAVCL TIMIE ~ S *Ila *1?6 .3PUL 'I 7~~AIT 1'~ .203 --------- - .95 - - - - *81 -- -. 7P
FL Si 1(Fl FOLL OP-sj '165 *j63 0171 11
FL~ 1. 'JT,4 T1i-VFL 7IpF - Lisa -- foolst1, -- - - *'o- - - .
o'ie In -t 0 i ok sT&~ fwl I4N ,uS3 004? 0)1 0049
E'1 I I 1NFULL rPCf4 159-.6 - -,6 ------- ~- 13---
4;A It;I-j J L L lt'AVtL TIME. *u1108 .0 1S.p
ux I t S ; 'TJF STmi4T OPFN -- *45 - o9- -----
uA I j Smi.-kjth DP;L 11ti.3? bA - 16 .17 . -63
fSI To £t.-.1, 9 , ,Lr .p1.6 6i33'i
fsi TO V-. C, S1C .-- -- ',341I 
f34 
~ .5- ~
TI ME OF 11:014 PC 0 SV.c 0 8 .375---------------.31q r
Of 4K~ ACCIJ~-ATION. 6v0609 0 42$9153 63.564 560464 81..3?4 sh1.18
___- TIP-E-OF 46t -D -,1A EI 0?0 - ~ - - - .661 ------
rPLAK ACLiL--L"Tl~I.f~ 4rb7os o j1.H67 9ai 200460 14Y- j2 '
PEAK ALLLLi,1.'A0rj, 40061). 4 197__ ',21go 1__ 6, bb 31414*1.0I1Z'
T 14F OF 41j,';b P'AX 6----------- .ao' *?~ ~ - 343 - -
PL14K ACULLHti,AT~i 4(g)97 0 15,T 9hI 37.711 1'4io 4I.,j12
____ AAI.IUH AA14L tMWUS!. OFH 7S48.b6 9635*8siZ 6901*647 643-J.464 9941 .11~4
I-At Of ?4AX Jt1wUS7, ----------- 35- 36 --- .4--.:i------- -
MAX)WHiU SIU1.LQA0 '-Y, LjH 51):F,6 (8.5,1 66.619 41 . sb IP
iAx.IMUJN SIULLOAD *lo L1BV ;2 0 9.*4 --- --- 115--------20.6 -- - 1 83~ -31 199-b34-------











_$TART I ANSTENT C HA((ACT cJST JC
--- AE7 Z? MAiRtIONE---6K OmE RO/IHT I SOEc
ENvGINE PEQFFpMlw4C~ EVALUAfION WtTM BLC, 9 TO jNOZZLE,_ rOLOUNAUA! tE.NCOSLO~Li1Ub1~j~~ CH~ACTE*IIA~h)N._AL RESTARtS Oft 14OT EteI NE. No pUI4SATRTs s h~hSTAR? C01AUIIIO1,S ITO.3 Stri 
ETtO
;0 6 39 
30PPEVO.O ST PE11oo. v 23'S~-- 6~------ 0T5~- J6,-o 
---
FULL I.L0 fktSS:0 PSIA 707.699 
'31.?,~f.i 6!J)p 90AIIt~ T Pi'a. surzf : PSIA k - 2465--------Z&7G 
- iS:I 16JO1 9__ __ F L Itt~ b I t . u~r 6.749 
--. 
*416 7 j 7 6. :INLETI it. 4P AC ( T U~t .- 56Z. "4j .664~ 10%3 4 ? . ?







STA14 T T14.SIENT 
_0 4 
.0 3 _ _P F(. Sw 'M TNE~~* S 43 0, 4 
-3 . - -~ t Oro.4 6 * 5 p1 6
FU!L VhULATeiii- SlAkT OPEN 0_____3_ 
0004 o~ 
.006~y
FULL ISC)L.;tIO)N FULL Opf'NJ 
05 
.0ST ~~--
Fut-l. !LA ION tRAVL L M 133 00__. Q-FUf ,L SH~UTOFF STAkT OPCtN *08 
------- 






______ OX 1 :)iwLrTIt,: STAT (1 I __ 
__ __ __ __ 
!u3.os 092 49 
.04
Ox 10 ir sS3 5 ..16A Ili S tiU 41 StL Li- t~ -, ---- -- 
- " Joe -- -- 
- _ .106 
. li55)X I U SHtumpF i;/t,vFL TIME 0 116 
..116&1,111 r16 1014 K,6 fkf 16 
16




__ AAjmU4 11. r-l~ 
-- *'- 
-43 - - -TIPE OF i4,AAjitU4 PC. E s~----- 
-1 *~ .;9 
11.ortA. 
4,1









----PLAN AC(JLLbAT10P4, 40070, G 19~ 7?-------- -  p 1 





PE* A~ Lj~-a 
- -- 
-
9 5.*7j 64.743 3 2, ;3~7?
TIME OF~ 41'41 : 14AX1 r,,9 
~YT PI H C L L I A J Of Nt 4 .;9 7 0 # a 3 6 0 9 0 
_ 6~ 3 6. 3 19.5 
.4 ;5
* 01' O 4'9 1U 14AX 6 
36-#63-74A X I -i)M 1% kIAL THFUSt, 11sF 9jt 





N A Z I 
~ ~ ~ ~~~~30 2 46 4 0 
--- ) 6 6 33 
.o j -1 T i '
----- -- - ------  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
- -
ROCK TM NFAIED OHS ENGINESTM,!RAS~gT' H4RACTER.ST ICA
DATE ZT MAR 4 S~ZS6K ONE9 HU.'I? k SLQJENrE T
E.NIINt. fEROR4 ANCE EVALUAtION w T" Ul. q to f NOILL Et OLD UNSATURATED FUEL. INCLUDOES LOW Pff95SUIW - -
_______ 
Ck1UGI,1NC30 CHAIACTEHIZAtInNe ALLFRES!AT S ON HOT EN INEs NO PUR~GES AMN RTES.TS 2 VAi~U S* .
START C01401T IONS 4T0- 3 SEC~ . !uT NO. -
leA __ I 214
IESt D0;.';TIIJN 5oSS I ___ *1 _____ ____ _
qui, 9,jAk4 3 6.0 3661 24*981.5 A13?
fWLi IhLlT kkt"d ,Lr'Qf, * SIA _ ___ 1.?tl- 87. R05 64.496- -
OWI~) IfILLT 0 PSiA _70013S 8441 4*A9& 214,429 -
FUE L hI'LO ?u~'VlAT?1 ?119 89.746 7.7
bXlfl INL1LI l(!WR*OQ1c p8~1Th~o 79,445
____114JrK7uR '4Uk4LE Tt't ___ j2~3) ___________1h94 1S?
COOLMN't W4111OLD TEMPI F44I 64a ?8.4.3-6 S
i4VIILE fL.ifN TOP TERP*V T, 404o79.l,
_____TLNT CE.LL PkLSSWlE9 f#$IA 0~- 06? 0-- Vi~k___ _ .8 ~ -- .aG
S____ TART TifANSUINT ___________
54 -77--4 4-t -- 1 1 - 6
FIRE'SWMT2 TIME 1k.6F- 1 4~O 113 24.71 A 115?-----
- - FLLVAI.? C61ft~rAN0. SFC ____0 -6 *~*- -- 000? .006
WXo VALV" .V(iXA. f o20- Q04 co
F___ ULL I;)LA1IN %TAkT OPIEN i'6b__ .~ _______ o9 _______.6 _____ ____
FUL I uLAT ION' rULL OPFF1,u .1
_____ ULL 1SLATION TPAVEL TIME 172.l6.18___
0 Uu L~ IPLt(.rr SfAAT - .07 ------ .0619 -
UItL St4zti.Fk FOLL OPtH.4 ____ psh - 0' 99 .1
FUl:L SHU~F oils~r IH -- .1 0-~~.l 1f
_____ 
OIDThLAWN1u~ FULt~r- 151 , it, I
O)AIO 'U ) .0~ TIoN TM.AVEL 11HC - .31 .106
- ;X1O sti"A.VF4 STAlty UPEN 'c'- .53 o6 - 0 053 0,- *55
CJXIL 5,iuh0f FULL OPf*d____ .163 *1b165
0XIVU SdtiiFf Ti4AVUL T~E- 110 .10 112 *Ii-- 1- fi
F51 to 1 ICA, SIC _ _- 417 .___ 443 -. 44S . 69__ __-
m AA~iUps PC, P!,A 0400 66O -- -10
TjtOf f..AlM, PC# 43 ? - *#*7S60
PtA AL CLLt,AtIOtoq ,)0600' 97.u03 6~.d I.443 5__ !.404 -
PLAK ACLELLRAT ION#, 400 1j. 0 14.n13 25.j11 16.oiB
TIM?. ~  ~ ~ ~ - - _.. oOMX1-~- .2 4.33 - -- 43 -- -- ---
PfAR ACL-mbATION,# 40ba0, 0 __ 89. iJi -jTjJ ih7__ 36.
VlAX OF70 -- :. L IA f; .
PA CEHATION9 010 36.i)40 ;64b 2.~b
TNIEOF 40 -U -AX G_ 0:V41 s443 ------ - 8~ got-------
HAAImJM1 AAXAL ThfkUST* LNtF 03__ 1J4i66 483850149 4545.736 lot.4.3104e
TIME OF J-iAX THPUST. SEC 0419 459 - ___- FP51 ~.*~1-
~AAAV4UH S1UILOAD -Yp Lfi- i14066? 55.43R' 63-j32 14,9
MIM1UM SII)LLOA0 :It LOF 4b9,600--- ~,Z ?1043 4.120 -
t3c
ENOL NT4~LL AOKNEADHA tRAP. FVLU O WITH3 PL~@ 
?RkA .go7 9 o GNu.io7OP NATxA




VULVAV CrH~J, c0- 0024 1- - 00 to2 00344.06r .0 
11
OA 1) 1 I .LA 1 -ULL OPEN ---- ~ zi z~. -----
tutL INUT LAONAhLT1M A O
INuJEC. r i4AFFLL OtPLN .19 %- -gay Zl 
~ 20
toU1LL sFuik*F WI.J APL IFC.1 1 
1346 76 1577J0
ILI CE1L L fiL5Tt~STHY P N' --.--- --- *06 
096 d
t.AL VACLLL 4Q?1J9 SE-- - $0.~0 Isfl
00VLECMAsSE 0412? p04.1 
2400
CI 4j0DMA . 90112 1t8obi 408~ 9b. 
~1~
F e .K A lb t~ ;IT IU N .A R O P E N .2-
FULL .~ OPE z~A I sG0
F W. OmFiA FtUL SL OPE P199 9)9*713
NIAAIM 4 ~10SP.UY Ll 4ZIo7E *Il Widb 1 1 .P -7'
MAAMU ~14LM) * BP v3 1?4,960 obS
ROCXETO)YNE ltTErRATEO OH4S ENOINE.
Hid! ' ..IPIO SLQYLtc *6 -
ENIN pERfokNANCE AND "EAT TRANSFER gVA UATION WITH PLUPI~q SLC ORIFCES,~ mt NJLLF-JL. ALL. RESTARS ON NOT ENO~g EO POTFR UG.CL NAU~~
§!ART CONUI!IONS M-o3 SEC) I---- 140, 
- -
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- 8 -9 toTEST OU14ATION 104015oa 19006o 10.011 
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------- 5.6.--- 
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-- )7.fo 10-.U0UH. iiULL! i4E55UFkLs PSIA' 196e.49 Ibis?" 1?eu6i0x.10 £.L.LT h'LSW'Lo PSIA 
16.4 8 4-04j~4~PULLt INLLr 141KAtUPF., r-------62.OuJ 
- 65 7 9 T i)4 
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--!)igj INLIT 1Lff.A~jE r' 80!210 Sj960..
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-- -- -______ ---
_______ 
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_ 310 Ju!349.0 jT Ik "If O .j97U 14AX (, 
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BIOCKETOXNE INTE4RATED OHS ENGINE
START yA~sr NT CA
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Is !94CRITOm 3 MA-E TOISEOO
gop-LNGINE. WAR~M PROPZLLAN! atS!ART EVALUATtO WIT" COAST PERIODS 
PANGlNG fRONMAN~~ TOI ECND




TCiL VtIN ON T.1 
1.208AJI~ ------- 11.1 --- 6-- - 0 6~1 
76.7o
bAlO) It.LrT tmIpLIATUME, F 
4T1276.9196t'1ie
1tWL0'.~ UIIA(LE TLAW, F' 81643 
94.441 169.706
(i~-,.N 1.P 1-'~,? 7.905 -63.31 T00339 
- 30.10 ri'
C.OUL& i ' .1FIJLO TLMP, F 73.374 18: b 4 
66.ih4 9 fb j4 lw
ItS7 CLLL vi,Lssuaizv9PSIA----------101... to 
*066 .o1*7 -I
I ----- START TR-A4S1CtJT -- --
p1E Swd1T( S .84- 15U*6%4 
15 14 6.499 is is ?.127 Is Is 34ORT3
FI ULL VALVL LOiiHANOt SEC - @4 0Q .0 --. 06.0
(, I VALVL O.JMI4AN00 SE~C 
!0004oo ~o
F Ui-L ISULAT1.#4 START OPEN .0061 
f0b9
J'ftL I-;()LA 10 N FULL OPEN - I- til 
614 -------.w - 'b -- .1 V
71)tLLL Ie ;130 :)L,6 s:12Il
j uiL SI1UOO FULL upcN '0 151 .311st 
-
*~
itUtLL sIUtJF TNAVEL'TIME 0071'ad 
.080 .4 *idb
-11 h j isuLATIU& STARiT OPEN - 051,6 -0I!01.6
09 1U I SULA II ON FUL.OPINt 
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- ~ 3 .- - 163 --. 8 --
T 1U ~t014 TP,4C*L lINE .11) Ila 
13 al
OA I b Sfii)4 !ST~T OWPFj L-5 6069- 
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F5-1 14 6 !)C*329 0.3IS0119
-ijo -- ~ 
148J'>
F14AIk~u'4 pC,, p! 1A - l7~619 
160,352 Ibi.941
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9i.!149, 0 - 9400
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FLAK ACLLL.AT' N .- $O 0 99?'l IV ))aJ1 
j65.A.)1 l j1*i3i V
4IM O ,~LU IiAA 6- 0.j~ ~ __ j9
II:h39- 01)1 94tLI iO~ :31 b45
04AXAUM A. IAL ThkJS! 1291-[ 
136 1329776.b~
* ~ T~4 OF tt ttX - T.~iO.'u SE C* 9335 
.ji-------9 0315 - -21'34
WAUM IL~ - 'I V i26:64 2 
21- 1. 9 0 A33 I
H - AAimUP4 6i~iAO -Z. LOF 231 2Z 260. 10~ 
34539 
--
RtOCKETOYNr AftTEGRATEO OMS EN11E
-START!NAN _HARC!LR.111CS0
SCAC15 1AAR 4 SHE KomL km,/i1T I LUCt 
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Oil() lfiLrtI .PKL.tt PSIA 2315 100?016e~~s 
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~~LtI FtL tt~.'T~L ?6*o14, ----- --33 I~ I6 --- - - lb 61 -l 6
k)itL IN.Lt lt~~.A IUIL 7d n) 16.oi lb 16 15 16'
CUOjLANT M,.aif OLD h~mp, f 671,0L9 '448, ~
J-~LIp TEMA lP ~PO F ?77.73 bi 0.434 86..073 B6.*)73 acl
TLT tLLL P1"L$UkL9 PSIA #0 00-0 00 9!V lG 10- .00
START 7H A;SIENI
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i jj .L Sliufvf4 1H.AV(.L TIME 
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01i.6i
fix.' tO I *I.' U14 7HALL TIME .110 -
12 14 14 
3
VA& bit) W 1io f bIA047 (N'fl. 
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VX -hOit)b ;,1FI iOLL O* N.1t-- 916
6  !-- 169 -all----- 1? -- 11 - -
OXit) Srtpt VIH!A~L TIME *114 *Ila ?112 Its 
.1
FTo 1i;. SL(. 9,47 #~i .001.oi
tsL 10 vvil Pc. St.C -- -- -- .43. -- 02-- - .31---- 
t0 -
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I I P!L OF 4p APlU.1 PC, SEC :"67 t241 @231? - -O
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rP~O 40Q10' F-AA U - 7.7 5 
510 -
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% I i8s5. p
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t TIit. Of MIAi 1fWJ5Te SE.C - -- - .pbl - 233 229 tD -; ~ 11
Ih,LL.$T F QCT,~iT e 1~99 V Teje 3ift 75480 5i~l 5.64
AAL1UM SJULLU..O -Y~ LOF 22sO~ 1 egfil L3100 
- 9.-
MD-- FAIMU SJOLOAOL 1.le - - 222.541 1~J'2Z-5 7-
-)
ROC)(E!DYNE INTEGRATED OHS ENOINE
S!ART !"NS)tNT CKARACT(H ISjI6&
DATE IS MAR 4 SgRIES 6K ONE RO/ZNT I SEYE 4
a --~ ! -995CRIPT1ONTO1SoN
;OLD-L-h9;NE, WARM PROPELLANT R START EVALUATION WITH -COAST PERIODS RANGING- FROM 3 MINIITt oISES~
! !ART CONOI!IONS M1-3 SEq) TEST N4Of
P1lou:- L0-&T PppogiD SEC 111.649 4 4FPf L lttf~tr~(~ PSI& 214i.3zo 24-9.00I'.3
UJ~ln 11hLLT Ljtl PSIA 212.156 I34T213.42




. M LA<m.rlfLU TiTMP9 F 614).~~j 106S
TLbT cult. PfQ.S5UMC.~pS1A 
- - 099 ! 0O 40T 3 
----
START TRANS IENT
P L VALVL t-OtIMAtd) 9 SEC 000 1~21 'I .4 SI 3200
bl VALVL (0MM114) SEC *04 '@ 0IltL1(,L;.TloN STAR~T OPEN 40033 ea)30
i'ULL lGtjINt F&.LL OPEN-------------Zj 
- !k 163 !--------- 1"13 ------
__-..---iUtL 1$QLA1 LId TkA4Vt.L TIME 4136 10.3
F~iL t~T~ StAkd OPtN 60! to? t4
vUi-L SiiutuvfiOPLL tO'rj 0--------- 159 ---- 13V-




-ZV- riO fX4 L(LTCI 1 L 'WN .30.6 
-- - 159 
-- ~-~--~2
()AI,) 5ii0iTuIfFOtLL Ui .165. .65 .C6.
IN -Tu it~liStic.1 
*;ap~l toi 9V- Cs SC 
--- .y--- e1 ------- .99
PLA ACCLLnIt~tJON 40060# 
- 53.4112- 421340 420340 
.llTAt 4I ')ooc.UmA G4 * 6 793 
"01 691PLi % ACUL LAl-otvsN 4007P' 0 __ 920?oaO10j0 820931'
T-IME1 OF 4.,1 t A 6 057 4-- - - .. 8---*--1---. .07~ ---
PL Ai( AL(,fLLLAI ION, 40qQ~s 0TIM U 4~j AA ,~136.146 769309 '5e*4331-----PLApK ACLL f -ATI(jNt 4a971), 0 40*492 3J9s - 37.756
tIML OF */')Ir FAAX G' 2~7 *17T11
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TILO 4XTIitJSTSpc.- 
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-- MAAZMLJN Si&LLUAD ,L3 -2 
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Summaries of test data compiled and printed at NASA/WSTF are presented
in this appendix. Data are presented for the 9-10 second slice on each
test and for multiple times on tests ofi35-second duration.
* (OM'S Ct:*qN tkCWNOLOGY
SLJPPOIRT PROGOAM
EYATE. T 0,Ap RCKETUYNE INIEGAT,'t NUkWA$R TEsTv'
~TE S OESCRItV 1 UoIC
kvOke4ACE SLVY OF RD INTlEW0tA*E HARDWARI PMI00 T-1 CHUO~YLSti. HASELINE 4*EPuRE FiL.C PLUGOT0NG yr!sT$ 9T to3 NOZZLF~,#4iu (EG f.tiELt TO VE 0X1DZR* TAR(3~T PCN4J a Mo M .41>
AC4UAi- IET IAJHATSON 10#00Q slEc
UATA iLICE TIHE 9*00O SE~C To 100 sErc
$AA' 'LI I1T% A YGE. ASUJED VALJf
FUEL. TAN; PRESSURE ~ ;SIA
0XIUJZitli TANK' PkESSUE P *'N IA 3.1FVIE10CAEfFACE PkSSUkE ~ P!;IAOXOIE U4FRFACE POESSURC S ~ sA 1,Tic cooLANT INLOE M4AN. PR:SSVRV P5!4
FUR 1U jTj PRtM$RE!~iA 0.3
otlojiE ZNJE(JOH PRESSURE PSIA )94*904CHAMBE-PRESSURE NO# I Ps IA 137.ri03
CMtAHO.H PfRESSUH tiOo e PSIA08 2AXIAL ItUtfs 3YtiTfti A
~Atd& TRUST# SYSfF1
AVtfAijr- CErLL .'PtaSSURaE PSIA 0r
00X1 104j. FLQVRATLh GOAT
T/c COOLANT IN TtPIPEA YUft VEG1 P ULE~"j0 450980TIC COOLANT OUTE, TEPEAT 13: -)14INJEACTOR SURFACE WNmoroATUtE t
T/C SUR~FACt TEMP -16 IN t)EG F 1 739939
T'C SURF-Olt 13~ 1N 
~1/C SIUk*ACE TEMP -10 IN oE 0 F Ig. 7qj*?32
T/C SW~f NCE TEAP - 8 IN 0 f4$.a8F
t/C SURFACE tEM'P - £6 IN 6 F91
T/C SUfAt ftmP* tN DEO r/C suktAcl tem4p - 2 IN ij"' F 129*492
TiC ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (I $jC r2 74N9 1'T/c WAO~ACt T~tNP 4 . 1" EGZ F.)5COOLANRT- IN 14141FOLD -SKIN Qf F5f6
NOZZ/LE FLAN4(iL !OF !Em- ERATURF of~s
NUZZLE' SWACE- 00 * t Me9 w 89'078N6,11, SW4VACE thisP 9t,9 IN iI
hK Oms EkflNt TtCNOLOY
SU~PPORT PROGRAM
V JTF f MAR JLROCKETt)YNE 14TEGMATED NHOWAKE 7ES~s
It's~j kr/tir. Tm3
PFRF04O14ANCE IUATA
~RA1E 1 R UNITS CALCULATED YAWkiC
I NJECTORt END SI
PC&, NOULC STAGNATION PI
AX~IAL TMIRUS~t SITj 5.33.)A
AXIAL ltRUTo VACUUW1 533616?1
FULL tXXT P("1414j PSIA
0XOU4L" DENSITY L,4f T3
FUE~L etbVRATf L ,/SF T
()A101ZEN FLOIH4Tt. LI/SEC
TOTAL PAO%'ELLANT FLOWRATE, 04/WEC7,
Ml.XURL I'0AT1O (OVE~RALL) O/F
IULC F"LWAROE &/ .1
?L C TOTAL PER4CENT 
~.
")R _1PITURE kATIO %i 7.4
Futl IW O DCu ELTA-P Pq/t
Q~ntttINJECTOk OELTm PSIG 6.4
I/C LobLANT 0)ELTA.P' ps 0 5.*4
-T1/C -COOL-ANT DELT04. zoobafl39
T rUCUS! C k kuckAt FLUX (i tu/rwc 7








ill~ ~E VACUUM4Sc26 6
tI p , TYAC 1 ~ PTE t4 Th SECCUpIM 5o~ TEST 0CkIN 4,7
ENPYRELE A SE , EVPIC I LNC y
C-ST-Ak, oriE 
-T/SE*C
ZbFt 0()E TEST %33L7
REPRODUCIBILTY OF THE,
ORIGINAL PAQF4 IS POOR
6K OMS, jN~lNE Tt(;Nh0LQY
SUPPORT PROGRAM4
ROCKLIYNE ItcERATvI) H4AFOWARk~ TESTS
T-)A'TF k7 M'AP 4
5tARPfL& kv4tT-l SUiC 1TES1 I
Tt.:ST DESCRaIPTION
Pt RORM4ANCIC $iVVY OF' ADf J HCOAft.{ HADWARE PRIOR TO) CWJ(-#
%TST bSASELINE dEOfOr.J 6LC PLVQGN 9ET.A TO I NOZZft
40) fOC, .UEL 'to 4 fXIDIZl.* TAH(GE* PCNi MR lib. 4P
ACTUAL TfST ULRATLON 11,010, SEC~
DATA -SLICE'TIMES 90000 SFC To i0.600 Serc
PAHAME4JiTt UNITS AVOi, MEASURE(~ VAtLUE:
VU TxNx PRESSURt& PIS IA ?.
QJATftZF41k TANK PftSSVR4E P!;IA
FUE~L INTERFACE PktESSURE PSIA Z1409a)
{)ADUER t#M4ERVAct. PflSSU j
I/C COOLANT LLT MANs PAE$SVRE PSjA O.h
FrVIL IN4UTW OES-SuRt.P1 frA 89 .
CNiAM$L1 PPrES3SWI NO. It A 138#313C?'AM"fti PREfSSUfRE NO.I PSt1, 30
AXIAL THi$USTO SYUTIE, A b51,f1
AXIAL tP4R$UTt,5Y$TEM4 b 04 15.3
AvERAGt CELL PROTSU14E PS IA 017
~cL PRES$U"L AOREEENT s7
FtWL FLUJWRATE Q~
O AVtJ/L 7LOWR4iTt j#~
fl TrftEqCE. 100"E1ATWh 0 .'i.)
0AJI(.IZf INTEWFAO, TEMPERfATURE O~C IF4.4
TIC COOLANT IN tUMPERATUPRE afi6 F
t/C cooLmNT OUT UNePERATURE Dc6F
PtCt00" SURFACE4PRT~ 0.
I/C 'iU~*ACE tK0~ W16 IN or V
Tr/-C SLIH*AtE TEPp iWE; N r
TI/C !iVRVACE tEMP -10 IN OoF 1970591
T/C SUFf'AC- E~ NL~
1/C SUWHACE 10MP - IN Df,0 F ?.8
li/ Att~fC ITVP 4IN QOti F
T/C WLAFACE fkAP. 4k~ IN uEG F 3.b
T/C SURF~ACE T EMP + j IN DIN F 78
COOLANT- tN t4ANVULO- SKIN 010 F 6,3 0Rb
NOZ/Lt. tVLANGE: TOP~ TEWPERATUAC Oro F 61.3V'i
50t)Lt- 4J0fACt -TuMO' * $?. IN 0G'-GF0  I.
NOZL L $URFA-CfE TfmP *9!k0 IN F l66
sup"oop PROGRAfM
kOCKLTOYNE iNTEORAtFOi H$AI.40AR TiL$TS
OATE- 47 ~IAR I.
t' 4its /*te~y-oLC I TS
PEFO'4ANCE DATA
PAAmLt I UN I T, CALCULAtED VALUEt
Ptv INJECTOR k:No P c,?A1317
Pt,~ I'J0ULt STAGNATION PesI A ?69
AXIAL THRIJSTo SITEi L i143*106
AXIAL t-4miSto VACU1 *5-F Its.5
NWILLt . EXIT PRLSSUR Ps IA '(16 7
rUEL -D"S'XTY (fNHH) Li;/FT3- 5i5.SZ4{)Alt)[ZjR A)EN$1TY LP/FT3 4%37e4
FIL FLOWRATE Of/SCC 7,431
I)klt)1ilEjk FLOWHATt 04/5KiCP3'
TUTAL PROPELLANT FLOWRATE Lfi/SEC 199770




*FJE1 INJECYOH OLAIP psl 6b1b
DAID11" 4 JtCT*4 CELtA-,P P511) b5*j46
T/C COOLANT QEOt-P PSD.17.939
T/C CODLANT Vf.tA--T DF, F - 1-0IjrtHUST Ct4AOULRb NeAt FLUX IBTU/W 13*36
C-wTAIP, STTE 'FT 56.Kti
C-'STA*tm, FTSC 1 i40 ,6
C-"StAN ErVICZENCY %945 *54 r
Cf* - ITE. 1,543 4
Cf.# VAC 7?i EX%.tCT)5W
C14 (0WLTU 100 oqtO1
',vAC? 194,00
tiipo SIM VAC&J(*4 SEC e61.?
is, TfOK# TEST CON61ION4S .,
F.NEWY' RELAS Et FI CILNCY
Wtq TEST SEc .338, j9l
0045 fN;NWE Tt.(;N0LO0Y
SUOPOAT PROGRA~M
POCKO1UONk INTEORATE) NARDWARL TE$Ti
jATt 4l MAP 4
SEQUE.NCE 7 ES
TUST I- c1TO
P~~ON JE S)hVtY OF R~D 1NTfC.J9AT*U A~ARtDWA PRItOR V) Ck1U'
TES~TS# HMSELINt, 4s12VOR BLC PLUGiGING TESTS* 9 tO ij NOULf,9
"ut p F fUE L 7. Ti, 0, OXI1)Ii~M. TARGTvit VCN 4 a lo0.t Mg~ x S b)
ACTUAL TEST U.RAHON 1o607 Sf-C
OATA SLICEi TIME 9*000 SEC 'to io.oo'o -SC
0AIRAIL TR ONI TS AVG. MLASUPEJ) VAi.dtT
V.'LI TANK~f PRESU* PSIA 06.7)
nXTII4M TANK~ PALS$UR P ZAo
VYEtL I NtERFACF. PNESURIF S~iA 534.69
OTIVIUli IN1EWACt PRESSURI4r PSTA
r/C COOLANT INLET MAN* PRESSuRE P A AaQ
FUEL lNJ4CYR P~l"SVRE' PSIA 4,b
(JAIflrifR INJtCCTOR-PRE5SUR PS J4 136*324
C'IAMBEA PRESUR~E ?i0, 1 I 104,665
CoAmbtLk ORS$AiE NO* 2 PSIA I04*9S6
A*JAL TH$AUST9 5S~TVA A iii'u19#666
AXIAL. TNUWSTo S5jTEM 0-LF4Z4Z
Y-iAA IS "IMMUST L F 4i6'
AVERA(OE -CELL PR&e$$JVQ, PTA 06
PRE1i~4ISSUREt A4tMtT9
UitolulfR FLOWfRATf.
VtlCt. torAce' 1"ft$PC1uftr DEG F. .41611
uAI~)1~f~ I~t$~4tEKPOATUR DG
r'c COOLANT IN4 TEMPERIATURtE 0C P
T/c COOLANT OUT fEMPERATURVr uroF9 7
1-NJLCTO SURFEACE" tmEAIURE oo F 117.443
t/C SURFACEt E#4P -16, IN 0 F
t/~ JA tf:P~ W - IN 467
T/ C SU~fACt T~P -10 IN ;?2o*0
T /C SUPFACE TEI4F * IN, OGG F
1/c WkVfACE UMP4~- 6) IN or 6 F W.?
IC ve SrAlct 7T P - 4 1 N F
1/,c SUkHFACE TEMP, - li 1.N 6 F 13807
1-it ,stWfACE Ttr.P -w3 -tN
t/C .;UrA~ Att P - t Ep IN UE F 3
CUOLANT IN4 MANIFOLD SKIN OE4 66o,766
NQLIL- FLANGE~ TOP TEMPERATlt, Q6
-NOZZLE SURFACE 'Tt#J4P + 4 0i o of- r O95
NuI4,L $U Act Thmo * 9.00 IN DEG F
REPRO U~rlLIY, THE
ORiIN&L PAGE IS PoO1
6K OMS Eh- INE T~iHNOL0GY
SUP0O0t PRQGIkAM
DAT MR RctTL'Yw I:NTEGHOED rtAIOWARE~ TE:S~s
PFRFOR"ANcE~ OATA
UNIT$ CALCULAtED VA~IiUU
INJECTOR EN SA 09PqNOaltE STA614ATION A
AXIAL TtiAUST, SITE 
.0F
AXIAL t11RUST9 VA.UMo 4 4,344
NOZZLE LXiT P~ts$u$4E -." P~A
0AIJII' ONSITY Lq/V'T3
FO'EL fLovoATE LF/sEc
OIDZER FLOWRATE tLie/'EC 97*
OLTAL PROPELLA4T FLOWRATE LP/SEC 15.643
MIXTUH~R'WO OVERALL)~ / 10617I
TiLi FLIOWRAIE LaSC,39
8L~C TOTAL OtRCENI /SC0
CORE' MIATURE RATIO O/F
FUVL INAtCTOR ~tkA.p P5)) 1.O
f~1~INJECOR VELTA-P P%1-1 3i*643
T'C 00 tA4T 0E'LTA-P-
-tic tOialo14 mtximl.t
tH!*UST CtAkBER 14CAt FLUX T/E 6?39483
C-STAH. EFIIE FT/SiEC 54106249
c"F CORREL*ATION 1000059
Ct, YAC I-1.9
1z P# 'SIE VACUUM ktzs a
ip-, Vmt7 rtc-TtoSE 303.719
L~P.TKTSTCf41IOSSEC ?TS94
I~ EEtNCY
4dw~ LA sE Elt~irC iE Nc y 940961
if', o'Et T~tsls Ec )334*6
op O2
()K OMS ENCIINE MtCHNDL.OGY
5UPPORT PR()ORAM
R0CKtTDYNF~ TNtE0flA*'.1 HAV40WAkEt ITS
DATE M7'AR 4
3LRIFS~ $1r180 UEtqCr I MST 4
TEST DESC~lpyION
RLM0O"AANC# SURVEY OF RD INTf,6QA-E0 .ARDWAft PRIOR, To CHUG
r4STS9 OASLINE BEFORE HiLC PLuGGtK6 tEStS. 9i TO I NOZZLF#
40 Wl( FUELO To (ItO OD1/ER. TAROET PCNS 0 toot$ MR~ 's'!6
A74UAi. tST OURATION 1a.0poM SEC
f)ATA SLICE TIME, 9.000 SEC To io'0oa SEC
ONITS AVG#, NEASJ!ZEO VAi Jtf
F~UEL TANK( PRESSUkt PSdA 135A
()AEf - Yit ANk OutSUtjE PSjA .5
FU~EL 10?EAFACE P" $SUtrE P51A 164*366
OXOtZE4 -liTEfC~E PRLssu% P SIA 1469?*6
T/C COOWAkl iNLEfT NAN.* PREISSUHE P5A 160.107
0)Aj 0 JZO INt,069TORE~1SSURE, ps.1A
CP AMdEA~ PRESSUf~. NO, I PSTA 104.369(;MbtFA RitSSURE NO# Z PIS I A O
XXIAL THRUSTo SYSTEM A OF4019.704
AXMAL f8M~t SYSttM i LiqF 4036*981
VwAXt ISIMUST 'P
I-AgM N~4Ui~t LSiV 13*649
AVERAdt CELL PRE3SURE 0061
(.LIL PAt.S4Rt. A(GjMENT
FIJEL FLOVRAYE GPM4 51001
O*1IIEN FLOWRATE GPM 40,0561
VIrm M!"tAC~ jkNP C#A1URE Ets r 41*6'17
t)1tDILZf K TtLRFACE TEMP~YAtU 74* F0
-T/c coutANT mN ThI4PtATURE DfG F 46,7t94
T/C COOLANT OU*T ItPEKOUIRE E 8
p~~coNSURV ~E ttPERATURE Oro f
T/C, SUROACE T040 '16 I N 0G F
t 3(&At ftmF CMP- %gl3 114
I/C SURFACE U.EMP -10- IN ro v I 5
t/c 'S'$w!ACE ftU4P -i IN D F
1/C SLUftFAC T&MP - 6 IN DE F I .T104
T iC SVRAt f"1P 4 IN QtF Z000911
t/C suRPOA Ce Tmp z T N OfG F r 05
iic $Vf-tCt ft~4p -t'" I 133*37S
7/c SiURF ACE TEM~P '3IN ov
OaJtkAN A141 IOLD SKIN (WG 1F6 *'9INIUME FLA4(wk TOP T4&YPfRATURft QE9 Aa
NOt iUSIRVIACE IE4 + -A 0 IN %GF
NOZ;LL StJRFACE Tt.m* * 9p.0 iN Oro~ F ~1~~
6K OMS ENGINE TLr$HNOLOGY
SUPPORT PO(takm
kOCETDNE IN'TEG"AtED H4ARDWARE Tf$TsU)ATE . 7 --4AR 4 4CQT)
PFfor4ANO- A)ATA
PRMTAUIfas CALCULArEO VA4IVE
P ~ INJECTOR f3'No PSIA
Pts N011LE StAGN~ATION SA9.8
AXIAL tiIRUST, VAW0UA t, F 4,344,46?NQZZLtE tXIT -PkcS~u*P IA 4F-YEL rYENSITY t*Pi) L i/FT3 5,?o I*I~ ' J ENSITY L!4F1 9,863FUEL, PLOWATE L SC6*408
,UAIuUjfiq FL.oWIATL LP/SEC
-TUTAL PRPL N FLOWRA TE 0SC15*1
M4IXTURE ROWI (OVERALL) 0/F 14iiLC FLowaAt' L '/ SFC
tLC TOTAL PiRKLNT
f"VEL IN~JECTOR UELTA.P 'ji
o'AtDAtN J.EC-tkj0LTA.IP q1/c COOLAt4T"ELTA-o Ps cT-/C CCOOLANI- P-bt 't4* S*.bf
Pi9VuST C"AAK0I K*At FLUX
c-sTAko-sItn FT/suC 540906t61
%;:dSTAR tFCtENC.Y i/SF z.ilo
SVAC 1-?, EAPECI 
~- 
.1
(;i~ vAC ?R I.iJ
1Si~t SITE VACUUM* S57.jf
-t sp,~~zppc~ 302'44141wo Ti%,o TEST C0J*Dt~lCNS SEC 3'
ENERY RLEASE kffIC UNCV
C-sj AP* 'MM PT/SEC15p, oft,t it-%I SEC 3
tKOMS EWNEb TE~CHNOLOGY'
SUPPORT PROG~RAM
VROCKCTUYNj INTE~IRAtED HANOWAHt TjL.TS
D' T M7~AR 4
PEHFOI04-ANC SURiVEY (IV 141) 1NTU.Aifttj H.~4Ro)Wtjrt PAtOR, To c;t)(
4 (, 6 FUEL* !1 iA 46 OkJQIZER* TAW3ET PCNS 125. Mlt ip
AL4UAL TEST DURAitION 00(I0 SEC
DATA SLICE t19F 9*OQQ SEC J5 io.000 siFc
-~~~ ttfj U!S ITS AV4. IEASEJ VA 'iF
FUFI TANK PRESSUJR* PSI A p.78
OVXItEI TANK PflLSSUPE SJ
OU IWtEAFACL- PRIESSUN. PS IA12
OAIDTIZE INTE~RFACE PRESSUft' PSIlA ~ ~ 3
T /c COOLANT iNLEt' 4AN4. ORFSSURL PSTA
FUEL -IJECIOR MRSSURt .S1 39~8
OXItDtIE INJf.#tTOk 0,14CSUI., PSIA'1?Cb
CKAMBER PRISURE NO. 1 Pl,$A t31,633
CAAMItE0 P%4ESSURE NO* i PSIA 131*34A
Ai.TAL t"'RUST9 SYSTEM4 A4
AXIAL THRUST, SYSTEM* 8 0AF 50a4#676
YwAXIS"THRUST 01iF -30#368
A-AXIS HI$
AVEPAtit VELL PIRESSUPE '4.
(,LLL PHI~SUkt~ AG#4EEMENT'
rUtl, IPLOWAl I 6,3.7
O~II)X6.94 mL~R~ t)M ,1 619
OIDIZEA ZNJ4.FACE tMOPATURE OEO F
T/C COMlAI4T IN 1"1PEPATUPE OfO F 46,49?
TIC COOLANT OUr TEAPERAIURE 901'
INJEC!uk suf4ACt TEMPERATUREDE F ?02
TIC, SUOACE MT# -016 IN UFO F 18106
tot stflWAtt tI40 WT t" DEG F
t /C $WACEA TIMP -.10 IN 1f~ 96923?
TIC. sLUJ-ACE v4p IN afro F r1-0j&
T/c $UAPACA temp - of% u F*3
otk SUR ACE TP -,- 4w lNpr
T/c 6- w ACE T&MP - 2 IN 46G F ~.9
-T/t StJ Att A~MP' 100 IN two~ pJn
T/c SU$~VACE TEMtP + J IN 4x<oF
CObtAkNT IN MA.NIVOLO SKIN DGFI
NOZLE1 FLANGE TOP TE14PEWRATuRc Loc F
viOZZLI' S1JRFAtE TEMP 4 0* tN 'QF.
rNOU0. UF4FACC- Tt mP * 9.0 IN D~EG F
6r, OWS fEN63LNE TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PR~OGRHAM
DATE27 *A- 4 OCKLTOYME INTEOPATEO 14AROWARE TEST:S
S*IS D1HQiUENC. 1 TEST
PEHFORt4Amrr oATA
PA~AI~T ~UNITS CALPULATEO VAILWf
*~,INJECTOA EIBM) 1~SI 319491
t 9 NoUlh STAONAlIO0N PSA ~,1
AM1AL TMRUST$* SITi zEI
A~tAL 1i*RUSTO VACUUM
NOQZZLE EXIT P~tSLRn p%'IA
FUEL OUQRtI(W LAdSEC To3
OXIUIE FLOWHATIL. t4/2cc 110S36 .b
lPUlAL POVELLANt"FLOWfRAT. L."/sfEc 1904Z3
f41XTUHR. RATIO IbVtf ALL)- o/9 1046.3
sALc lOTAL Pt2RCtN1 4
CO~tI P4ATU4E kATIO (/ .1
F~ULL 1 NJUCTOR A.LlA-P ps?(o
GxlVtE INJECTOR VELTAiwP p
T/C COOLANT DELTAOP 1 i,$
-TtC tQOOLWt bMLIA~T- DEG IP 13307*3
T1AUST $CHAIWER 14LAI FLUX U$C h.1
c~sA ~.SlrE T/SF-C 548495TO
cf- s1tt YCJg1 9514
CI VAC IL3 E1.7Th
-ip, * Is~ --tttc~i 51T 3 ?




6K 04 E~4NOE TEC"NOLOGY
SiuppoRf POOORAN
JAt ?7 MA POCOcDTYt". INtlEAHATF.V HiARDWARE TES~s
stRLES wo/jIHT-j SCUENiCE I TESY 6
PkJ4OORMAi.4CE tUNVCY or no ItNTE0000~ I1ARDWARE PRIOR TO Cm~
tt STS9 .OASE LINE bEORE tLC PLUGG0ING TESTS* 9 TO i NOZL~
40~ IVE3 0UELP TQ Ad OXtIIER* TARGJEi PCNS a ,?* MP. a _!s
ACYTIJAL, TE9T OURA"(10N !?'0616 S~r
OATA 5SLICE TIME 40000 E rtc i00000 ste
PA$~Aum IE t sT AVO* MEASiURED VALJA.
170fl TANK~ PRE.SSURE P5SIA07v3
pAl~t~itt TANKPRE'sSUPE P~SIA
FUEL I~t4A1 PktsSUR1E PSA 19705,03
PRESSU1~f PVAtA  %_H 0  0
I/C COO,.AW4 INLE 4AN. PIESS1ME PSIA I9 J
ClI1A08i PflESSURE, NO* PSIA 3.3
C*1AMAE 'PRESSURE* NO* k PSIA
AXIAL NRTTis~ SYSTE14 A fF50,7
AAIAL THRUIST, 6Y'STem 03 0P 5024*015
YAwikXS THRUST 
-V.64
L-Axis !tswst L 4
AYVAOE CELL PP"W5HE PSIA
CtL~k PWkSStU4L AGO~tHENTA
FUJEL FL:OWOATL GPM 5*7
0AzCVLafk FLOWHATL.GP
ijXLJVdL!A INTERFACE *MPOArTUA 0rG F 74.5,43
.-/c cooLANT tN tPERj~tUft of-G ir 4bT
T/cC OOLtA-N? OUTIEAPERAtUIE OG F
lN.JEtTON SURF~c 'EURE PEP F 28,
I/,C SURPACC TE)P -16 IN ()GF b*036
-TSQ(fAC t44P ttlo "J.3_0 Po
1/C 5Ukf ACE T F+iP -l IN *tiS,3
T/c SI)OAtf TMW i IN DEG r k14M
t-t. SURPACE -Tg* 4. -IN 0 2:6
/c s0"FA49 tm E .6 r N~2.
T/ Df>~tThP r~i Ntwo. F.19
It/r SURFACE TEMP *3 IN (),GF 1210697
C')OL-AhlI N PSANItOOD SkiN F F 65*421
N4OI FLANGE TOP TEMPEROAT4fa (ic 580,
NQ111LE S tI4ACE tLMP * lk.O IN off 13-T 0O
NODtLE iWAFAct YL."p + 9*0 'IN EG
QATE N?, 14AR AOCKETDYNCE I.NTE;RAtrD HAkQWAAE. TESTS
I~1f ~D#1*Tm~SFQ~tf-CfE, 7
pt' RFORM~ANCE DlATA
PRAHMA U'Md CALCULAtED VALVEW
P(,v PJ014 S-TAWNATION ptIA 10,~l
AXIAL THAUSiv uft, Sf))6*421
AXIAL THRUST, VACUUH F 050s
FUEL 14*11TY (Mmm'j~ LS*ST3
OXIILE.R DENSITY L0.' T3 9fT
.., I "L 'R~E L,8/Sf 69813
O'XZUILE2N FLOW4TE.u/r
TOTAL 0PROPELL~t" VLOWHATE Li/SEC go Op.
MIATURtt RATIO IOVO-RALL)" / .,4
44C * LOWNot L;u/SEC .51 0
IILC TOTAL PLHCUNT 4634
IAtIO o'er 1*993
FUEL INJECTOR OELTAwP P1)49,443
0ARUItMt 'tNJECTOOEL~tA.P Psrj
T/c COftA#4T OEOAgsp PI)b.1
ftLC COOLA't (OtLTAw oca Fr'8
T"AIST CHA*4bJR Att FLUX 1y/~ 56:436
C-StAPts 0MR r/I





mS$' SITE VACUUM (
1W A 7 ~fr~~~SEC 3Oi.3
ISP, TVA#% TESY COND'ItIONS SlEt *0
~i~c4 Lt~E L~'ICEM~y94*745
C:S TAR, 02 PE
SUPPOT PR(OGRA
?7--MA 4 OCKITOYNFE lTtr*iAt' HAROW4~t TES$TS
TISt M)CiRIPTION
PILIRORANtCE SURVEY OF RE) INURAtEDO HiARDWARE PRIOR~ To Ciwoo
y Ls t 3 l$A3ELIME t67ORE BLC PLUGoztMG itE~43 'Q TO M ollLrf,
Ut4 h(fUEL Ft t , G OXIOIZIERe URHGE. PCNS MPa. 4~ .b
ACTUAL TEST URfATION 354406 SE.C
DATA SLICE TIE 9*000 SE~C TO 10.000 SEC
P~~A~UP4 T~RTJLs AVG.e MEASURF Vvi.
fULL TANK PRESSUOE PSIA
o)itilit TANK PRESSURE P'S IA
FUY.L INTEAFACL PIIESSURE, IPIA .2491
QoAIu37Il INTh;1IAC2 PRESSUREPSiA?94
T/C COOLANT INLET MAN.1 PRES~JikE PSIA ?06.86f
TM1 'INJECTe OR ESSRE iS A i OFT o 4Z3(A101-10I4 £t4J-cTOPRESUFZ PS IA 187T,925
ClIAt48R PRESSUJAL NO* 2 PS IA
AAI-AL *f~l)4UST, SftEvi A LRF 54.3
AXIAL IHONtST9 SYISTLM io,4 65o~
Z-AXIS T*HfOUST VIF.lt
AYER A0,t -CELL PRO PSUR06
CLLL PRESSURE AGREEME~NT %0
ftjlWtlEA FLOWRATt 2~
OXIIE tNTLR#AGE Y'EMORAYIJRE F *&4
ttIC 06LAN#T IN TUMPMETURE rG .45,978
T/C COOLANT OUT-VEI4PERATtURr DEG F 1086617
tkt4tClTO$ 'SURFACE WY4PERATURE DF- F~
TiC WORACE tEA0 "i6 'IN t G F1954
TI SRPAC t~~ ~3IN TDr(O F
TIC SUROACE TEMP -14D IN Lq ( F O.1
-T/C SUPV AtE TEMP - 8 IN DEG. F 10a6
Tc SUROACE tt# -P IN VE0 F V06
1t t baiRFACt T14F 4 IN OEG F 206024-9
I/C SU14tACE TtiP 4 IN tF092
T/C SUJRFACE YVIP *3 IN DE6 F 1189069
C90LANT 114 MANIFQLO SKIN ~ )$F 6.
NOZLE FLANGE TOP 10$PMATURE 00G F
NOZLSUWFMF 1tMV 4 ik*.P tN Cyr 6V1300
NQMCIL $UHFA(X tLt4P * 0 IN i~ F ~*1
6K OMS~ lKNnilNE TEC;HNOLOGYSUppOe~, PROGRaAM
POCKETDYNE TNTEORAtf. HAROWARE. TESTS
DATE 7 IR4
~N~t~ ~/IMT.T fQtENCk. I j.T I
PERFORMANCE OATA
7 s CALCULATE1A) VIAkul
Peyt INJECTOR END 13,.oA
Pto N621LE STAO.NATION FkSJA12083
AXIAL tHRUST, SI1TC 454,4
AXIAL ThfUttt *ACUUM LF56$4
NOZZLE EX!TPRtESSIUN PSIA '9
V1~tytN~t f4t8)LA/F*3 504
oxPi'liE4 DENSITY Liw/F'T21 89.8314
FARl. fL~tvRAT 1.4 SE 7390
,oA~iIt2 FLOWN-ATC LW/gC 124LW




CQt *TURE $ATIO 0/F 18
ftJ, INJECTOR UtLtA-P PSID533
Oxwtziy INJE~CTOR OFLTA-P P5$ID 53.%36
1/C C.OOLANdT UELTAfmO
T1i.t)ST CHAjtbttAHEAT FLUX I U/$SEC h38
C-$T~r- FT/5fEC S6*S
CS-TAo $#54IUj606
V0%SA dtf VC I VNC
CF * VAC 7z2 f~vEC1
CFO, vAC 1' 
.79
rip ttST f 240
liP* 'TOt~ TEST CON0O1flONS *.6
li p trttext T698
LNEOYRELgASE EtICIENCY 50
C.StI#,~~o PlSEC S71 i 63
I ,P OoG, ?T sC 3s 674
6Kt Oms tNG1NE TCHLOO3Y
SUPPORT PRoOGRM
ROQ!~YEr l R*TvO HAfRq-WARE TESTS
4 AR 4
'TLS't 1ESCIIIPT EON
PERFOMNCE SUAVLY OF RD INTEGRAttO 4iAH1WARE PRIOJR To CHt$'
Tk.t H tjlELINE 6EOE. BLC PLVJ0GTNO TESTS* 9 TO INOIZLf,t
410 D~EC' FEL.P To 46 OXID~IZER* tA#OEr PCNi 0 ?$o MO' *ob
A4tUAL TEST OtHRATIO1 35*006 SE2C
DATA SLICE TIME 14000 SEC To 15.000 Se
PAflAMEC Tum ~I Ts AVG.i HEA'iURfl) VAL.!.F
OUE.L, TAINK PRESSUH-E PI 6j*
oxioliZU TANK PRt35SURE P~A ?.5
VFuEL WE4AFACE~ PRESSUREp PSA
0061,46E P44tt.ACE PRECS$URE PSIA ~).4
t/c CobLAN't [lLEt NAN. 'PI4E$SSM, P$ tA 0.3
FtJIL IN4EC4TM PRE,73SURE S oSA 18U3
Jti~$4EN-cORESAL 1680313
CfAMAPRESSU~t NO o' p A 033.o80
ChAMBER PREsSUr, NO* '? P51A 1330611kAIALjtu# TR SYS 4 A-ir54.6
AXIAL; T$RUSto SYST~m b $
1-4x~L f-4Os
-AA1I tMRUST LRFiPP3~
AVEP-At- 'CELL PRE.,SURE PSIA 
.7
Ck-Lt PRCISSURC 46kEEmf.NT .669
0A?[)ltM ULOWRAlt Opm z1 4P.Ft, £ttIAt ttPERA1-Uf~,rL F- 41,9S
0uXIUhi~fh INTLRFACE'TEMPERATURE. ofG r 74 .543
7,C COOL.ANT IN YENPERATuftr DEG F 45 *3Vrs
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPERATURE DEG F 0~,4
IJ~CTO14 S(U4fPRCE tEMPERATUE DFO F Vot
TIC SUROACE tEMP -6 1~' N F
To/c stRfAc Ttop 1-3- 1N14G
t/~ SUOIACf TE*4P -10 IN Io.L
TIC SURFACE TEMP 8 IN pE 150T
I/f; S U Pf"ACE ttt"Mf 6 IN DEC* F ?"a.v3
Tl~c tu~fkcv TV'p 4 IN DO F. 11.~
T/(; SURACE TEmP Z IN f): 44.6Zi
T/C SUACW iE#iP # 3 IN ov F i j9.4,31
COOLAP4t"t M v4twOL SKIN 1i*j3NOZZ1LE F1LANG*. loj IMPERATURE DEG F s''r
NOZZLIZ SVRPACE 1LN4P 40 li. tN DEGr IM 0961
U SURFACL hP* . N F
61C 04 e:NNE. tECNOLOG~Y
SUPPORtt PROOPAM
ROtCETDYNE INTEGOATEt) HARDWAPE TE~STS
DATE Z? MAR 4
ntIE . k s /qIjIT-l SEJUE~jct 7 TkhST I
PRF~IORM.ANCE DA*A
PARAEyR UP4y,( CALLCjLATEV~ VAL'tL
PCO. tNjtctop CH~O pScI A 13 3*3 41
Pi~ N022LC STAGNATION P,,A
AAIAL TmWAUST, Slit I~s.1
AiIAL THRIUST, VAGUVP- F 4LV ?
NOZI~. ,tx1?PtIT, ' C I A 9 j) tP$I
FVFL nsi-ETy -Pmm") L'/4FT 3
ox~UtZHa afiasJyy L8/FT-4a9011
FUELA POWRATE LAWSEC 0
OX~t)1L:f FLOWRi4Tk LfA/SFC l*3
TtITA. ~P LLANT FLOWPATE LA/SFC C9,3
MIXTU4'001~f0 (OVER$ALL) 0/F I1.s
4L~C TOTAL PLI4CENT4
CORC M IXTURE RATIO O/F
FV!EL INAJCTOR L)E1A'.Pv
oklIMNt INJECTOR' UFLTA-P p es1) 54*964
r/C CbOLANT 6t-T .. o POD't9 (8
T/C *COOLANv Dt.TA- DEG F 144*2?
THAU0IS CHAMtiff HktAt FLUX( wu/S1EC 690
C~jasTAP, SITE F/$cc; 5446*496
C-STARs U4~ IF /SF(;5751
C-STAR EFCINCY g. s
CF COJ'fELATIOM 1009441
j~pj ST 59.#q34
OiPt VAT lCUUMi~ ?609484
Vip, To~f TEST CUNVITIONS 5C4.5
CiIH40Y"A1[L~tA~t;E I C I NCY .2
bollAR F T/SEC S7I 1 63
ISP. nottp JL$T '438 781
6K OmS EMWII4 ThC*INOLO6
~ ~7 ~ #4OCXLTt~yNE INTEfri#A*ti) H$ARDWARE TETS
P-siI*3CIPTON S"UN~
Mk)R~ANE SUR~VE~Y Of A4D INTE.44ATEO4)*AHK)W,, R PR~IOR. TO) c.4
rTOT# 1ASELINE BEFORE, aLC PLU"I4TG TESTS. 91 TO I NOZILF.v40 t)E FUELq ? l (JG OXILIZFIR, tA%44Er PCN ", ab.MP j.
ACTUAL. IEST UA1ZON 3SO006 SEC0)ATA %LitE" TJMW 249000 SEC To ?5*000 5rc
FA kA3At I11 f HUlTs AVG*. "EA'UHf VAL Jf
FUE1. TANK~ PRLSU4E ~ PI
0AIXiEft TANK P*(ESSUt4Er-
VF*EL ZNTEAF PRCSSURE PSIA(0,01itiIH -Ttkf ALE Pttt3URE PSTA 2Q6*92,6
n/c CObLtANT IML.t, MAN* PA-ESSUkr' PSIA oa6
V~L ~r1O~ ~J4T SIA 10$*313
000WR PRESSt~t NO1, I j 123C MAM00$ PfASSUR NO* e PSIA 004AXIAL IHw$T, SY~tff A y S11o24AI AL T*INUST, !YVSTEV8 L,0 Si44,304
AviFfA( ,,tLL P IE4~H A 1LL PHt5$URL AskeE1ENT 04.)fUltt VLt)WiATE. tip" M*-,
OX01M FLOW1IAtL 61*953
Otl)aLIi INURF~ACE TEPEATURE~ O F P0
J/C COOLANT IN-TEPLATUOUE to( r 44,:164
T/C COOLANT OUT TEMPEkRAtUHE DEG V 9,3
T/C SURf ACE TLMP -16 IN oAFG P 1940470
W/ I tmp. 41 IN Pm
7/C SURFACE T CL$P "'10 IN F
T/ -SP-Att Ttl*~ 6tb -~
T /C SU R "!ACC TEMP I N
tic SUROct ftmp~ -03'IN 4,#P
Y/C -Su~iACE TIP IN or~ .r 12#COOLANT-1 14~~l_ K5IIN OEr P 5.
NOZL. !LANGE TOP TEOWP ATRE V S5,69
NIZZLE SWVACE" TEM04P *F0 'I 6E F
NOZZLE SVRACEt ThA# * 9*0 IN OV0 V 14.3
6K OMS C'of TECHNOLOGY
SUPOt OPOGOAH
ROCKETOYNE INTEURATE HA~oWARE TuSrs
WATE 7? KA 4
PEFOOMANCE DATA
CALCULATED VALUIC
t I~ NJECT014 EN 132)
fk NO24Lt STAGNATION PSIA i26,07?
AXIAL Tt1AUStf SITt L~4 5136.11b
AXI4AL !T1RusTs VACUUM1 L.pf N5.
V'JEL DEN$1JTY ('mmi) L-AZFT 3
FYEL IF00WfqAt ASE
OXIO'LLH OLOWRATL vi/$EC .4'
t0TAL 00PFLLANT FLOWRATE L/kC9" 2
M4IXTURE. RATIO (OV0JALL) 0/F loo1?
3L.C rLDWWAt '545~
OiLC TOTAL PEsCt.NI
FitA I W 'CTok OELTA-P ~I
T/C COOLANT OELT~.P ,1. t. 0
T/C* COCLAT t)L1tw GF Ts0
1"RUST CH1AMBER H tAt P'LUX TSC1942
C-sl~R. SITE FT/SF2C $43209iO
C-SfA, iJ4f t/SFC 3?
CF- COJWLATION 100.995s
IsP, 1Ts ,t-
SpqS~fE- VA~CUUM SEC( 260*334
I,*, TON 9 TES~T CONDITIONS Set 64(
~NE Y MELASI EFFICIE CY 5;4C$TAR. DOE rrl /$EC Si1.44
ispsQDL TET 331. 0 6z
6 K MPS $IIj TCHNOLO'o
OORA$m
;>, 4A 4 OCKtTDywf: INTEGRATED) 11A"WAi4 TO.TS
SCRIES AU,#ImTwmiot."c TE~ST 'I
PrERFOIRMANCE -SRVL~Y OF RDj 1-Ntf.(GAfO *4AAOWARE PRI.OR TO r,,Hu(C
!LS!S. ASELLNE. "FOR~E BLC. PLUGIQNG fl:StSo 9 TO i NOZZLF-9
40 6 If UtIo lo A)G OXID ' tr, tA&4GET PCN6I 0 12S*. MR _ 5
ACTUJAL TEST DL*RA1ION 3SOO06 SEC
IJATA 5LICE Tf4E 34004 SEC Tni 3S*000 SIM
PARAMEY* N T AVG.i NASUREI) VALUJE
FUE~L TANX PRE&SSURE PSIA
0XIOU"~ l:AN PWESSURE PS'A 6.1
FUEL 1NTEAFAtE Pk4ES5URE P,IA
T/C COOLANT INtLTMAN. PRESSVRE PS746
FVEU' -Z* 4DU Rt$URr '1
OA1Ij).( 'It4JE(ikOH %SSURE. PSIA 169.089
'CHAWMjk PA$SUAE NO, 1 PttA 1-32 *36
C*1AMbe4{ PASSJRj NO. P, iSA339 34
.aAI-AL Y1*WUSTo SYbTEM A L4f3j~~
AXIAL THRAST, SYSTEM k Lf'W 15~6 s956
~tS 11~UST.41,.634
Z-AAI5S ?HAUSt 1.A6
AVE*At- LL Pk .SUHfE PSIA 1?
Ct4LL PIttESstRE A~ktEMfNT'0
ForL r-LoWvAt p 590741
0;kWl11J4 IN? ~f4 TtIMORATURE DOf F, ,;41
7Ct cobL.AN it4 TtorkoAu*r- 
-43~ 0 K3,
T/C COOLANt OUT tEMPEkRTURt: DO F
INAtCTOM SURFACE TE-PRTU OE F3.1
T. C SWAICE fkA - 6~E IN )EO 404. 6
r't.c $ZJFpA .-TEMP ; -3 104 1
7/4. SUF4ACE TF MP -10 IN DES 0 Pt
TijtC tJOAC! TV* - q3 IN F -~7
t/ UPACTtk-MP - t1i l~ 73.?66
tfV t~qF -T"trP 4 1 N rr
rt t-*P -0. J IN 1~ 39 osbt
TIC SURPACt T00P * 1 IN iFo3
C~OLAky ?IN ?4ANIMtLO SKIN DESG F 5507",
NOZZLE FLANOE TOP TEMPEAATUNE bE
.NOZZLE~ WRVACE 14P -. O 6* I 0 F
~oZZLE SUf ACE. TtMP 9.0 IN oEQo F
6K (QNS ENOINE~ TECHINOLOGY
SP"ROft PROGR~AM
UA~t T 14 4 OCKQODYNE. tNTEGRAtED I4A)ARt TtEStS
P'HRORANCFE )A !A
PAAAMTER~j UNITS CALCULATEI) VALUEW
oc 9 INJLCTOk ENO0 Ps tA 13a.79f
#' N±~ESTAGNATION 051 A
AMAL THRUST, SIT
A*IAL THRUST, VACUUM4 LciF 51676
NOZZLE -IT, PRt sso x -.. PSiIA .64
PVEL DENSI'TY (14Wl) Lt i FTf3 s5s 19
OA~bZM a$IYLH/F 1 i $94 li
F1JE1./6E 7*190At *V[
0~IOZLR LOWH~h U/sl~c
JtYTAL- P#.WELLAWNt PLOWPAW $EFT
i4lduHL 04710 (OVEkRALt.) o/r
MLC L~WP~t -LISEC'
OLC TOTAL PtCLN1 
.
COREfMIATIJRE R~ATIO 0/F A8
FY4I INJWCOR 04tTAP P'sIL bul4
otIU NJECGTOR DELTA-P POD .9
t/C l-OOLANtT 04ETAlp P510 lot 419
'T-iC 100OLAkt UtLtAWT 17F
TK4fUST CHAMiE.R HtAt FLUX *US( 776*,61 6
cisTAI UMA F*/f.EC 49$b
LVAC 1? 1.-" 0$Q
I lp. SITE VACUUN4 SEC
V*.t TU'K, TtE'Sy CONObt IONS SEC 7.4
LhEG*-ALSE, -IIEC *34
FT/SEC 5T13.63
1SPq ODE, TEST st.C 3,8
6K Oms EMU*t4 TECHNOLOGY
svppojny PROL.RAN
ROCKEITOYNE INTEGRAtED H inWARE1 TCStS
0!AT ;"l APR 4
tIL5T OES~CRPTION
GZNPE4VOMACLAND~ HEt' TRANSFER EVALUATION WITH4OUT "A.Ct
LfO IJECTOR $/NJ Mt4L PLu4Gosm 9 tn NOME9.q NSATURATED
t4HfNT) (%F F MfLL~ 'TAR~ft PChl; w )25,9 lzH *j.6
A4TUAL TEST OOWAION §~0O E(
VA TA SL.IC TIME 900O0 SEC TO 10,000 SEC
PARAMLTt um UI Ts AV6# MEASURIt) VAL. t~
FVEL TAM< PRESSURE PSIA ?24#1R94
OitZDZiE1 TAN'K PktSSURE PSIA?.60
fvE.L INTERFACE PMK.SSUAV psIjA2, 5
UAIVfIZEMh Ht&RFACE, PRQS5UPCr P$ ?8*Z
~/CCOLA47 N~~t AN PESSURE PSIA
runL INjuE-TOR PftlsuIpt .1 9,76
o0hdVZE# tNJ.CTO' ONESSUE 189.
CHAMBER PRESSURE NO* , 0% 1SA X31o6 43
CkAm$OJ4 PRESSURE NO. e PSIA 14!?b
AkiAt 1TtOUST9 SYbt4 A- f 05 s
AXIAL fkPUST, SYSTEm fi tj 5019
I-AXIS THAUST LP36 * Q*6
ClVLf.PRES UL A _ftEU SI
Ft*EL FLOwf4ATt 0?
QA'jLI 4~tA OP04WA~ 62903
oMOI(IZtER INtt~t ACE tEMe0&tAUAE OF0 f
t/C COOLANT OUTt EMPERATURE Or f3.l
'IftsfCTON suwiAcC TEMEAN DEG F
TiC iUktfACE TEMP -16 IN ItGe F ask.93a
T/CS ~U RII tC E MP -10 IN DEfG F
TtrC St4_VAtkt Ti#p fl Ii 314 1G r )h3*
TC SU~fAtE tEmP h IN F_ (i F 11.12
je/t WfHAtfE l4P, - IN 22?08 f7.40
T/C SURFACE -TUs4P 2 IM G
i -tPt I t1 - I~ IS3 07
T' I 6PFACE TLmP # 3 IN Lii 32 #3 4$0
'COOLANt TN NAIDOSKIN (GV5.
,NOZZLE fLANG&. TOP tEMPERAWRP DFe F
NbZ-Al SWVfACE -t4*M0 -1N 1' F 9460.10
N~OZLE i1U7ACE Ttt$4P go 9QiN OEG 6 Fe~,O%





PC#, INJECTOR tN) P5iA !41*950
SNO-ILt STAGt$AT'IO PITA 1zs 0352ARIAL TH40ST,' SI1j LqF !093 .426




oAiDOIZEj4 FLOW RATL 9/E
WAt P"OPELL" ,_OWRA~tF Lii/SEC 1.8MITUE 4010 (OVERALL).
ULC 10TAL PtRCENT
CORE- 14IXURt iWATIO0/ 
.1
Vr9'jAWUA t4CT"ODLTA-P P5WD
T/C CoOLANT Ok LlA-4 PC,. tI.3
TmtIR C*4413R W*AT FLUX TJV
C~5TH tFZCILr~Y96 069-z
Cf CORRELATION 0.1
ii pt T00l~ TEST tJit!ONS SEC '7
kEki''Y " klLEA$t EFFICIENCY 9.~
C.,ST Ak ,_ atC FT/SCj: pl 00L, TEST SEC 3Itb
O1?GIN~f~BII~op
L ~ ~ PAj I u
6K .,M$ EwNN TECHNnLOGY
SUPPORT PtoGwm
ROCKETiftNE INTEO4RAJE HAROWARE TEST;
DAE APR 4
TtST DCAcIPT ION
061NPERFO~k4 NCE ANDI HEAT TAANSF I~ AVALY0ATIN WIT*40UI 6Lo
L/O INJECTOR S/Ni WCLC PLUGGEOW, 9 To i NOflLE9 JNSATLRATEU
mt~/N.O"10 FULL)* TAk6ET PCNS = 12509 1065
ACTUAL TEST UiRAT1ON 3$0*I0Q s5(
OATA ')LiCt"YME~ -4.000 SEC To j5*00o SEC
*~AHA4 t~ UTS AVO Mt.ASUIRE- VALUE
FYEL TANK PRESSUREL PSIA?2,P94
OAllt TANK P*ESSUPE ps tA
FUiL INtEArACE. Pkt.SUAE PSIA?4,6
OXZEiRu INTERFAC PRESSIAE p$I A
Tic COOLANT'INLET-mAN. PkSSJH P% IA ?Oa*413
I- tXL iTW-CTRu -PREtSSUfl !E PT A j94,646
OiIOI1/A INJ~cTOR~ OAEtSUFR PSIA 18&I. 01
CAMB'ER fllEtWRU& IO Os PIA 1300543
CIAMI3I. PrCSSVRE, NO. Z Ps LA 131#511
AXIAL ti"PU$To SYSTEM A O'51:6
A I A.L 041403't 5ThTtk 0 L94S95V1
AVRAf-0ELL PSSURR9 PSIA '078(.LLL PRESUtRt~ AG.4FENTt6,0
oFloEI PO1WATE GPM (?0t
XIOLN"1 tNOt~lACt2 TEIRLATURk OEO IF 0
T/C -CDOLAN.T IN 1t4PERATrURE DO~ F 4404Z1
T.'C COOLANT OUT UEPRATWRi DEG~ F oP3
INJE00tO -SURFACtEtEMPEfAA*t*W DOG rF00
tCl SFACE TE$4P u-16 IN V)CG F P00
TIC- 13PA ICP-E N ?090
r~c SURFACE TEMP -10 IN OE F 4.3
T/C -SURfA-CC TEMP * 8 IN (60 F 9, S.30i!
Tic WR#FAblr tEbP 6 IN ae or
T/C 5URFPAtE tEMp 4 TN LWG F. 4?3as44
I/C SURFAiel TEAP, - 2 IN 01e 156*Z90
DEG SO1~~ 03,)I u
U-/ O A C, fC TEMP .3 IN DEG F0445,9CUOLANltIP A0fI7L0 Sk IN "0 9.8
NOLILE. FLANGE TOP 7EMPERATURE OGF! s 51*6,
N047LE t0UACE, TtMP* A-0 IN DOF i "9
NOZZLt Jf4AFA~ tLkO 90'0 IN OEG p 1460,09
6K OMS E~fsl1N, TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT PRoOGRM
ROCXETDYNE I NTEGRAtro t'fA$oWARt tESTs
VtE 61 APR 4
$&. 1( INT-1 SE:WMENCE. 8 TLSt I
PfFfORMANcX-F DATA
PAR4AM5 TL5 UNITS CALCUJLATE() VALU)E
PC, INI*ECTO ND f4 sI
PC* NOZZLE STAGNATIO)N PSIA
AXIAL TulgUST, SITE 0
AXIAL Th)RUST# VAUUM' 5IsF~'
-4ZL&ALIT Pktss$uo PiJA 09
VFL Wt41ttT t(Iil L0/JrY3 s5.469
OJ1.11EN DENSITY Ln/fi3 4*;6
FUEL FLOWIRATE L3SC6.94)9
0L31lltm PLOWRAYLLi/h 120471
T471AL PROP0ELLANt PLOWRATE W~SEC 190,179
MiXTURL R0ATIQ (6VE$4ALL).- 0/P ogl
1ULC FLOIMAT'i 'L4'SEC
O LC TOTAL PLHGLt4T
CORt 141TURE 4ATtO O/F1.0
FUEL, IW4tCTdR UtLTA-P psm 361
OXIDIZER rNJECri* DELTA-P pI 76,
1/,c COOILANT (ALTA-mT p33
NAUST tHAAjBUR kLAt FLUX oTu/sf5ri484
C*STARs SITE IFf/5fC- 5477.460
C-STAR. UMR4 5417*46
V-1TAR EFFICIENCY 56.40
Cf-"STTE -0400 tw 1*547
CF, VAC 712 OEPCT
-~COR#ELATION 4EU
CEVAC 1 *kI
I~P iip WE VAC;VU#N r c- 10
L~p. Take, TEst CONITIoNs 2770C
150 EFF1tIENCYV
tCR4)Y"LLA~f. A I 96'.4*3
C-StAR.OP 00i 5Q3~9
Isps WE TEST E ~ .0
6J', 0M% MI(JNE? TE(.4NOLOGY
sIPpoR Pr#OORAN
UATE r 1 A4 ROCKEIYN't IN? eRAIErD HAROWAf TEST',
SLAIES 4/IHT-iSQFC
LANGINt PEAFOAMANCE. AND HEAT TRANSFER EVALAJATION WITHOUT iLC.
L/O INJtA.TOR SINI (HLC PLtMGGE-Oi 9 to t4OZZLE9 UNSATURATED
MMH/NTO 440 F FULO, TARGET PCNS 0 'i,* -MR 1.65.
ACTUAL, TEST UUNA-11ON "04)O SEC
DATA SLICE T IME Z4,000 Stt TO~ 2S*.00r SLC
PARAME TtC UP4ITs AVw MASUREO VALVE
fU. TANK PRESSURE SI
OXIDIZER TANK~ PRkiSURE( P-1
fu!C;L INVCAFAC. Pktssok! PSIA2.1 6
1 14ZE INTERFACE PRESSURE PSZA
TIC COt)LANT' INLEI MANO PftE3SURE V$IA a79
TYEL .0JECTOR Oft-S5U~ P15IA 59.41
OXIDIZER !N4ECTOR PRESSURE. P.SIA .68.31:3
CtAE OPSSAL 'NO, PSIA 10,19
tA 0 E~f S-Su'RE NO a PSIA 1 3 11. 34
'lACLTHM9t 'SYSTt A L~'O'7Z1
AX~IAL PTf4IST9 SYSTEM4 a LIF su00
_YWAXMtlicll .- U r zzp6-
ZwAxMt thRUST
AVERAGE CELL PREMiURE PSIA
C41L. P~t9SSURE A644EED4ENT .5
10tt. FLNOWAtE GPMI 55.88 1
OX JU1ZIL~ A LOWIIATt. 60#4 6.
VtIEL NtVAttIE&U DEG F.
OAII)JItH I~PO4ACj YEMPERATlUE of--G F 0
TIC COOLAN4T IN TOWERATUAV. DEG F 44,9
Tic COOLANt OUT fL0RAtURf E F 4OS
itTIC S W~fACE ?E#PERTR ING F
Tec $U40ACE t 64P -10 IN QE
TtC SU~tfAtt T EMP - 8 IN -Es F 43 ,9
TIC SURFVACE T AP -.16 IN VE ?5ol
T/t SWAME jt*N0 * 4 -1N DO~ or. P35641
T/e SURFACE TE)"P 4 6 I F 1630897
T/C SURFACE TEM4P I N DES F 3*
'COOLANT-_ NANWP'LO0 SKIN cojG F 5.1
NQIILt FLAt4GX TO TEMPERATIVRE O pF5*6
fUZZLE SU1WACE- TOO4 w . IN mfG F, 1434.640
-N4ilLE SURFACE lWmP *9.0 IN QE 0.%7.O
lsp
69 OM',; ENt31NF tfr .NOLOGiY
SUPPRT PAAG4AMROCKE.TDYNF zI~tgnAro NA~RWARE hSTS,;
l-Alf 6i1 APR 4
PFRFOW4ANCE D~ATA
f-: LAN Ev AW UI fs CALCUJLATE0 VALVEL
I- NJECTOR ENO PSIA,
F,: NOZL STAGNATION PSIA
AXIAL THRUSt, S111-, L t3 5087,,.84
AAIAL THRU-37, VACUUM 510'sls557
NYZ2LL._Xt P'RESURE FSIA08
FU'EL DENSITY Lft'oH) i5%604
ol O IUZEN - )N5 I Ty L~/ T~3 900
rUELi FLOwPmAYE Lk/SEC 6.917
VA1&IUN PLOWRATE L01SEC 10b
TO~TAL PIROPELLA~4t PLOWRATI, 01S/EC 19.376
AXTUAI RATI.-O (OVEIAALL) 01F .1
-AXI-FLOVRATE L"i'sr
OILC TOTAL PtRCE41
CoQr1-otAYUK4 9.01t0 0/F L.sol
IYEL h4$.jtlt? 0tEt.TAPP PSZo 659 9
OXIW1ZLR 1tJECTW ULTA-P PIOD
T/t LOOLA-NT OE.VA-P_
tH.RUST CHAMS~k, HEIAT FLUX gfU/scc ?*?
C~ll A R S ITE Ff/SEC' 54620436
C*STAR9 UMN Ff/SEC 96*3
C-41AR EFFICIENCY 3
ct. 0&4ma. I.5,
C;f' Vikt CA EC-T
_Ct C_0RtELA'tIQN o.d
Cf' vAC ~
13i TOST ;!62 $46P~pp sItE VACUUM SEC 263*SO
"SP,# VAC '7? PRIMt.ICIEO $1c
JSP, TDA~t MY*P CON011T1ON45 SEC 7.3
FOCROY 14CLEAsE IIFICIENCY %.96o.127
_CStARo 001t VT/SiEC 5 TO I s 1
I , v 00E TEST SEC
6K OMS ENCINE TUCINLOGY
SUPPORY P4RQA#
OA1E ~1AP~i fCKETDYNE. INTE1fRATF-) H4ARDWARtEflSTS
TESI DESCRIPTION
004(1WLPERPO4$jANE AND) HEA*TRANSER tVALUATION WtfHOUT !jLC9
L/O INJECTOR S/Nl (OLC PL1.MG*U), 9 To NOZZLE* UNSATURATED)
mmH/NT-(40 F rFUL)., TAkGi- PCNS M ~~R *1.!65.s
MLTUAL TEST OL$RATION. 3S0 SEC
D~ATA SLICE TIMEI 34.000 Sfi; To 35,000O 5EC
PARAMETLA UNITS AVG* MLASUREAD VAiY.W
f (CL I At4 K PkLSSUNE PSIA ?48z
JO14 TANK PAISU&E PS IA?260
OM-iDIZEW INTERACE~ PRESSURE P-5JA
ltC COOLA*T iNtET 'MAN. PRESSU4R. PSIA oai
FUECL IN~TRPRESSOJRE p . A 0960547
O0(I01lth U*4rt(f Y1 PAZ $SURE, PSIA 1$ Q
(;HAN4~iER PNCSSUkL Wo~ SIA t 3o, t19
CAA4MU P*4ES9LWE NO.$~ PSIA 1314034
-AXIAL. tHRUST.# 3*10tA4 A L F' 50,721, 6
AXIAL TAIMuSTY* T$ sBtC LeF51200
TmAXIS- Ti4QST 
-19A9
Z--AXIS NOWUS L4F 3 ,b
AE -CxLL PREI SUHE PS1A60
CLLL PRL.SSW*. AGkE*tMENT l; 6i
UAIZP4FLOWRIATL (qpm .1e
(),AWtIZEN4 1NRfACt. UMPATUR L)G F
Ti/C COOLAANT INJTEEATURE D6F 414$
tIC COOLANT OUT tEf40EkATURI )F F ?419578
1 wlt tVePqSURFACE TE4PERATURE OE F 1.T
ToC .1SUR7AE TEM 16I ~F~k.8
TC' SUItE---"P -1), IN OF( 1 64,491
T0C SU~fAtt t k41P o INf L)EQ F 6,1
T/c WOI~Att *twM -' 8iN S.F
1/C_ SOFACC It."P - t IN DEG~C F
T/C S(Wf Att 'tCMP - I UG ?4.7
T/4" SU1f ACE T.F4P ~'IN LYE F 69*'9
14 -SwUct: THP-4G03- IN F 53. i 1~j4
T/c tWIVAC N4 * E I F 1 330319
COOLANT-' XkklM 0AI9 SKIN ~ ot r
N()1 LL FLAN09 toP tC't4PEf.AjTUjkF tEG F 539735
NdZlLt SVqAt Tt#4 * 01 pNut F I0.6
NQZIIJt 5UoFAC. tim' # 9.o IN f4G V
6K 00% tINOtNE Tikc*4OL06Y
f~Arr * ~ NOCKEYDTYNE INTEGcRATED HARtOWARE TF1SS
PERrORt4ANE DATA
PARAMETER UNIT' CALCULArfED. VAtLUE
Ks, INJECTOR~ ENO, P5A 3.s$
Ott NOZL STAGNATION P3iA
AXI1AL t"AUSt, 5Ilti LIRF 0714Ak-IAL ~tiiV~To V46UUM LO5040
NOZZLE tiTl PREtSSWA. PSIA 0os
FVIEL D)ESJTY M4H LIVAF T bbss T
U~l)I~ LNS 1TY L A/PT '00:05FUEL rLd*RnATE L-0/Mr 6.9-050.11014k FLbWkATE LM/5tC 1204U~TTAL PROPELLANT rLOVIRATE ~ /~ 19.377
IX1TURE RATIO fOvtAALL) 0/
-LC -FLIWRAT 14 S C 0
ULC TOTAL PtRCCT4%
CUJRE MIZYUME- RATIO 0/Ft0s
V6.~ h4.JtCTON UCLTA-P 6b.89
~OW1E) INAVIP0$ DELTA-oP 58:0 b. 45
V/C COOLAT~ QOUTA.MP FS
7 YT MMSRK*FLXOUISEC 978oil5~CinSTAPEC ST~~462*601C-StAks 0,41 546zoh01
CiSTAR EFFIC~ICY 58t4s, 1it.
Ct , VAC-72
I~Svc PE 62#530I IiP E~t V4CUVM 63.47$
ISP# TOR#, TF,31 0*ONOITIOMS sfc fl6
Oekov ACUA5IZ kF7ICZLNCY 90
C-iSTAr, ODE FT / SFc 53.41
IsP9 dut TEST S 4o 4
6K OMS ENONE Tto$NoLOOv
SUIPPORT PROGR*AM
- POCpETDYt4E INtEGRATit) KARDWA9 ,t;*ts
5*.RIFS 4Ro/Ht-l Z~UN*STS
TEST 6EkIPjIQN
-N~PERFOMANCE AND HEAT tRANSFERE&UOJWTOT~C
L/O INJitTOR S/Ni'(SLC PLUGGEDI 917o i NOZZLE, UNSATVRAtrO
W44$NIO t41 F VUwLq 'TA016V PCNs5 i 40.9 f4A a 1.6s.
ACtUAL TEST DUR#AYION 10.*1, SEc
IJATA SLICE 'TIME _9400 SEC TO 1o000 Sc
PARAHE2 TEA UNITS AVQ. HKA5URED VAi.JE
"im~miur wo-a"4
FVCL TANK~ PRESSURE PIIA
OAIER TANk P~t~suRJA PSIA n'4.9qo
'V!EL INTERFACE PHN.SSURE PS IA ;?44*.5I
0AID110R ZN!0WAt PRESSURE PSIA ?33o4'??
TIC COOLIANT INLE, NAN PRFSIJH PSAiV,
VVL NJTOR.3ti~ PS'TA 731.02
o~toj~t 4 IJu~ 0 tSURtL PSIA 1.O
CHANSF34 PRESSUR% NO. I Ps 1A 145010 1
CIIAMOER 009SSURE NO* 2 PSIA 1-*6
Akj-AL--Tff*# SYfttt A LFS4,1-1
AXI1AL tNRUST Stf4 (a LOW 55i640101
#4xEI P~ST L1RF 3q8
A EROt CELL P"ESSURE- P ItA *
CztLPtREASU1Q AGREMgNT951
FVEL- VLTV% A~kGP$61.852
0JA 120. FLOWRATL 60147j~
oAlZIIU IWTIElkrFCE O~JAU~ EG P
TI COO0LANT j LNnPRATURE DEG F 43*763
t/C COOLANT OUT tE009RATUREo, : 3t 4
ti4t~TOk SURf ACE _fV4PEtAtURE 0E
f/tSURFACE TLMP -16 IN PIEG f ?37o334
-1-v SRFCW14_94~~t QEo r ~ ?510071
T/C tU%$ACE TLAP -10 IN DEG F. i449936
TIC'SURFACE TEMP A IN40 F i6309
V/C SUf4PACE t tNP 6 IN OEG F 1890521
TtC SWttC IE1#P sIN QGF -?13*i4Z
r/C SU0tACE T EMP i I N 3*996
I/C SUHIOACE I t*.P N ot IF I
'COOLANT IN MAYWIFOLD SKITN 00 F 66*918
NOZZLE -FLANGE -100 TEt4PE9AAURf 0, es or,3
NOJZZLE~ 3VRPA'CC TtNP * 8.0 IN DEG F j'342#.644
NOZZLE $U#APAtCE tiMP 9.0' iN Og'j F 4.9
RLTRODUOMfl3Ty OP THESORIGINAL PAGE Is, POOR
4K OMS, EWN4I&C' TtC.NOLOGY
t~~A1E CKETOYNE INtEGRA~O H~OOWARE. TEWs
PIPOW4ANC'f j)TA
'~k~~ SCALCULArEIN VALkW
PC# INJLCTOR tL~q) 45 '93
P(,p N024LE SiTA(1t4TION PSIA 394
AXIAL THRWSTO ksi 54r 0S
A , IAL VHHUST, VACUUM f4;
~uUIA~. i~JTP SIA fFVEL DENSl-TY (Hg~il L W 71 5 5.
F, EL FOWRATE LOISEc 76(OAIOL) A~ fLOWRATL Lq/SUC 1*
tO.TAL PIOPELLANT FLOWFRATE Lf's/SEC 2*MIX1IJk. RATIO (OVERALLO
aLC FL-OWR-AJ*E L~
a6LC totA %~~(N 0CoFt MIX TURE RATIO 1*/4F
Fl&CL I WACTOR UCILTA-P P' 86000A)DZEUA ttNJECfTR OELTA-P pstO 6'i.3?I
tic COOLANT fA.41A-0PsP
TfC tO0MNT DELTA-1 Df G F *9.89T*UST C..IA R, H E1.A FLUX
C4*SYAR# SITE: Ff/SFC* SS87*4)6
C~SA~,UMHFT/SFC 5%8S?*496
CiSASU fI LPIt IFJCY 970491(;#Is %ITE 1
cp VAC7
I~pv 51T tVWACUUM #C43,8
I$P. 'ATZ #ltm1CtOl SEC '.4
EAVROgI) AkELEASE Ef#PZCIENCY
VOSPk. DUE. T STgo
o0 M, ENOINE tLCHNOLOGY
SUPPORT P90O&RAM
ROCKETOYNE INTEGRIATED H4ARDWARE TEiSTS
DATE (l APR 4
TCST DESCAWITN
EJ'oINU E fkm~ AND HEA. IRANSFER EVALUOION WJ1HOUT oLco
L/D INJECTOR~ S/Ni fO3LG PLUGGeD) 9 To INOZLE*i UNSATURATED)
M144/1N70 40 V' FU)LL). TAA6E PCN-2 MR 0* 1454 .
A4.TUAL TEST OVAIION 1o1i4 SE(,
I)ATA SLiCE 7IME 900O0 SEC To 10.000 s~c
VARAMM Ur4tTS A V,( MEZASURE! VkAJfE
)EL TA PRESSUH& PSIA ~?t66446
OXI1D1ZE*4 TANk PRLSSUIRIE ostA ?44:i7z
FUEL INtE$4AAE P*ILSSUAE PStA 261.10
OXIDIZER INTLRVACE PRESSURF ??4.56
T/C CtOLANT INLET-"MAN. PHLSS$JRE PISIA 103;
FW- L ?IJ - PRESSURE PSIA ?39.tZ25
0AIIEf INJE(T5A P1AESSU4S PSIA 0.2
CANBEs p- esSWRE NO* I PSIA 145.(684
CRAMBS.K PQESSURE N0. 2 PSIA 4
AAXIAL 'tlRVSt, SYSTEH A LOF 53,8
AAtAL THlRUST* SIY~Ttt 6 LOF
YWAXTS -tiRUjt
i-AX1S tN4Q$t
AVERAGE 'CELL PREL-Su54 PSIA *8
C;LL PftESURE, AGHEEMENT IN4
rut LOW bpg~l a m.3
OAIOIUNk FLOWHAT& GP 6.903
(,AIOIZE UITU*AC TEMOERATURE t) G0
T/C COOVANT IN ThMPEPA!URE ~ DfG F 439605
T/C COOLANT OUT tEMPERATURE o-EG ?Iqb
ti4JECTDR4 S0RFFACt-TEMPtftAfURE OeG F j26170
T/4 S.URFACE TEMtP -16 N C~G F 5
TfC SYRF-AO TEMP aj 13 .1N DCO V Tg3
Tic SURFACE TEMP -1c6 IN ?o6.8TF
T/C SUhVfACE TEM4P - $I IN UFF
T/C URFACt 14#4P - 6 IN oirG F 7.4
T/C SURFAtE TEMP -4 IN. I)EG F
"T/cf SURWACC 'T"4 m'09 IN U~'F b 3 &
TiC 5URFAt TEMP +0.J IN t0j F 3.4
C-90LANT IN MANIFOLD) SKIN pto F V611
NOZiLE FLANGE TOP' TEMPEROTURIE Of. F 6?0443
1N49zJL SUAVACE TEJ4p # 8. IN OtJO F 1306o47
NOZZLE SUNFACE TEM4P # '.0 'IN O F 1478.443
6K OMSEt'(1NA T CsHNOL10oY
SVPPAT PGRAM
DATE 01 APR 4 cKTY-Itatt HRWETES
SEISAWNo SE'QUENICE 8 TEST 3
PEFORMtANCE 0A4A
PAR~AMETERA UtIT'S CALCULAIEh VAL.
i~IN4ECTOA END PSIA
NOZ#~ZLC STA6AIO04 P 1480617
AAIAL t$A5,~IELP 540*044IAXIAL tHR1UST9 VACUUM4 !iHF76
NOLEt*T *.6JLPS 00
.EL bt,"IIY (mmki) L4j/FT3
uAtUjjte44ENsjy LR/rr 900084
PVEL FL0WfRATC Li/SEC wZ
0XOULAt fLOWRAT. 13/,SEC 1O4
"~JAL PROPELLANFLOWRAYE 2!1,E i6'68A'l*XYUkL I~kTjU 100$ALL) 
-/ 05-ffthC -FLOWRA'tE i5
8LC TO TAL OE'3jEN
CORE 'tTURtE (0110/F14~
FUEcL J1s4f.;Tbi oQLTdA-P pslo1 93*#443
axto1ZEA ?WJErctOt DELTA-P 5~i3f/c cooI ANT- EU-A4 psWo?0
TH1kUST CH1A498jO HEA! FLUX OiTUf6EC 16.8
CIS*TAR, SITE' FT/:S~CC
vw5tAks 400 FT/SEC 5Q.Z
Ci*S1Ak EFF.CtENCY' 97055
cL 1i--'-tt VAWUU4 I ,z?
CF, AC 7 EX~ECTmm~1*513CF CORARELATI014 i009416
clPt vAC? 
.8
I~P It'~ VACUUM stc a7d
8*,p TDR TEST eQ4~~, SEC 2?4.504
ISFP EFFIUW4CY %to56
LhtkG* HAeASE LEFCIENCY960
-c-sTARt Oa Fi /S4EC 5699.-A4S
I Spi b(Io 'TEST ~c334,510
PAC10P
6K 0M.% EtNOINE TECHNOLOGy
SUPPORT PROORA4
OA1 ~1A~r iOCKETLYi4E INERAF HA4OVWA1E TESTS
S.RZFS AO/141j1 SEUECE a TEST4
TE~ST DESCRIPTION
uf4 ILPE.RFOR4ANCE ANI) HE.AT TRANSFER EVALUAT.ZQN WITHOUT $LC.s
L/10 INJECTOR S/NI (BLC PLUWO01 9 To I NOZZLEo (JMSAVIJRATEb
.4!4H/NT6O 140 FU~L) TARGET PCNS a * tb. MR' 1.4S
ACTIJAL TST WATIrON 10.006 SE~l
QATA SLZCE'TIME 9.000SEC TO tooooo qrC
PARAME wi 1. T s AVfo. MESRDAV
FVEL TANiK PRESSURE PSIA !34#466
OXIDIZER4 T-AN PRC-SSUiIL PFAA ?090605
vvtEL 1NfERVACE P$4LStf~c PviiA,
OOi~TV4A~~A 11ICALCOESURE P.SJA J94.533
0/C COQ1-'LANT LNLXT NAN.o PREASSURE PS; A ;ei4 9)1
11 EL 11P4ECTOR -PRiSSURE SA?0.T
0A1()IZEA WNELTOWH IESSURE PSIAI?.S
C14AMU PRESSURE NO. 1-PJ ~.l
CMAM*3EA P~tSSURt NO# 7 PSIA 130.001
A'AIAL TH~t S$tEM A LsVF 98*-
AATAL THtUST9 SYSTtm k Lfq416,o0
LAfI *IW~ LPF
A-ffltAI~ cELL. P~triuR I~A
ctt.L PRES$Uf A6Cf'IENT
fU!L FQWR'ATt- GPm III7
FAI~ I LWH~ 4W k.7
ox1uISEHt, IN A FACt t T~P~RT OLa 0
lt COOLANT' !N TLPE AW(Eft oG 43:-90114(; OO00~ OUT* 4irk-ti 2)24 1 ? 4s
litiJctok4 SURFACETEMPERATURE 6t F 166
T/C- SW*AIM tEPP o IN DEG F 209394
Ti i Sjf*m- -to~MW ii- ZN - fqEG F ?9
T/C SURFACE TEMP -10 IN PEG F
T ic sokilpACE 19P DE~IN[G F
t/r, SUROAtE UM*P - 6 IN 6jG F r,1
7/C SUP'At ltwP w N*t
t/t SUAPACLE ThmtP IN loF5956
-T/C WOVRF EN7P uiii.3 7In- OFG F 13i90401
7/c SLFAC TEmP # .I I N 6 p.
COOtLANTIN MANIFOLD SKIN toG 0
NOMEL'FLAOC TOP TEMPEWAIVRE of16 r F I
NOZZLE -SUNFACE TEMP * 4 a. IN- fif'. F99
JOUL~E WI~AC AtE P * 9.-0 IN (w, F 14O.
69 omsi CNOLNK ttf HOLOGY
DATEvl AR 4 ROMKTDYNL jNTE4RAft03 HARDWARE TESTS
SLF41ES Ho T LQuLNct' a TE NT
PEFPOR4ANeX DATA
PARAMETER UNIT-; C-ALCUiLArE0 VALOEk
PC$ INJECTOR END( P.S$A -99
pC vOZL.E STAuNAIWON PstA 123*413
AXIAL THAUST, VACIUP 498F'4
NIOZZLE -tXI1T 'PRE~SSY" OSI A68
'FVELt iEAS1 T '' 4W11 -b/ -T3 59.73
OXIDIZER OENSITY L,9/F~t3
futtL FLOWRATE LO/SEd ot
10110t~4 ~LW~hLOSEC I15T
'WiTA L PROPEW-ANT FLOWRA!E 044SE 19.*06
iiixTURE RATIO (OVLRALL)" /
ULC TOTAL PE.RqgNT
COWN.ITXTURE- iATZiO 10,451FOEL INJECTOR t)LLTA-P P5*0 139861
uqorzeA VkEtf ELTA-P tQ4.7
T/C COOLANT OELIAOO st t)
ttc 
-mot"I~t~TUI I~~
TtOjUIjT VHABUC NtLAT FLUX PT/9C 60#1
Cw.stA~, # ITi. FT/sErC 5531oS
C-~StAR9 UI4O Pt/sEC 5OS
C-StAR EfFI'C IENCY % 7.O2i)
CFO SITE.~- 1
4f. VAC 72 CXPECT i-. 1.14
~ft CORAEILATtON 1--I004*6;6
tf, YAC 7? i 8
iip, tt$,5T- SEC WOW8~
15SI E VACUUM SECObiis39'
ISO, T"$ Test c"t4WIQNS SEC 4.4484
15p t1frettN(-Y. i8ei?
C*f V'AELEASE &Evx Irc %,E 969504
00STAR, iOE P/EC
ispo, oLp, ticsV SEC349-0
f1K OMS EW4N TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT OR0I4
ROc:KFTL)YNE INTE(ORATED iHA~'0W4E TE.STS
DATE -)1 APR~ 4
~~ijRI1sr' ii/1r.SQUE"Ick S8
T-S'T OE'cIPTION
ENONE, PEFORMANCE ANI) HEAT IRANSFEH EVALYUATON WITMOUT 4LC.
1.10 INJECTOR, S/N,, YiLC PLUaGE), 9 to i NOZZLEo UNSATUROAEO
1"mH/N1O (40 F~ FULL)s TAR(f(T Pi;NS '15, mg a~i *
ACTUAL rEST UURAIION O1i$E
QATA SLtCE TIME 19000 SEC to 10,000 SEC
PARAMETE ONA I T s AVG#, 04LASURFJ) UK
V'JEL TAt4,.-PRSSJR4t PSIA 2O08.401
&IWE4 TAN* PRLk3SURE pst* 2fl4* S4UEL 1I_ rPACI PFAOS5Uft PSIA
O'0/cE~VC PtlSSURC PsiA
FW IL~~1~RPWSS~tPt'IA02
OAjj1?4EA INJE(t~014 %4CSUk Ps IA .8,!9?
CHAMBEAt PRSWR NO. I PlqI A
IRAM60 Pat'CSSUNE N04 2 P.5I A13.0
A*I AL vNUt SSE A LAF 4964*30?
AAIAL iktS Tv SYST*:t ij LOV 49Th.407
- UAXIS 1$ RUS Lsfo 91
AVE0AGt_ CLL PROWSSU PSIA
CELL P~IES5URE AGRECE'mET '%4
fAT!E FOATE GPz 06d
0A I ivIiEN IT "AGE TZA00AAU4k 6 F 0
_T/C _COOLANT IN TtNPERAUft £WG F 449i ?7/,C COOLANt OUIE.4PRATURE94
tt4~jE~R& VAfRE(DG F- 1690Z*
P/SRFC -' 16 IN OF6 r 5
1/c WUAfPACE UEDP -10 IN DEG F ?i 6.6b7
1/C $UPACE Ump*- Am QTG F
t/c suRfAtt t Cp -s~ IN oi[ 200:j72
V/C SU94FACE TEMP -.7 AN DEG F
T/C SURFACE TOWP IN OaF 12808?2
_IAThNANW-OLD SKIN FE 870"6
14OZZL E FLANGt TOP' IEMPEATURE Ofo 600400
id W-Ei -tJRPA0 TPt40 4 00 IN Q(GP 14.99
NOZILL SURFACE TEAP *90 IN 0E'G F
REPRO0DUCIBILIy OP THE,
S OTRIGIhNAL PAGE IS9 POOR
MaUE I~f$u A1EtU l4 AR TES ?
0P0O~Al.~ 6~ATA
P~~qA~LN __s 
___C NT ALctULATO VALUt
PCI U'JICTO* END $I
AXIA !h"Nt. 0IT 14.RP32
,Ax1AL TAN~u~ f#AU $." Lo #690
ELC~&4S*T irqqri~PSIA
___F Or"IM x - 11- __-_-__._ LOVT 9 073
ru w" 
--------- L7 7I-  4
SLC TOTA ' EROY 0
T-cw- gA~t- 
-
TIC COOANiT OtI0 .
-S.





-IS 9 0 !-- ""-l-l 
____ -- ~ - -- l 
-
6K (IM' E~NGINE TthCHNOLO,Y
SUPPORT PROGRAM
kOC.KETI)YNE IJTEG"ATED MAROWAPE~ Tp$S
UAIE 01 APR 4
tSTIJE5CR1PTI0N
tiINE1~ PERFORMANCE~ AND HF.Af TR.ANSFER tVALUAYTIN WI1$QUY iaLC.
L/O INJLCTO4 S/N) (LC PLU60EDo 9 to I NOZZLE, UNSATUAVE 
MkH/NTb 440 F FUC.L). TARGET PC;NS a lb.. 4iR 1.5
ACTUAL TEST LJURA ION 10iois SEC
DATASLLCE TIME 4*000 SEC to 0*0
PARAMEE lU IIs~ AVOV MEASUAEO VA .JE,
fVEL TANK" PRESSUHE PS IA19326
OXIDIE TANKc PRESUVE PSIA 16*9320.LLINTERFACE PkESsuIk& PSIA gO4OiJUtWEA MytkfAtt PRESS-Ult psIA ,53%T/C COOL.ANT XNLOU MAN. PRES SURE P-STAi640
VVJL -fl4ECTO-A Pl~iSSU~t PSIA 1IA3
0II4MA £9JLctok PESSUREJ 'I A
CflANLOVA PRESSURE No, I %' IA
C91A94$E PAESSUPgE NO0. Z P51A 114.901
A~tAL 1MRtJST, SYSiTEM A LF4368*400AA-IAL tfiR4ST# SY'st.# s 4i~ 361 #3'#
Z-AXIS tHTW$T LAP?185
R-VtRAOE _tELL PRESSURE PSIA
FUEL tLOWRATC _gmM
oAtbIUR FLOWRATE 4P
OXUj,U I4 4TEER ACL__t PERATU4E 7y 0
T-4 -COOLANT IN TEAPEATURE OG F, 43#753T/C COOLANT OUT ThMPLRATURf U(ro F s iINJECTOR 5UF'CE TEf4PORDEG F 134oi26T/; SUOKACE 4440P -46 IN 40 ?7913
VtC S~AlCt TtI4P DE I G F 3,9TIC WJJAC tt"MO -1o IN DiGF ~4&
t/(; tOOfArrtM 8I ~
TiC SUR#AC( ftMP - 6 IN DEG F 12T'TiC_ tURfAICE 'TEMP - 4 IN, :I0 04
Tic SUH'ACE TEMP u' Z? IN4 
'EG
Tis ~ t# 143.e413OtI SORfACE 164P. 4 j IN P19,T
tOL ANT --N A 41 MG -QKKt N GF949
NOZZLE FLANGE TOP UEMPtRA tUR DEr zNt~t SURFACE ThM# 4,0 t N DEG F iI.~
Nili. W4HVFACE tEm'p ., TN WF
SUPP$M0RTP0GRA,4
UiIT&4 PR OCKLTDYNE, zNTFOR~Arf "AkoWAkf, TESTS
SLOt E~S Ao/tijtwk T~C LSI
PEHFOWPANcE D)AT A
PARAMEMN wi ~I T s CALC4A.ATED VALOlK
P(. I -q fJ~ PSIA 3
P(~, SOLL TAGNATION PSIA O.4
AAIAL Vt4AUST1 3I11 L4F 39?
A.XTAL 7$#4U$T, VACUUM LbP 438.40
NOLL CXT PE$0UML PSIA *8
F )EL r7,V4tT'Y (M0*f) S5.5?t
QAAj~I sIt~TY Lo/F 73 9(0.047
IFEL flawATt~ LII/SEC 6.0
OiIER FLO0WRTL ~ Lli/SEC 10*30~3
TQtAL P*lOPrLLAN*'fLOWRATE "S7C1.6
MI-AIUNE RATIO IOVLJRALL)* 0/P.I't
Fit LOV$ATC L'P,~ 
_0
NLC TOTAL PENCEN!
COPE MITURE Roio 0/F #'S70
FO-i IN~JrT,; ULTA.P PsI 11?47
4ux-ll&lz3 MftWACTO#R OCLTA"P S1
T/C COLANT OL.TA.-P Oslo.8.7.
't/C 'COM4Nt -OU -lT ofe r- 6,
VIRAVST CHAiiaEk, WL1At FLUX oiu/sEt 6.9





CY, vAC ?~ 1. 7"
ISP, IS SEC
lip EFFVttE~it-c 77.448
ErflrR6G J.4ELEAS. Eff !CIC#4CY % 95940
C-5TAR0 00f ViE 5703a441
I p, Out TEST c
u 1NLe
EIIe~u RvA"O4t AND 40~ TRAN$8VE IEVLYATON W ITKUT AC,L/O lc~iCN 14 t eLt KU090~), 9 TO 1 NlOZZLEIZ UP4SATURATEI
*0*NTO(4Q~' U#4, ARGO PCtS*iQ. *
46TUAL lITDUR4!0N 10,466 SECQAT4 SLICE TtNE 9-996 sec to foooo SEC
PAAAMEITC~U 
-I__ NTS AV4Mg. IASWRO VAL JE
FLTANK PRE5SUM0,$ PSA 2o24
O~~Z~TAN PRS-UR A
FURL hPC to3 U9WI
AM-A , *DR 243 " 21
O~IIZEF4 NJ~TO*~ SPS A
C$ANSI P1~ESU~i~ %~O~FP$A 4 ,1
CA1mo at MI4( too i~~ 464 .9
AAIAL PIRJST, SY5TS 8 L~749




t URFA~ o*N * tdFI4,
T~C UAV~E tA4 * INDtG F
~wx IgRAc tEN~9~f
NOzZi WWAETN P lp.o 4~ __0
......--------.-- REPR ODUjCIBILITy OF H
OR'GNALPAGE IS POOR
6K Q)MS FNt4,% 0LG
SUPPOR? TPRA1
IPOCKkTDYNE INTcEGRATED HA)4oWAFL ToSs'
StRlILS A4)/P$T.' sroUL'C r T
PERFORMANCE 6ATA
~A*UNITSE CALCULATED VALUE
PLs 1NjkCTOq END ~ PSIA14*1
Pt #4024t STAGNATION ps I A 0*
AXIAL !94U319ST S'Ift L
AXIAL TH14US1, VACUUM4 L4Q.1
NOZLEET ~f5~REPSIA .3
FUEL OESM -(9W-I _Lf;/FT3 506
OXZ~tIE# DENSITY Lff/ft3 90.10.)
PUEl~L PFLQWRATE LIA/SEC 146i3
O IZEA FLOdfRATt LIO3SEC1.
TO'TAL PROPELL-ANT fLOWRATE j./SEC ~11
MkXTE!LE RATIO t6*4IALL) 0/P .0
9LC FLOWNATE L/E
faLt TOTAL PENCE-NY
CORE HItURoE 0Ato 9/~ .914
FPU- I' 1.tCToft4. PSII t ) 660e75
TIC COOLANT DELYA..P ps ID 1,3,523
Trotys C18AMBL9 "tLAY FLUA 0*TUW5C 1.0
CUSTARI* STTE VFT/SEC 50~7,63(1
C-STA~v UNR Sr$C5170640
C--STA_ P1ItCY' 97.319
CP, VAC ?21 E*PECT 1.537
cC00CvffLATI0N9012
Isp-. t ;TT 6.O
14pe SZE VACV.U14 SEC 263a e$
lb9, To~$,, TEST C&)NoIIIoNs set
ERYE0-AL9A$EA EFfICENCY
c..SW*,40 wlQE0 FT/SUC
1sP, oto TEST? SEC 4*)
6K~ OMS Et~NON TE~ICNOLOGY
SUPPORT P$AOSP'AM
R-OKETYNC INtEGRAtE-D HARDWARE TESTS
UAE01 APR 4
00i1*4t-i SEOVENCE A TEST H
TtSt bESCPTPTION SQEit
thM3RNE*PEIlPOHMANLE ANO HEAT TRANS7EP EVALUATION WITHOUT cjLC*
LIO INJECTOR SINI (KLC PLUGGED)* 9 To I NOZZLE, UNSATURATED
M4t4*4NTO' 140 f FUtEL)* 
-TAR(,tT PCNS 10~s 41 MR 1.65*
ACTUAL TEST DtJAAION 10#011 lEc
DATA SL~iCE TIME 9.000 SEC TO 1o000 wE
PRAM&.Tt Ui4its AVG* MEASURCO VALUC
ftulIL TANK PffE:SSUkt PStA !.319
:0.rE: ITAN]K PRt-$su5PtA *3%
V -EL Z4NPC:iESUPIE . S'1A 176 OS6
O0XVlt"fM ItEFAClE P~tE$VEUI 7.~
T/C cob)LA4T INLE't-MAN. PRESSURE PSIA I1992
FEL INJCR PRES"UE P9TA 1600.432OAIROIZE If4jECTOMl PSS~4 IZA
CHAMEAPRESSURE NO* I .IA 32
CA1AMSER P$RISS"jJ'E N 2 PS IA 5o i666
A JAL IOIRUST* 3 STEM A L#W
-AxIS THRUST 21*607
AVERAGE"CELL PRESSURE PSIA 06
CE&LL P1RESS0t, AGREEOIENT #663
FUEL FLOWRATE 49.045uXio ZERf PLORATE GPpM 53940
VIM~ -M!ERFAICF-P tIRTJRE F,
IYfC COOLANT -t 4 PE AA T UR A ~ 44 1 45t/c COOLANT OUT 10sPERATURE
IN,CTUR -SURFCE TMER t F 139*912
T/C SUWTFACE ttAP " 1* IN c)EO F P-19923
t/C-SUVPAtt-- tE:AP .t3IN Or' 7- P1
It SURHVAtt T04P -10 IN FE 2 46,O
1/c SIAtt ftEP - R IN F170.45?
TiC Wfk#Att t tMP -6 I N OEG 19**6O
T/ $URPACE -TEMP aO 4 IN proF?8.8T/ WHuA t TOMP* - IN G
T 1C SUkR.ACIE VC#4P 0 3 IN fF
COOL-ANT Xt"INA4IFQLU SJIIN D'G- 0. 107*604
NOZZLE, FLANGE TOP~ !CMPE-OAT-URE 0f6 F"P60
Nij)ZL t iURACtE -tFUP ! . NP C952
NoJIL~.J7C TLMP + 9.0 IN 0O:G F
IREPR1ODU Canjt rOplINAL PAG& I8~?j
O Poot
6K OMS iCNG1NE TECNOLOGY
SUPPORt PIoGRM
DATEvi PR ftCKETOYNE INTEOR V HARDWAR~E TFST':w
PFRFORIIANCE DATA
PARAMEJE U'NTI C.ALCUL.ATEo VALOJ
P4., INJECTOP LN.D P151A 1.3
PU9 NOZZLEi STAOiNATION PSIA 109.001l
AAJAL 114RUST* SITC* '~ 38 66AXIAL THRUST,# VACUU4 t~403,?75
NOQZZLE EXIT PRESSURE. PSIA .0619FUL )~5tTNj (F41H)LifT 5565~
FU.EL V10WRAlt LA/SEC 60072
o'~(d~f FO~kAt.Lfl/SEC 1,2




C-ORE MIETURE ROJID OF
F04. IkAJCTOP QctLTA.P osEV' 45:4694
IAt) ZrA# rtIcEG0k7VfLTAw.P PISTD 49(45
t/C C604.ANT'IOLLTA-P P'sio,. 11 *560
T/~CO*ANT~iMO~ F 193.:3?2
tc4*UST CHAMBER kEit FLQX "i&ic 390400
C~tASlnE FT/WfC S'0Z2209
C-STA09 404 5502024
4C-STMR EV!4IENCY 96,43-3CF, IT
*cf 1-st t vAtUUM - I.Z
CFO VAC ?2 tLXPECT
fC.' (O(L-AITJ ON'9 
0Cfq vAL ?p~ 10*69
ISP, TESTst 5c 5.#
lbpv SI~TE VACUUM
~PVC ?~P~tZSEC5P 30s*943
WeP 10K, 'TEST NO*4DM1NS SEC
TOp EFF,1--tCY, % 16,361Roy, RLtASE EfPI CtNGY *~467
CCUTAR9 ODE FY/5S57!,76
SLO~.Ti 3410213
6K OM$; ENINE TEC"NOLOGY
SUPPORT PROURA4
IRCETOYNE tNt~rAtEP HARDWARE~ TE;STS.
D l .j APR 4'
SILUUS ti$ %#1T-1 AEe ~itEsT
k~4G*PE*AFOR14ANCE AND HEAT TRANSF~E~UTIt "I.OT4L
tJDf lhJttT0A S/Nl (V~LC PLUGGFD),# 9 To~ I OZZL.E, UNSATURAThDi
m4i/w~-40 f4~ P LL).* TARGET PCNS a MR~ * j.i
ACTUAL TEST UU"A(1ON fl.00H 5EC
DATA SLiCE TIME 9.000 SEC To 14000 SEC
PARAMETER U141Ts AV~j .4ASUlRV~) VALUE
FUEf.L TANK PRE.SSURL PStA
OIXIWE -TANK PRESSURE17,1
fUEL I;tEAPACE PfkES$fJUI PS IA
0ATIZL1R INTERFACE PRESSURE PSJA 0?30191
TIC tobLANT iNL .E' - AN. ootsSURL 0P,'A 4
-"L; ju44UT0R PRES5U~t-iE 4 104
oAIU4 1#m4ECTOK PO4EtSUREPA S569499
C"AMBrE PRESSURE NO, * 1 s - 41,16
CHAt4SEA PAEtsSUPk NO, 2, PSIA, 115.278
AXIAL- tiU3Tv SYSTEM4 A LO 43689400
AXIjAL 03FJS,$~4t R~ 43#-00384
Z-nAXIS, hIHUS 0 L9 3
LiL.PftSSURC AGREEMEgNT
V ". LWRAT. GPM457
0XIUMfA# FLOWRA1E om 5I9 17
OXIOIZEN INTERFACE TEM4PERATURE OE6 F
T/C COOLANT I'N TLtfkPEklU#k cE' r 4,1
t/C C00L~fit OUT' iE14PERATORF. on~
tr&jE.CT*14 SUIjWACt T;'PtRAURE_ (QEIr F 4$02
Y/C SUR~FACE trU4P o16 IN 1,,6, F $*1
f/c SURFACE W4P w.10 IN F,
TIC SUR#ACE TEMP -- -6 lN F
T/C SURfAtt TOO# - h IN QE- 6 030
t/C SUFPACE te'MP .IN4 (O r F*3
T4~ $URAC 19MP *3 IN 6F 3.~
C"L ANI4 NAI ULD SKIN oEG F 1'5.6
Nq .JLL FLAN"t TO0P TE4PERATIRE DEC" 5.0
NqOZZLt iURAMIr Ttf4P 4 O.0 IN QFGF1?4975
N~ql7L,. SusACEt Tt.MP + 9.0 iN 0D.0 F
RPRPOD U
PAGI I1oo
6k OMS EN61XNE TECH1NOLOGY
Suppoat PPOftA4




PAAI T4UNIT", CALCULArEO VAL4V.
Po,-1NJtfToR k**p PSIA j4*308
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